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YOUTH VIOLENCE PREVENTION

TUESDAY, MARCH 31, 1992

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,

Washington, DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:37 a.m., in room

SD-342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John Glenn, Chair-
tnan of the Committee, presiding.

Present: Senators Glenn and Akaka.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR GLENN

Chairman GLE/IN. The hearing will be in order.
Before we start our hearing this morning, I was handed a note

that said we have a delegation of members of the Navajo Nation
Tribal Council who are in Washington observing our hearing today.
They are particularly interested in the function of the Federal Gov-
ernment and the separation of powers. I understand they are in
the back of the room. Would you just stand up a moment? Thank
you. Glad to have you with us today. Thank you very much.

We need only to pick up a newspaper or magazine in any city in
our country to understand that violence has reached epidemic pro-
portions. We have some of these blow-ups around the room. News-
week a couple weeks ago ran a story, "Kids and Guns," a whole
report on what is going on in our schools.

The Washington Post this morning ran a Herb lock cartoon,
which some of you may have seen. It says, "Let's see. Where could
we begin to improve our schools?" At the same time, there is all
sorts of shooting ahd violence going on in the schoolyard.

The New York Times last weekend published articles on: "Col-
lapse of Inner-City Families Creates America's New Orphans," 1
and "Death, Drugs, Jail Leave Carnage at Oakland, California."
"Guns as Plentiful as Fear for New York Youths," and another
one, "When Kids Molest Kids." A whole series of these kinds of ar-
ticles out of the Cleveland Plain Dealer, papers in Ohio, the Wash-
ington Post, New York nmes, Cincinnati Inquirer, and others from
around the country, all of which indicate that we have a very
major problem on our hands.

This morning, the Governmental Affairs Committee will examine
youth violence and focus upon strategies for prevention and explor-
ing the appropriate role for the Federal Government. This Commit-
tee has a particular responsibility in this area. We oversee, among

Article referred to appears on page 181.
(1)
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our other functions, the efficiencies and the organization of Gov-ernment and whether they are operating properly and whether
they are coordinating properly.

We have some seven departments of Government and 17 sepa-
rate agencies that deal with delinquency and at-risk youth, and
there are some 260 programs spread alcross the length and breadth
of Government that deal with these problems. And so we are to
look into the overlap, the effectiveness, the waste, the abuse, and
into whether every taxpayer dollar is being well spent and effec-
tively used in this particular area.

As the first of its kind, this hearing will stress the need for a
comprehensive, multidisciplinary approach for youth violence pre-
vention strategies and more coordination by the Federal Govern-ment.

The Unit Ad States, we are sorry to say, is the most violent "civil-
ized" country in the world. The charts of Dr. Chukwudi Onwuachi-
Saunders of the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) 1 have been en-
larged for you to see and to help us understand how far aheadif
you want to call it being aheadof the rest of the world we are in
this despicable category of homicide.

When you look at the international comparison figures among
males 15 to 24 years of age, the conclusions aie astounding. For in-
stance, in France, for that age group, 2 homicides per 100,000; Aus-
tralia, 3 per 100,000; Norway, 4 per 100,000; Scotland, 5 per 100,000;
United States, 22 per 100,000.

Scotland is second at 5 homicides per 100,000 persons, as I read,
so the United States is 41/2 times more violent than the country in
second place.

The breakdown within the figures for African Americans just
blows your mind. It is over 85 homicides per 100,000 persons for
young people in that age group. A tragic loss of life, 85 homicides
per 100,000 persons.

According to the Department of Justice and the CDC, the follow-
ing facts exist:

Young males aged 15 to 34 are the most likely to die as a result
of homicide.

In this country, while all young males are at risk, African-Ameri-
can males aged 15 to 24 are at highest risk. Tragically, these men,
are in fact, at a higher risk to die of a violent homicide than those
who served during the war in the Persian Gulf.

Non-homicidal violent crime, such as aggravated assault, simple
assault, and rape, is most likely to be committed by people under
25. These people are also the most likely victims of these crimes.

Firearms are the weapons of choice for most violent acts. From
1984 through 1987, 80.1 percent of all youth homicides were com-
mitted with firearms. Among young black males, according to CDC,
there has )een a dramatic 54 percent increase in homicides, with
99 percent t,f the increase due to firearms. A serious stra tegy on
the reduction of youth violence must address firearms on the
streets.

' Charts appear on pages 185-189.
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Random violence captures our fear and media attention. It
knows no limits. Even two employees of the U.S. Senate right here
on Capitol Hill have been struck down in recent years. First was
an employee of the superintendent's office, and recently an aide to
Senator Shelby was killed. Also, recently the wife of one of my
Senate colleagues was dragged from in front of her home at gun-
point by an assailant while her husband was told that she would be
killed if he moved to help. The common bond of senseless, unpro-
voked violence shares an air of sameness with deaths in Columbus,
Cleveland, Detroit, New York, Los Angeles, and other communities
all across the country.

Individuals who commit criminal acts should be apprehended,
prosecuted and punished to the fullest extent of the law. Yet the
United States already incarcerates more of its citizens than all
other countries. So punishment alone will not stop the dramatic in-
crease in violence that is all so prevalent today.

A few weeks ago, national attention was focused on Thomas Jef-
ferson High School in Brooklyn, New York, where a 15-year-old
student killed two of his former friends. Principal Carol Beck, one
of our witnesses today, can easily paint a picture of this neighbor-
hood on the East Side of New York as a poverty-stricken, predomi-
nantly African-American and Hispanic community. True as that
picture would be, it would not be unique.

Another portrait is illustrated in my home State of Ohio. Recent-
ly a 12-year-old youth critically wounded a classmate in the cafete-
ria of Hamilton Township Middle School, a predominantly white,
middle-class suburban area near Columbus.

These two distinct and different portraits remind us that the es-
calation of youth violence is not just an urban problem or a minori-
ty problem; it is an American probleri.

Some of our schools ar.1 now being referred to as "killing
grounds." Certain urban communities are described as ."war
zones." If urban war zones exist in America, then we need to dust
off that same coordinated, comprehensive, swift and sure response
we used in Desert Storm and use it to reclaim our communities.

Children are at risk in every single community of this Nation.
According to the current Kids Count Data Book of the Center for
the Study of Social Policy, teen violent death, teen pregnancy, and
children in poverty have increased significantly. The people who
live in these communities, especially the children, are becoming de-
sensitized to what goes on around them. We can no longer continue
to avert our gaze, avert our attention, divert our resources from
our least affluent citizens.

A short time ago, I saw figures from a 1987 CBS News broadcast
republished. There was a poll of teachers who listed the top seven
school problems that they faced in 1940, and the same places and
teachers were queried again in 1980. That is a 40-year span.

The problems identified by the teachers as being major problems
in school in 1940 were as follows: talking out of turn, chewing gum,
making noise, running in the halls, cutting in line, dress code in-
fraction, and littering. That is 1940.

In 1980, top problems had become: drug abuse, alcohol abuse,
prt -,.nancy, suicide, rape, robbery, and assault. A 40-year period.
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This shows that the problems of our children are no longer chil-dren's problems, and they need to be treated as such.
With remarkable foresight, Robert Kennedy once said, "We de-velop the kind of citizens we deserve. If a large number of our chil-dren grow up into frustration and poverty, we must expect to paythe price."
Whether frustration and poverty play the only role or whetherthere are multitudes of other societal factors that also play majorroles are something that we must explore and we will examine tosome extent today.
But the price is astronomical. According to the GAO, the cost forincarceration of youth was estimated to be $1.7 billion in 1988. Ac-cording to Dr. Leroy Schwartz, estimates have been given that forevery homicide, 100 assaults are reported to the emergency room.More than 25 percent of the Nation's 10,000 to 15,000 spinal cordinjuries annually are the result of assaultive violence. The lifetimecost of quadriplegia treatment and rehabilitation has been estimat-ed at approximately $600,000 per patient as an overall increase inlifetime costs. Shifting emphasis to prevention strategies willreduce this, and more importantly, it will save lives. I asked theGeneral Accounting Office to identify Federal Government pro-grams with interventions that could benefit youth.I understand that youth violence is a very complex problem andthat there are multiple factors that interact in various ways thatcan indicate a likelihood that a person may commit a violent act.One of these factors is single-parent homesor, as is pointed out inthis article from last Sunday's New York Times, the collapse ofinner-city families and the growth of no-parent homes. In one caseover 50 percent of the kids in one Oakland school are living ineither foster homes or assigned to, for instance, an aunt. There isno parent living with them at any time. Other factors include per-sistent poverty, waning influence of the church, foster care, mediaviolence, drug and alcohol abuse, teenage pregnancy, and the influ-ence of gangs.
This is what we will investigate today, and I might say that wewill determine later whether we will have additional hearings onthis particular subject.
I would like to welcome this morning my good friend, Congress-

man Lou Stokes, who, as a member of the House Committee on Ap-propriations, has taken a leadership role in putting violence pre-vention on the front burner for Federal policymakers. Recently heintroduced legislation to create a House Select Committee on Vio-lence.
I am also pleased that Marc Wilkins and Curtis Artis are here toshare their firsthand account of what is really happening in ourneighborhoods.
We have very qualified experts and witnesses who can shed light

on these complex issues, and we look forward to hearing from eachof them. I will introduce each panel as they come to the witnesstable.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., in speaking of the riots and violencethat erupted in the 1960's, once said, "We still have a choice today:

nonviolent coexistence or violent coannihilation. This may well bemankind's last chance to choose between chaos and community."

9
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So today, once again, we will determine whether we invest in our
youth and choose community over chaos. I look forward to the tes-
timony of all of our witnesses today.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR GLENN

The Senate Governmental Affairs Committee will come to order. Good morning.
We need only to pick up a newspaper or magazine in any city in our country to
understand that violence has reached epidemic proportions.

This morning, the Governmental Affairs Committee will examine youth violence,
focusing upon strategies for prevention and exploring the appropriate role for the
Federal Government. As the first of its kind, this hearing will stress the need for a
comprehensive multi-disciplinary approach for youth violence prevention strategies
and more coordination by the Federal Government.

The United States is the most violent "civilized" country in the world. The charts
of Dr. Onwauchi-Saunders of the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) have been en-
larged for you to see and to help us understand how far "ahead" of the rest of the
world we are in this despicable category of homicide.

When you look at the international comparison figures among males 15-24 years
of age, the conclusions are astounding. For instance:

In France, it's 2 homicides per 100,000 persons
In Australia, it's 3 homicides per 100,00 persons
In Norway, it's 4 homicides per 100,000 persons
Ih Scotland it's 5 homicides per 100,000 persons
In the United States, it's 22 homicides per 100,000
Scotland is second at 5 homicides per 100,000 persons
The United States is four and one-half (41/2) times more violent than the
country in second place.
The breakdown within the figures for African-Americans just blows your
mindit is over 85 homicides per 100,000 persons.

According to the Department of Justice and the CDC, the following facts exist:
Young males, aged 15 to 34, are the most likely to die as a result of homi-
cide.
In this country, while all young males are at risk, African-American males,
aged 15 to 24 are at highest risk. Tragically, these men, in fact, are at more
risk to die of a violent homicide than those who served during the war in
the Persian Gulf.
Non-homicidal violent crime, such as aggravated assault, simple assault,
and rape, is most likely to be committed by people under 25. These people
are also the most likely victims of these crimes.
Firearms are the weapons of choice for most violent acts. From 1984-1987,
80.1 percent of all youth homicides were committed with firearms. Among
young black males, according to CDC, there has been a dramatic. 54 percent
increase in homicides; with 99 percent of the increase due to firearms. A
serious strategy on the reduction of youth violence must address firearms
on the streets.

Random violence captures our fear and media attention. It knows no limits, even
two employees of the U.S. Senate have been struck down in recent years. The first
was an employee of the superintendent's office, and recently, an aide to Senator
Shelby was killed. Also recently, the wife of one of my Senate colleagues was
dragged from her home at gunpoint by an assailant, while her husband was told
that she would be killed if he moved to help. The common bond of senseless, unpro-
voked violence shares an air of sameness with deaths in Columbus, Cleveland, De-
troit, New York, Los Angeles and other communities.

Individuals who commit criminal acts should be apprehended, prosecuted and
punished to the fullest extent of the law. Yet, the United States already incarcer-
ates more of its citizens than all other countries. Punishment alone will not stop the
dramatic increase in violence that is prevalent today.

A few weeks ago, national attention was focused on Thomas Jefferson High
School in Brooklyn, New York, where a 15-year-old student killed two of his former
friends. Principal Carol Beck, one of' our witnesses today, can easily paint a picture
of this neighborhood on the east side of New York City as a poverty-stricken, pre-

1 0
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dominantly African-American community. True as that picture would be, it wouldnot be unique.
Another portrait is illustrated in my home state of Ohio. Recently, a 12-year-old

youth critically wounded a classmate in the cafeteria of Hamilton Township Middle
School, a predominantly white, middle class suburban area near Columbus.

These two, distinct and different portraits remind us that the escalation of youth
violence is not just an urban problem or a minority problemit is an American
problem.

Some of our schools are referred to as "killing grounds." Certain urban communi-
ties are described as "war zones." If urban "war zones" exist in America, then we
need to dust off that same coordinated, comprehensive, swift and sure response we
used in "Desert Storm"; and use it to reclaim our communities.

Children are at risk in every single community of this nation. According to the
current kids count data book of the Center for the Study of Social Policy, teen vio-
lent death, teen pregnancy, and children in poverty have increased significantly.
The people who live in these communitim--especially the childrenare becoming
desensitized to what goes on around them. We can no longer continue to avert our
attention and divert our resources from our least-affluent citizens.

In 1987, CBS news broadcast the top seven public school problems from 1940 and
1980. The problems identified by the teachers in 1940 were: (1) Talk out of turn, (2)
Chewing gum, (3) Making noise, (4) Running in halls, (5) Cutting in line, (6) Drees
code infraction, and (7) Littering.

In 1980, the top problems had become: (1) Drug abuse, (2) Alcohol abuse, (3) Preg-
nancy, (4) Suicide, (5) Rape, (6) Robbery, and (7) Assault.

This shows that the problems of our children are no longer children's problems
and they need to be treated as such.

With remarkable foresight, Robert Kennedy once said: "We develop the kind of
citizens we deserve. If a lime number of our children grow up into frustration and
poverty, we must expect pay the price."

And the price is astron-raical. According to the GAO, the cost for incarceration of
youth was sytimated to be $1.7 billion in 1988. And according to Dr. Leroy L.
Schwartz, estimates have been given that for every homicide, 100 assaults are re-
ported to the emergency room. More than 25 percent of the Nation's 10,000 to 15,000
spinal cord injuries annually, are the result of assaultive violence. The lifetime cost
of quadriplegia treatment and rehabilitation has been estimated at approximately
$600,000 per patient. Shifting emphasis to prevention strategies will reduce this
cost, and more importantly, it will save lives. I asked the General Accounting Office
to identify Federal Government programs with interventions that could benefityouth.

I understand that youth violence is a complex problem and that there are multi-
ple factors that interact in various ways that can indicate a likelihood that a person
may commit a violent act. These multiple factorn include, but are not limited to:
single parent homes, persistent poverty, waning .fluence of the church, foster care,
media violence, drug and alcohol shun, teenage pregnancy, and the influence of
gangs.

And most interpersonal violence per the Centers for Disease Control, occurs be-
tween an aggressor and a victim who are both likely to be: of the same race, known
to each other, familiar with family or neighborhood violence, depressed, drug and/or
alcohol users. And poor. We will investigate these factors today.

I would like to welcome my good friend, Congressman Louis Stokes, who as a
member of the House Committee on Appropriations, has taken a leadership role in
putting violence prevention on the front burner for Federal policymakers. Recently,
he introduced legislation to create a House Select Committee on Violence.

I sm also pleased that Marc Wilkins and Curtis Artis are here to share their first-
hand account of what is really happening in our neighborhoods.

We have very qualified experts and witneeses who can shed light on these com-
plex issuee and we look forward to hearing from each of them. I will introduce each
panel as they come to the witness table.

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., in speaking of the riots and violence that erupted in
the 1960's, once said, "we still have a choice today: nonviolent coexistence or violent
coannihilation. This may well be mankind's last chance to chooee between chaos
and community."

Today, once again, we will determine whether we invest in our youth and choose
community over chaos. I look forward to your testimony on this most important
issue.

I i
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Chairman GLENN. Lou, I am particularly glad to welcome you to
our hearing this morning. I know of your personal interest in this
and your work over in the House. We look forward to your testimo-
ny.

TESTIMONY OF HON. LOUIS STOKES, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OHIO

Congressman STOKES. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
At the outaet, let me say while I have the honor of being your

lead-off witness, as I sat down at the table I recognized seated im-
mediately behind me persor who will be testifying this morning,
probably some of the top experts in the country. I am particularly
pleased to see State Representative Ray T. Miller, a close friend Of
both you and myself, who is one of the most knowledgeable legisla-
tors in the country on matters of violence. Cheryl Boyce is here
with him, who ic tie ocecutive director of the Ohio Office of Minor-
ity Health. She, too, is a leading expert in this area.

Then I noticed Dean Deborah Prothrow-Stith, who is a dean at
Harvard, who has just written a book that is accepted as being the
Bible in terms of violence prevention in the United States today.

Then also I caught a glimpse of Dr. Onwauchi-Saunders, who is
the articulate spokesperson from the Centers for Disease Control.

So you have certainly arranged a panoply of top experts who will
be coming before this Committee this morning, and I congratulate
you for that.

I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for inviting me to testify
today regarding the issue of violence and the need to address this
issue at the Federal level. I am pleased to also know of your inter-
est and the major role that you are playing in addressing this issue
in the Senate. To a large degree, I will be redundant because you
have done such an excellent job this morning of outlining for all of
us the problem which we are to address.

All indicators suggests, without equivocation, that violence in the
United States has reached epidemic proportions. It is an issue
which affects all Americans and permeates every aspect of Ameri-
can life, affecting our families, school, hospitals, prisons, court-
rooms, and churches like no other issue. The time has come for
Congress to provide expanded leadership in addressing this issue.

In response to this crisis, I have introduced legislation, H. Res.
390, to establish a House Select Committee to conduct a continuing
oversight and review of the problems associated with all types of
violence. The Committee also will be able to encourage the develop-
ment of public and private programs supporting prevention and
treatment strategies. Further, the bill I have introduced encour-
ages the development of policies that would encourage the coordi-
nation of both governmental and private programs designed to
reduce violence.

Mr. Chairman, just a couple of months ago, funeral services were
held here in the Capitol for a 25-year-old Hill staffer, Tom Barnes,
who was shot in the head near his Capitol Hill home. The young
man had left his home to go get a cup of coffee at a nearby grocery
store. He never made it. Initial reports indicated that the shooting
was an act of random violence. More recent reports indicate that

1 9
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he was a victim of a hold-up attempt. No matter what the precipi-tating factor, most agree that the death of this young man, whowas a legislative assistant to Senator Richard Shelby, was bothsenseless and untimely.
In one sense, his death serves as a reminder of the violence, theassaults, rapes, and homicides talthig place right here on CapitolHill. In a broader sense, though, it is a reflection of the type of vio-lence that is tearing our country apart. Like those who mourn theloss of Tom Barnes, thousands of parents, siblings, and othersacross the Nation are attempting to come to grips with the insanityof violence as they mourn the untimely violent deaths of theirloved ones.
In recent years, the increases in violent crimes in this countryhave set world records. In 1990, the Federal Bureau of Investiga-tion reports that violent crimemurder, rape, robbery, and as-saultincreased by 10 percent, setting the record for the bloodiestyear in our Nation's history. The record murder toll for 1990 leftmore than 23,200 Americans killed. Records were also set for rape,robbery, and assault. All told, a record total of nearly 2 million

Americans were the victims of violent crime this past year.In terms of homicide, in 1990 no nation had a higher murderrate than ours. Moreover, no other nation was even close. The
United States murder rate quadrupled Europe's, more than dou-bled that of Northern Ireland, was 11 times higher than that ofJapan, was 9 times that of England, Egypt, and Greece, and wasover four times that of Italy.

Data compiled by the Federal Bureau of Investigation revealsthat teens are bearing the brunt of the Nation's murder epidemic.The murder rate among young adults is rising more than 5 timesfaster than for the population in general. In fact, between 1985 and1990, the risk of murder among 15- to 19-year-olds rose by 103 per-cent. For the total population, it rose by only 19 percent.
Overall, the homicide rate for all males ages 15 to 34 in theUnited States ranges from 17 to 283 times higher than the rate for

young males in other industrialized countries. For young African-Ikmerican and Hispanic males, the disproportionate rate of vio-lence-related deaths is even more pronounced. According to the
Centers for Disease Control, for young African-American males be-tween the ages of 15 to 32, homicide is the leading cause of death.In fact, it accomts for 42 percent of all African-American male
deaths. For young African-American females, the CDC reports that
homicide accounted for 26 percent of all deaths. Homicide is theleading cause of death for both African-American males and fe-males ages 15 to 25 years of age.

The Centers for Disease Control recently testified before a House
Committee on which I sit, Mr. Chairman, that compared to homi-cide rates for the industrialized nations, the homicide rates for
young black males don't even fit on the charts.

In light of these trends, violence is now considered to be one ofthis Nation's leading health problems. It is for all of these reasonsthat I have introduced the legislation on the House side.
It is time for Congress to exhibit the leadership and commitment

needed to put an end to this epidemic. Many of us know someone
who has been the victim, and in some instances a perpetrator, of a

1 3
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violent attack. It is clear that incarceration of offenders and the
bandaging and burial of victims are ineffective antidotes for this
epidemic. Our courts, jails, emergency rooms, school rooms, and
family assistance programs are all feeling the pressure of this
swelling epidemic. The very future of our Nation depends on how
we address this issue of violence. In its simplest and most complex
terms, it is truly a matter of life and death.

Again, I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to ad-
dress this critical issue. I would be pleased to answer any questions
you or the Committee might have.

Chairman GLENN. Thank you, Congressman Stokes. I appreciate
your being here very much. We have so many witnesses this morn-
ing, I think we will forego questioning of you and get on to some of
the panels. We may have some follow-up questions to submit to you
for response and include in the record, if that would be satisfactory
with you.

Congressman STOKES. I would be pleased to do.
Chairman GLENN. We very much appreciate your being here this

morning. Thank you.
Congressman STOKES. Thank you very much.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN STOKES

Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for inviting me to testify today regard-
ing the issue of violence and the need to address this issue at the Federal level. I am
pleased to know of your interest and the major role you are playing in addressing
this issue in the Senate. As you know, this is an issue with which I have actively
addressed in the House.

All indicators suggest, without equivocation, that violence in the United States
has reached epidemic proportions. It is an issue which affects all Americans and
permeates every aspect of American life, affecting our families, schools, hospitals,
prisons, courtrooms, and churches like no other issue. The time has come for Con-
gress to provide expanded leadership in addressing this crisis.

In response to this crisis, I have introduced legislation, H. Res. 390, to establish a
House Select Committee to conduct a continuing oversight and review of the prob-
,lems associated with all types of violence. The committee also will be able to encour-
age the development of public and private programs supporting prevention and
treatment strategies. Further, the bill encourages the development of policies that
would encourage the coordination of both governmental and private programs de-
signed to reduce violence.

Mr. Chairman, just a couple of months ago, funeral services were held here in the
Capitol for a 25-year-old hill staffer, Tom Barnes, who was shot in the head near his
Capitol Hill home. The young man had left his home to go get a cup of coffee at a
nearby grocery store. He never made it. Initial reports indicated that the shooting
was an act of random violence. More recent reports indicate that he was a victim of
a hold-up attempt. No matter what the precipitating factor., most agree that the
death of this young man, who was a Legislative Assistant to Senator Richard
Shelby, was both senseless and untimely.

In one sense, his death serves as a reminder of the violence, the assaults, rapes,
and homicides taking place right here on Capitol Hill. In a broader sense, it is a
reflection of the type of violence that is tearing this country apart. Like those who
mourn the loss of Tom Barnes, thousands of parents, siblings, and others across the
Nation are attempting to come to grips with the insanity of violence as they mourn
the untimely violent deaths of their loved ones.

In recent years, the increases in violent crime in this country have set world
records. In 1990, the Federal Bureau of Investigation reports that violent crime
murder, rape, robbery, and assaultincreased by 10 percent, setting the record for
the bloodiest year in our nation's history. The record murder toll for 1990 lei I. more
than 23,200 Americans killed. Records also were set for rape, robbery, and assault.
all told, a record total of nearly two million Americans were the victims of a violent
crime last year.

1 4
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In terms of homicide, in 1990, no nation had a higher murder rate than ours.Moreover, no other nation was even close. The U.S. murder rate quadrupled Eu-rope's, more than doubled that of Northern Ireland, was 11 times higher than thatof Japan, was nine times that of England, Egypt and Greece, and was over fourtimes that of Italy.
Data compiled by the Federal Bureau of Investigation reels that teens are bearingthe brunt of the Nation's murder epidemic. The murder rate among young adults isrising more than five times faster than for the population in general. In fact, be-tween 1985 and 1990, the risk of murder among 15 to 19 year olds rose by 103 per-cent. For the total population, it rose by only 19 percent.
Overall, the homicide rate for all males ages 15 to 34 in the United States rangesfrom 17 to 283 times higher than the rate for young males in other industrialized

countries. For young African-American and Hispanic males, the disproportionate
rate of violence-related deaths is even more pronounced. According to the Centersfor Disease Control, young African American males between the ages of 15 to 32,homicide is the leading cause of death. In fact, it accounts for 42 percent of all Afri-can American male deaths. For young African American females, the CDC reportsthat, homicide accounted for 26 percent of all deaths. Homicide is the leading causeof death for both African American males and females 15 to 25 years of age.In light of these trends, violence is now considered to be one of this nation's lead-
ing health problems. It is for all of these reasons that I have introduced legislationto create a select committee on violence.

It is time for Congress to exhibit the leadership and commitment needed to put anend to this epidemic. Many of us know someone who has been the victim, and in
some instances a perpetrator, of a violent attack. It is clear that incarceration ofoffenders, and the bandaging and burial of victims are ineffective antidotes for thisepidemic. Our courts, jails, emergency rooms, school rooms and family assistance
programs are all feeling the pressure of this swelling epidemic. The very future ofour nation depends on how we address the issue of violence. In its simplest, andmost complex terms, it truly is a matter of life and death.

Again, I thank you for the opportunity to address this critical issue and I woult.be pleased to answer any questions you or the Committee might have.
Chairman GLENN. Our next witness is Gregory J. McDonald, Di-

rector, Human Services Policy and Management Issues, U.S. Gen-
eral Accounting Office. Mr. McDonald has been overseeing some ofthese areas for some time. We asked him on a rather short-time
basis to put together some of his thoughts on this, and he agreed to
do so and cooperated with us fully on this. We appreciate that verymuch. We are looking forward to a longer report in the future onthis because it is something that is not going to go away suddenly.
We know that, so we are going to be having more work done onthis. You will undoubtedly be leading that effort at GAO. We look
forward to your statement his morning.

If you would identify your colleague for the record, we would ap-preciate it.

TESTIMONY OF GREGORY J. McDONALD,1 DIRECTOR, HUMAN
SERVICES POLICY AND MANAGEMENT ISSUES. U.S. GENERAL
ACCOUNTING OFFICE, ACCOMPANIED BY SHEILA AVRUCH,
SENIOR EVALUATOR

Mr. MCDONALD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am accompanied
this morning by Ms. Sheila Avruch, who has been responsible for
much of our work in this area over the last several months.

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to be here this morning. I am pre-
pared to keep my remarks relatively brief, and I will ask that my
prepared text be entered in the record.

' The prepared statement of Mr. McDonald appears on page 67.



Chairman GLENN. As with all the statements this morning, they
will be included in the record. We have asked witnesses to submit
statements, and hopefully abridge them a little bit so we can have
as much time for discussion and questioning as possible. All state-
ments will be included in the record.

Mr. MCDONALD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, youth violence is a seriously and costly problem

in the United States. As you will hear today, the violence of the
young is often turned on other young people, too often with tragic
results. Let me review, as the witnesses before me have done, just a
few of some of the grim statistics.

The arrest rate for youth under 18 for murder, forcible rape, rob-
bery, and aggravated assault increased over 150 percent between
1965 and 1989, growing most rapidly in recent years.

Youths aged 16 to 19 have the highest rates of victimization for
rape, robbery, and assault. Most victims are of their own age
group, and access to guns has increased the lethality of this vio-
lence.

As you have already pointed out, Mr. Chairman, homicide is the
second leading cause of death among young people aged 15 to 24. It
is the leading cause of death for young African Americans.

Finally, the Department of Justice reports that holding youth in
custc-ly cost U.S. taxpayers $1.7 billion in 1988. At an average
annual per-person cost of $29,600, youth custody was more expen-
sive than sending a child to Harvard, Yale, or Princeton for a year.

No single statistic gives a complete picture of youth violence, and
no single measure can predict which children are most likely to
become violent adolescents. But research has shown that children
who later commit violent acts tend to exhibit multiple characteris-
tics indicating their risk. They are more like to come from dysfunc-
tional families and often show early-warning signs. It is these char-
acteristics that help us target prevention programs.

Some of the effective prevention strategies we have seen start
early, virtually from birth for high-risk families. They address mul-
tiple risks for later violence, recognizing that the problems a child
or family faces cannot be treated in isolation.

Promising preventive strategies we identified either arranged for
or provided services to deal with the range of problems faced by at-
risk children and their families.

The first strategy I would like to briefly highlight this morning is
home visiting, a program to deliver preventive health, social sup-
port, or educational services directly to pre-school-aged children
and families in their homes. Hawaii's Healthy Start, which you
will hear more about later this morning, is one such program.

Evaluations have shown that early interventions using home vis-
iting can reduce later delinquency and violent behavior. One of the
most often-quoted examples is the Perry Preschool in Ypsilanti,
Michigan, providing home visiting to low-income black children
and their families. A rigorous evaluation of this project showed
that by age 19, 40 percent fewer of the Perry children had been ar-
rested than among a comparable control group. Perry graduates
were also less likely to engage in violence, had lower numbers of
arrests for serious crime, and their offense rates for violent behav-
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iors were generally half that of the control group against whichthey were measured.
But this tells only part of the story. Perry also resulted in better

school achievement, fewer youth on welfare, and more going on tohigher education or employment. As a result of the savings from
reduced crime and welfare and increased employment, evaluatorsestimated that the program returned $3 to $6 for every $1 investedin it.

The second strategy I would like to highlight is using the schoolsto deliver services. Schools serve as a contact point for almost all
children. Teachers see them on a daily basis and may be among thefirst to recognize that a particular child needs help. Services pro-vided in the school, if appropriate and targeted correctly, may in-terrupt a cycle of behavior that could lead to crime.

One example of a school used as a center for health and social
services is Ensley High School in Birmingham, Alabama. Ensley'sExtra Help Services Clinic provides a variety of health and social
services. Students who wish to use the clinic fill out a confidential
health history form that includes, among others, questions about astudent's use of violence as a way to handle problems.

The clinic provides physical exams and health screenings, indi-
vidual and group counseling sessions, in-class education, and com-munity services. Some class lessons specifically focus on alterna-tives to violence and teach students techniques for defusing angerand managing stress.

Let me close by focusing briefly on the role of the Federal Gov-
ernment. The Department of Justice has the statutory responsibil-ity to lead Federal delinquency and youth violence prevention ef-forts.

The Coordinating Council on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention, headed by the Attorney General, is the coordinatingbody for all such Federal programs. It recently identified over 260
Federal programs from 17 agencies in seven departments that in
some way served the needs of delinquent or at-risk youth.

Our analysis of the information provided by Justice showed that
these programs spent approximately $4.2 billion in 1989, the most
recent year data were collected. Most of this money supported serv-ices to reduce general risks that youth face, in particular through
things like job training.

Programs targeted to treating delinquents or to directly prevent-
ing criminal acts accounted fbr a total of $760 million; 82 percent
of this money went to combat alcohol and drug abuse. Our analysis
found that only 4 percent, or $28 million in Federal fundin, specif-
ically targeted violence. About half of this was for HHS s youth
gang prevention program.

The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention hashad youth violence and gangs as priorities for discretionary grant
funding for several years. However, their discretionary funding isquite limited. Preventing violence or its consequences also appears
as a discretionary funding priority in several HHS programs, but,again, total funding is limited.

The Coordinating Council does not have a strategic plan to ad-
dress youth violence. We believe this is a problem. The Council
needs to maximize the leverage from very limited Federal re-
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sou:ces and should consider developing a set of coordinated strate-
gies to focus Federal efforts.

Mr. Chairman, I focus this morning on early intervention be-
cause we believe it has an important role to play in reducing
future violence. However, youth violence represents a serioua prob-
lem now. In addition to putting effort into early intervention, the
Federal Government, in partnership with State and local govern-
ments and the private and non-profit sectors, needs to pursue an
overall strategy to stem the violence among our youth.

This concludes my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman. As I said,
I am accompanied by Ms. Avruch, and she and I would be pleased
to respond to any questions that you or other members of the Com-
mittee may have.

Chairman GLENN. Thank you very much. I do have a few ques-
tions.

Did you look into how early intervention should occur? It seems
to me that we get to this problem too late. We get to it after the
wreck. We wait until people are in their teen years when they are
already well set in their ways. How early should these intervention
programs be applied so they can be effective?

Mr. Mc DoNALD. Mr. Chairman, some of the programs that we
looked at that have been evaluated as being very effective start
very early, even before birth. Some of the programs for the earliest
interventions dealing with identifying families at risk, committing
child abuse, which then leads to later complications, start prenatal.
There are screenings that are conducted with mothers in the hospi-
tal at the time they deliver. And a number of early interventions
take place with infants and families in their homes or in a pre-
school setting or in the early childhood years. So I think it is safe
to say that early intervention can really start either at or before
birth.

Chairman GLENN. IS it all home-based, or how does this break
down between the family-based and the school-based programs?
And what seems to be the most effective? Do you have a view on
that?

Mr. MCDONALD. I don't know that there is a way to say that any
one intervention or one prevention strategy is the most effective.
There are a number of interventions that have worked that have
been positively identified. Some of them are home-based in terms of
the home visiting, which we have emphasized here this morning, or
school-based. Generally, obviously, the school-based interventions
will come as children are older, in the elementary and junior high
school age groups.

There are center-based activities within communities and a vari-
ety of different alternatives for community-based interventions as
well.

Chairman GLENN. From your testimony, the Justice Department
takes the lead in this for the Federal Government in coordinating
all these different programs, some 250 or 260 different programs; is
that correct?

Mr. MCDONALD. Yes. Ever since the passage of the Juvenile Jus-
tice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, they have had the
lead-agency responsibility.
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Chairman GLENN. Have they been as sensitive to getting into
this early intervention as you think they should? The reason I ask
is because obviously the Justice Department has a predisposition
toward using law enforcement and arrest and prosecution through
the regular criminal justice procedure in dealing with these situa-
tions. Are they the right agency to head up something like this?

Mr. McDoNALD. I think the question of whether they are the
right agency is a policy question for you and the Members of the
Congress.

Chairman GLENN. I need your guidance.
Mr. McDoNALD. The Department of Justice has not put the

money into prevention that the other agencies in the Federal Gov-
ernment have. The Department of Health and Human Services, the
Department of Housing and Urban Development, the Department
of Labor, and the other major departments have more funding that
is directly related to delinquency prevention or violence preven-
tion, and also more of the ancillary funds that are going into
things like drug and alcohol abuse treatment.

Chairman GLENN. How do we have 260 different programs that
are coordinated by Justice? They certainly don't have meetings
with representatives of all 260 programs. How do they coordinate
this?

Mr. MCDONALD. I think the major vehicle is the Coordinating
Council for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. It is a
council that is nominally headed by the Attorney General. The
working meetings obviously occur at lower levels among the Feder-
al agencies, seven key departments, the 17 agencies that we cited.

Those 260 programs, the number may be somewhat misleading.
It appears high. There are a lot of those programs that are dealing
with the risk factorsand there are many of themthat affect
youth and that may have some effect on violence. The largest ex-
penditure in that area goes into job training, vocational education
out of the Labor Department, most notably the Job Training Part-
nership Act. So to say that Justice is coordinating those programs
may give somewhat of a false impression. They are coordinating
Federal efforts that relate to juvenile justice and delinquency pre-
vention, and they are charged with ensuring the avoiding of dupli-
cation and overlap, with information dissemination and technical
assistance to State and local governments, things of that sort in
terms of keeping information straight among the programs.

Chairman GLENN. Some of the stories and newspaper reports we
have read in preparation for this hearing are correct about some of
the things going on. That one out of last Sunday's New York Times
that I am sure you read, was a frightening story.'

Mr. MCDONALD. Yes, it was.
Chairman GLENN. It was about the kids that are just moved in

and out of foster homes; no-parent homes, is what they are. And
some of our schools have half the kids in them in that status. So
they really don't belong to anything. They are sort of on their own
at very early ages, 1-, 3-, 5-year-old kids, batted back and forth,
maybe being taken care of by a relative at one time or another

' Article referred to above appears on page 183.
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and/or in foster homes. It is just a terrible situation. It is a wonder,
I guess, that any of them come out of it at all.

It seems to me that maybe we have to have much earlier inter-
vention than we previously thought. Perhaps this idea of having a
foster home has to be something that is more permanent. It has
been suggested that we return to the old idea of orphanages or
homes where the kids enter on a more permanent basis so they can
be dealt with on a more permanent basis. Maybe our numbers are
up to where we have to consider something like that. I don't know.

Have you looked into any of those alternatives?
Mr. MCDONALD. We haven't looked specifically at alternatives to

traditional family foster care. We have looked a lot at foster care
and child abuse prevention. Child abuse removal of the child from
the home to prevent further abuse once abuse has occurred is a
major contributor to foster .care. As you know, Mr. Chairman, we
are spending something in the neighborhood of $1.8 billion, Federal
dollars each year on foster care.

I might add, coming back to the prevention side again, that we
are only spending about $60 million on prevention for child abuse
programs in Federal dollars. So, again, you have got an imbalance
between what we are paying to treat the consequences of an act
versus what we are paying to prevent it in the first place.

But I think there is a mixture of philosophy out there about
what kind of foster care settings are most appropriate. The tradi-
tional family foster care setting is something that is becoming, as
the caseload rises, more difficult for agencies to find. There seems
to be more and more of a place for institutionalized care. There are
more and more needs for specialized medical and mental health
care in foster care. And the advent of the critically ill babies that
are being abandoned as a result of the crack cocaine epidemic in
our cities and a number of other things are bearing on that.

Chairman GLENN. GAO is world class in making estimates of
cost effectiveness. Now, this area may be particularly difficult, but
have you been able to make any assessments yet of what is most
cost effective in this area and what is not?

Mr. MCDONALD. No, I don't think we have any independent as-
sessments of that at this point, Senator.

Chairman GLENN. It might be something to consider. I am sure
we are going to have requests for additional studies. In fact, I plan
to make one to you myself for further work on this. We could get
together with you and outline some of the things that we would
like to have investigated in this area. I would like to find out what
is most cost effective. Obviously we are not going to have unlimited
funds, so we want to target things as much as possible where they
are going to have the most effect.

Do you have anything to add to what has already been said this
morning?

Ms. AVRUCH. I think this really is a complex problem, and, you
know, we need to look both at the early intervention part and at
the things that can be done now to stop the violence among youth
now. But early intervention is a very important part of it, so I amglad

Chairman GLENN. It may be much earlier than we have previ-
ously anticipated before, instead of waiting until kids are already
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in trouble in school or something along those lines. I think it has to
start much earlier than that.

Ms. AVRUCH. I think the Perry Preschool is the strongest exam-ple of that, where you combine preschool and home visiting sup-port for the family that really made a difference.
Chairman GLENN. Thank you very much. We may have addition-

al questions to submit to you for the record. We would appreciate
your early reply to those to include in the record. Thank you forbeing here this morning. We will be talking to you about some ofthese follow-up studies.

Mr. MCDONALD. Thank you very much.
Chairman GLENN. Thank you.
Our next panel this morning is Carol Beck, principal of Thomas

Jefferson High School in Brooklyn, New York, the site of two
recent highly publicized murders; and locally here from the Wash-
ington area, Marc Wilkins, member of the Youth Task Force for
the District, ahd Curtis Artis, also of the Youth Task Force for theDistrict.

Ms. Beck, we would ask that you please lead off first this morn-
ing if you would. Please, all of you come up to the table.

Ms. Beck, if you would lead off with your statement, please?

TESTIMONY OF CAROL A. BECK,1 PRINCIPAL, THOMAS
JEFFERSON HIGH SCHOOL, BROOKLYN, NY

Ms. BECK. First of all, good morning, Mr. Chairman. I didn't
know I was going to be accompanied by two very fine young men.So instead of reading my remarks, which were printed and I amsure you and your staff have a copy, I would like to just take 5minutes and explore some preventive strategies, since that seemsto be the focus this morning. With my helpers here, maybe we can
shed some light on some of the questions that you may have.

Chairman GLENN. Good.
Ms. BECK. First of all, looking at the wall, I see that we are focus-

ing on two young men who were killed in my building in February,
but most people are not aware that that week I lost five children.
We were only focusing on those two because they were killed in the
school. The same evening, a young man pulled a trigger while talk-
ing on the phone and killed himself. But prior to those three inci-
dents, two young men had been killed on Sunday. So in all therewere five.

Chairman GLENN. Did these involve street fights?
Ms. BECK. Street incidents; in one incident I think a car cut off

another car. We are talking about issues that certainly do not war-
rant such deadly force as a response.

I will not talk about statistics because I live this every day.
Some of the answers in response to what I seem to see as this

epidemic of violence relates to providing the young men and
women with an opportunity to meet each other, bond and identify
on different level, as opposed to which housing development youlive in, what side of the street you live on, whether you have on
Polo clothes or some of the other designer clothes. Possibly they

' The prepared statement Of Ms. Beck appears on page 88.
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need to be away from the neighborhood in some other kind of set-
ting. So that is why, as we speak, I have 60 children in upstate
New York who are on a retreat experience with the Organization
of Black Psychologists, Global Kids, New York State Martin Luther
King Institute, and quite a few other professionals, not necessarily
school professionals that they see every day, but other individuals
who specialize in conflict resolution and allowing children to ex-
press themselves and helping them break down barriers and devel-
op relationships.

In addition, I would like for you as Chairman and some of your
colleagues to explore reviving the WPA/CCC employment initia-
tives that had taken place during the Depression. One of the rea-
sons the young people seem to be engaged in violent behavior is to
get money. Whether they are brainwashed by the media is another
debate. Me issue is they feel they need money, and the types of
jobs that in the past they possibly could have obtained are now
going to older pecple who have families and other responsibilities.
So they resort to mugging, drug selling, and other types of unac-
ceptable behavior to obtain money.

Since the infrastructure of most of our cities is in decay, it would
seem a cost-effective way of not only training the young people but
also rebuilding our areas where we live.

In New York City, several of the elected officials have designed a
Seven Point Domestic Peace Plan, and one component part is Youth
Build New York, Youth Heal New York, which would employ that
type of a strategy.

Another program that I am an advocate of is the dormitory. I
read the article that relates to the orphanages. I think I have a
problem with that word, especially for children on the high school
level. We have a responsibility to do something other than just
take care of their bodies. I think that a dormitory in our society
means something different in terms of a living-support strategy.

We would have an opportunity to let children learn how to take
care of themselves, learn how to be self-sufficient. We don't have
those types of supports any longer in our communities because we
frequently don't live near the grandparents or the extended family.
So if teenagers are living in a dormitory-type setting, and especial-
ly since I have 40 identified homeless throw-away children in my
school as we speakknown to meI need to have them some place
so they can settle down and be about the business of pursuing the
academic program that we all want. But we can't now if every
Thursday and Friday we are trying to figure out where we are
going to sleep. Will it be an abandoned car, the subway, or will
someone's mother let us stay overnight?

With that kind of anger and rage, it is not alarming to me that
sometimes someone will push that magic button and cause you to
use very poor discretion and do things that are unacceptable.

Also, you mentioned early intervention. Earlier in my profession-
al career, I designed a program called LIFE. This addressed the in-
fants of teenagers. The babies were brought to regular school at 2
months old, from 2 months to 2 years. They were placed in living
nurseries or infant centers in the school, and not necessarily for
the teenage parents to observe but for all of the students to ob-
serve. It alarms me that probably the most important job all of us
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will have is raising and helping a human being develop that the
schools don't address. We train people how to keyboard and to
repair cars, but not how to parent. And the LIFE program was avery effective one.

Finally, our sports and athletic programs. The human beingneeds to feel good about himself or herself, and one way that has
always been effective is an athletic program. When you live in theinner city or in a low socioeconomic area, your athletic program isalso suffering because your parents do not have the money to sup-port the athletic adventure that you would like to partake in. Theycan't buy the football equipment and the basketball equipment. So,
therefore, the school must do it.

Well, if the school is funded the same way all of the other
schools are funded, it means that we are not going to be equal. It
means something is going to suffer. And the young men and
women who would have had an opportunity, possibly, to have their
name in the newspaper as shooting that winning basket or makingthe winning touchdown or just doing something very exciting for
that day, won't have their name there. But they will certainly be
there if they pull the trigger and kill one of their classmates orfriends.

I probably need to stop, unless you want to ask me questions, so
that the young men can speak.

Chairman GLENN. That is fascinating. We will ask questions injust a moment.
We have two members of the D.C. Youth Task Force here, Marc

Wilkins and Curtis Artis, both of whom grew up in the District and
had experience on the streets of the District.

Marc, if you would lead off with some comments, we would ap-preciate it. Give us a little of your background and your experi-
ence, if you would, please, and how you see your work now as partof the task force. Pull that mike up tight to you. They are pretty
directional.

TESTIMONY OF MARC d WILI NS,1 MEMBER, EXECUTIVE COM-
MITTEE, POLICE CHIEF'S YOUTH TASK FORCE, WASHINGTON,
DC

Mr. WILKINS. I would just like to say good morning, and I hope
everybody in here today will listen closely to what I have to say
about the violence in order so that we can get a lot more done than
is being done.

I just want to go over a couple of things that I have noticed
during my life here in Washington and how I think. The violence
has affected myself and others that I have known and that I knownow.

I think the major problem is no child really asked to be bornhere; the adults have to take more responsibility than what is
being done. We have so many juveniles growing up in a hostile en-
vironment, and you have to survive the only way you know how.And if you have grown up in a hostile environment, then your

Biographical of Marc Wilkins appears on page 97.
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major instinct is to survive the way that you are raised with what
surrounds you.

The city is so violent now, and there are so many kids that are
growing up here in the city. They see the violence, and they experi-
ence it every day. This is almost the only thing they have to do.
Since they don't have parents who can take them on vacations or
who have enough money to take them away from the violence,
they have to kind of have their fun and do whatever they have to
on the streets of Washington.

They have their friends that are selling drugs, their friends that
are using drugs. You have neighbors that rob each other constant-
ly. You have mothers and fathers who either can't control their
kids or it seems that they don't care about them at all. And you
have kids who have to support themselves and their younger broth-
ers and sisters because their parents aren't home to watch out for
them.

One thing I have learned is that selling drugs to a lot of kids is a
sure way to earn fast money without ever worrying about being
hired or fired from any regular job that pays minimum wage. Now-
adays, the street model is to do whatever you have to do to survive,
to kill somebody, to rob somebody, or just be an outright degrading
person in life. Sometimes they think that is the only way they have
to be in order to live day by day.

Chairman GuNN. Marc, how much can a kid make hustling
drugs out on the street in Washington? What would be an average?
Do you have any idea?

Mr. Wuz.nis. It all depends, I guess, on the person and how
much they are willing to sacrifice in order to make enough money,
because there is a lot of money out here to be made because of so
many drug addicts. Depending on the time that one has and the
efforts that they put into it, you can make from as little as prob-
ably $1,000 a day up to almost $50,000. It all depends.

The violence is getting closer and closer to home. I am sure ev-
erybody in this room now used to just read about it and hear about
it and say, "oh, that is a shame," but never thought twice about it.
But now it is just getting so close to everyone. You hear about it
and you know somebody that is real close to you now that has ex-
perienced it or who knows somebody else who has experienced it.

You have the innocent victims now who are getting killed and
getting hurt in drive-bys and traffic deaths because of the car
chases in the District and the mistaken identities and the unex-
pected persons, joggers and businessmen, leaving work that don't
expect to get robbed, like probably down in this area. You have a
lot of businessmen down in this area who think that nothing will
happen to them. Well, it is getting so bad that anybody can leave
right now and go out and get in their cars and get robbed or shot
because you were driving by that neighborhood shooting at each
other.

They really need to look closely at the things that are going on
now. The problem is people who just don't seem to ^are. You have
millions of dollars that are being sent overseas and millions of guns
that are being sent to the United States, which are destroying at
record paces. Nobody seems to really look at this very closely, or as
closely as they should.
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You have the high cost of child care for a lot of young parents
who either go to school or don't work or they don't even make
enough money to support themselves. That is why you see a lot ofkids out on the street; because their parents can't pay to send them
anywhere. You know, a lot of things aren't being done for that.

Then they always say there is no money for anything. You have
parents getting laid off from work, which causes more family prob-
lems, causes more drug addicts and causes more alcoholics because
they are so worried about how their next bill is going to be paiduntil you have almost no way of dealing with the situations from
day to day unless you drink or take drugs. It is wrong, but that is
just how it is. There is no real explanation on why it is happeninglike that.

You have so many housing projects that are canceled and peopleliving in poor, unsanitary conditions now. You have even seen onthe news how some families live in such an unsanitary environ-
ment. It is almost sad. It makes you just think why do people li velike this.

Then you have the protection, the health care, and the ambu-
lance services that all seem to be going downhill. As the violence
gets worse, these services are very crucial. They really need to be
looked at more carefully.

Then you have the education standards where teachers are being
furloughed and students are being put out of school because there
is not enough money in the budget to keep them in school, which
leaves them no other choice but to hang out on the streets, because
those who are willing to go to school can't.

I think part of the solution is to have stiffer penalties on some of
the drug addicts to either make them go to rehabilitation houses or
give them some type of jail sentencing.

Then we have the prisoners who are locked up. I think they
should be taught to work to earn a living once they get out of jail
so they at least have the choice to either get a job or go back to
jail. We have a lot of prisoners who have been locked up for yearsand are suddenly released with no skills to do anything besides rob
or stealgo back to the way they werebecause they can't cope
with how things have changed since they have been released.

I also think that more youths should be allowed to be employed
for violence prevention purposes because we have a lot of adults
working in so many different branches and it's just not working. I
think that youths can get a lot more done because they can relate
to more of the problems than the adults, but they are not given achance.

Myself, I would love to have the chance to do more than what I
am doing, but the job that I have now doesn't allow me to. I have
to find time in order to go out and help people that I really want to
help, because there are no jobs available where I can really make
use of the talents that I have to help other people, people likemyself.

We need to restore a lot of the abandoned homes, but the greater
thing that we need is family counseling for high-risk areas so that
the whole family, not just the mother or the father, but the whole
family can go to counseling and try to get together instead of just
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having problem after problem. And the city knows about it, but
nothing is being done about it.

That is pretty much what I have to say.
Chairman GLENN. Thank you very much. As I understood it, too,

you had a sister who was killed this year in a drive-by shooting. Is
that right?

Mr. WILKINS. Yes, that is correct.
Chairman GLENN. Earlier this year, a little over a month ago?
Mr. WILKINS. Yes.
Chairman GLENN. Was that just a random shooting, just some-

body driving by?
Mr. WILKINS. A drive-by shooting that occurs constantly in the

neighborhood that I live in. She had been standing on a corner
talking to some of her friends, and some guys were driving by the
neighborhood and shooting. She was the only one that had been hit
by one of the bullets.

Chairman GLENN. She didn't know the people, and they didn't
know her, just random

Mr. WILKINS. No, they weren't identified as anybody in the
neighborhood. They knew the car. They didn't know who owned
the car or anything. They just know it was a white car that was
driving through the neighborhood with somebody shooting. Be-
cause, like I said, it happens so often in my neighborhood. A lot of
people have been shot, but you don't know about it. A lot of people
here don't know about it. There have been a lot of people in my
neighborhood that have been shot by drive-bys. I think my sister
has been one of the ones who has been killed in the last 4 months,
among others that have been killed in drive-bys in my neighbor-
hood.

Chairman GLENN. You could have gone either way. What caused
you to go the direction you have gone? You now want to be a
member of the D.C. Police Department, I believe. You are doing
work with other kids. You are working. What kept you on the right
track?

Mr. WILKINs. One thing is the support that I have to have for my
family and how they look up to me and come to me with a lot of
problems. And I feel that since my father wasn't there, that I have
to kind of be the lead man in the family. And I always have to
make sure that I am there for everybody, and I can't let drugs or
anything violent discredit my ability to take care of my family
whenever they need me.

Chairman GLENN. Curtis Artis. Curtis, we are glad to have you
with us this morning. Do you have any comments you want to
make along that same line as to how you grew up, what you saw in
the neighborhood, and what has happened to you? As I understand
it, you had it a little different growing up than Marc. Could you
describe that for us?

TESTIMONY OF CURTIS ARTIS,' MEMBER, POLICE CHIEF'S
YOUTH TASK FORCE, WASHINGTON. DC

Mr. ART1S. I started off like Marc, but it just turned around. I
had beautiful parents and everything

' Biographical of Curtis Artis appears on page 99.
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Chairman GLENN. Speak right into that mike a little more
loudly.

Mr. ARTIS. I said I had beautiful parents, went to all good
schools, but I just wanted money. I wanted to buy a truck. So I
started hustling, and I got out on the street. And I just went from
theremoney, cars, clothes, the whole nine yards.

Chairman GLENN. I understand in the 8th grade you were picked
up with a knife that you had taken to school to defend yourself; is
that right?

M:. Arms. My father used to carry a knife, so I thought it was
fun. Daddy did it, so I wanted to do it. I started carrying a knife
and got caught. I pulled it on a girl and got caught.

Chairman GLENN. What happened after that?
Mr. ARTIS. I got put out of school and started moving around to a

lot of different schools, started fighting, started selling more drugs,
started carrying guns, started shooting at people, started using
drags. I didn't care any more. I had no respect for life, no respect
for anybody.

When you are on the street, it is like that. You can't respect any-
body. A lot of people don't understand that. A lot of people call
drug dealers stupid or ignorant or whatever. A lot of drug dealers
are smart because any time a 16-year-old can manage a down line
of 15 people and buy a $60,000 car and you don't know about it,
that's a smart little young'un. You ain't even got that, so I don't
see how you call him stupid or dumb. You know what I am saying?
That is the same person that you can put in your business room
and run your business, probably better than anybody in here can.

I don't think we in society should call young people stupid or ig-
norant because they got a lot of sense. They might apply it in a
negative way, but that is what is out there for them. Nobody wants
to flip hamburgers and get all burnt up and have somebody yelling
at them for $3 or $4 an hour, and then have half of it taken away
in taxes.

On the street, you don't have to worry about that. On the street,
nobody can take taxes from the money you are making.

Chairman GLENN. How much could you make out there when
you were selling drugs? How much could you make in Washington?

Mr. ARTIS. When I started out, I was making $60 a day. From
there I went to a $300,000 industry.

Chairman GLENN. You were making $300,000 a year?
Mr. ARTIS. I made $300,000 in 5 months.
Chairman GLENN. In 5 months.
Mr. ARTIS. I had a down line of 25 people.
Chairman GLENN. How much wonld they make, then, under you?

Would they start at $60 to $100 a day and then move on up?
Mr. ARTIS. They were doing just as well. They make $5,000,

$10,000 a week, something like that. The money is out there. There
is plenty of money to be made in that sense.

I mean, you got to compare. Who do you know that's going to
turn down $100,000 right here in their face, and say "I'm going to
go work at McDonald's"? You know? If somebody came to me with
$10,000 and said, "I'm going to give you $10,000, will you go over
here and rake this lawn?" I'm going to take the $10,000. That is
how young people are thinking now.
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Chairman GLENN. You were involved in a shooting also. You
shot another young man. What happened on that?

Mr. Awns. 'That was on a joke time. I was playing. I shot my
cousin. That was an accident. That is what I got charged for,
though.

Chairman GLENN. What turned you around? You are on the
Task Force now. You are out trying to talk to other people and
trying to turn them around so they do not go the way you went.

at caused you to turn around?
Mr. Aims. I had enough of bucking the system. I had enough of

being chased by the police. You know, I had enough of people
watching me and stuff like that. And I see little young'uns out
here now on the corner trying to wipe somebody's window down,
and they pull off and don't give them a quarter. You know, that
quarter is the same quarter you are going to spend on a cup of
coffee, which you don't need, so why can't you give it to a little
boy. I don't want to see little young'uns grow up like I did.

I mean, I had it swell at the beginning, and I turned around
myself. I just don't want to see little kids go like that because it is
unnecessary. There are too many loving people out here. For in-
stance, if one of these cameramen's camera breaks down and a
little kid walks up to them, "You need some help?" and the earner-
man pushes him away. For what? He is just trying to help you.
That might be the same little kid that is going to get you a job one
day, you know, but you turn your back on them now. You
shouldn't do that.

Just because you have a personal problem, you shouldn't turn
you back on people, because that is the same person you might
have to report to one day. That is the same person whose help you
might need one day.

If all of us in this room work together, we can make a difference.
It ain't about Marc. It ain't about you. It ain't about me. It is about
us as a people. It ain't black, white, Spanish. It ain't none of them.
It is everybody. But we have to work together.

Chairman GLENN. I should end this hearing right there on that
note.

Ms. Beck is Frincipal of Thomas Jefferson High School in New
York. I don't know whether you are familiar with the CCC pro-
gram she referred to, the Civilian Conservation Corps of years ago,
where in times of high unemployment the government took young
people like yourselves and gave them opportunities. They sent you
out to do work in the woods, the forest, and camps, along with
which they got education and a wage so they could save some
money.

How many kids from where you grew up and with your back-
ground do you think would take advantage of something like that?
Do you think many kids would be willing to sign up for something
like that and be either taken out of their environment to some
place else, or given jobs right here in the city where they would
have a job to clean up neighborhoods or something? Do you think
many kids would sign up for that?

Mr. ARTIS. A lot of people, they don't like manual labor-type jobs.
They want to use their head. They don't want to sweep streets and
all that. They want something that is going to make them think, so
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they can say, yes, I did this. And it didn't come from a lot of power
and stuff. And if you train a personit is one thing to just give a
young person a job, but they might lose it because they are going to
get frustrated because they don't know what they are doing. But if
you train them for that job and give them the skills and prepare
them for it, then they will keep it.

Chairman GLENN. If you had the CCC idea with an educational
program along with it so they learn enough to really use their
head and make a living, would that be attractive? Or is that asking
too much?

Mr. Aims. That all depends on what comes along with it, you
know. You might say, OK, we will train you, but there's got to be a
catch, a gimmick. Everything's got a gimmick. You have to make it
interesting to a young person, or they ain't going to have nothing
to do with it. And I don't know why that is. I mean, education is
not interesting, but you need it.

Chairman GLENN. You mean they have to see something at the
end of the line, like what the education is for?

MT. Awns. Yes.
Chairman GLENN. Marc, what do you think of that? Is CCC an

attractive program or not?
Mr. WILEINs. We have had kids go on a retreat to get them away

from the violence in their neighborhoods and let them get a clear
mind to get themselves together so they won't have to look over
their shoulders each day they get up in the morning and think
well, I might be shot this day and die.

We have gotten some of the youths who have real problems on
the street to go to these retreats, and we teach them education and
then we have fun with them. We have safe fun, some of the things
that they always worry about as kids. They don't have any place
that they can have fun safely. They think maybe running from
police officers and doing wild stuff on the street which is violent, is
a game because it is fun to them because they don't have any place
else to go for safe fun. So they do things in violent ways.

I think that programs like that do help kids because of the fact
that it gets them away and it gives them a chance to at least think
twice the next time they come into any violent predicament. These
kids might have a situation where they might have to shoot some-
body. But they went on a retreat, and we told them constantly it is
not good to do these things. It is not good to shoot another brother
or another sister. And they might think about this while they are
out there, and when that predicament comes to them, they might
think, well, Curtis or Marc or any other person on retreat said it is
not good. And they may not do it. But at least they are given a
chance to think twice about it. I think on instinct, the way they
have grown up, they won't think twice about it if you don't give
them a chance or give them some reason or insight in order to do
it. They just won't do it.

Chairman GLENN. Curtis, do you have a job now? Are you work-
ing with the task force full-time, or do you have a job?

Mr. ARTIS. I am at the task force as a volunteer, but I just got
hired. Yesterday was my first day. I am a counselor over at Doug-
las Junior High School.
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Chairman GLEN/4. Good, good. We took you away from work on
your first day on the job.

Mr. Aims. Yes. [Laughter.]
Chairman GLENN. I hope we haven't messed you up already.
Ms. Beck, on your COC idea, have you tried this out on any of

the people up at the school as to what they think of this? Would
they be likely to sign up with this or not? Would that be taking
them too far out of their familiar environment? Would you see the
CCC working in the neighborhoods as opposed to going off to a con-
servation in the woods type camp?

Ms. BECK. No. I think that the CCC concept needs to be looked at
and probably upgraded and revised so that it addresses the current
urban situation. But in our school, we have no problem because I
have plant science.

You see, I am taking it to another level. Environmeni. : issues
are things that the other part of urban America is thinkiug about,
but children in the inner city aren't necessarily thinking about.
But we need to move them to that point also so that they talk
about acid rain and they concern themselves with soil and erosion
and plants and things of that nature.

And the CCC issue helps do that. It takes all of the people so
that we can move to the next place so we aren't leaving some
behind.

Chairman GLENN. You said that one week you had five people
killed in your school, is that right?

Ms. BEcK. Oh, yes.
Chairman GLENN. What would be an average number of killings

in your school per year?
Ms. BECK. In 5 years I have lost more than 50 young men. They

have been killed. And in most cases, I am the only one that attends
the funeral.

Chairman GLENN. So you have an average of about 10 violent
deaths a year. These are not just accidents or something, but these
are killings?

Ms. BECK. Yes.
Chairman GLENN. Homicides.
Ms. BECK. And an awful lot of young people who get shot and

stabbed.
Chairman GLENN. What is the population of your school? What

is your number of students?
Ms. BECK. Nineteen hundred students.
Chairman GLENN. You have lost 50 students over the past 5

years.
Ms. BECK. Sure. But I am not as concerned about those that we

define as dead as I am the walking dead, because young people who
live with this kind of violence, who only have those kinds of memo-
ries, many of them are not as strong as this young man. They
become zombies. They feel that there is nothing for them, and so
they lash out and strike back, too.

Chairman GLENN. Marc, how many people have you known who
were killed in your neighborhood?

Mr. WILKINS. Well, I know several, and between Curtis and
myself, because we are pretty much from the same area, we can
come up to almost over 100 people that have been killed over the
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last 2 years. Just from high school, I have known at least 50 people
that have been killed in violent acts. I have grown up around a lot
of people who have gone to jail and have gotten killed. And it is
just unnecessary. It is sad, because when you look at how we used
to play in a neighborhood as young men and women, and to grow
up and to not be able to see this person or to have to go to these
funerals almost two and three times a month, it is sad. It can
really get to a person.

Chairman GLENN. Were you both involved in athletics? Wereyou, Curtis?
Mr. ARMS. Too strenuous for me.
Chairman GLENN. Too strenuous? [Laughter.]
Would your attitude be typical, or would most of the young fel-

lows want to go out for athletics and be on a team?
Mr. ARTIS. Some of them want to go out because of the girls. But

with all that sweating and working and jumping around. . . .
Chairman GLENN. How about you, Marc?
Mr. WILKINS. I played football in high school. You know, you

have a lot of guys out here who love sports, but some of them are
scared to leave their neighborhoods in order to participate in the
sports. Because you can be down on the next block, and you might
have a confrontation and get killed just for doing what you really
want to do in life, and you really can't unless you will be with five
to 10 people, and that really causes a problem.

Chairman GLENN. Ms. Beck, are gangs a problem in your school?
Are they organized gangs like we used to hear about so much? We
don't seem to hear that much about them anymore.

Ms. BECK. In 1992, you don't have organized gangs. You have
things that were called instant, almost like Terminator 3. Remem-
ber the little drop and then all of a sudden it was a thing?

Children relate now based on a block where they live, a building
that they live in, maybe a school they attend. There is the Califor-
nia mystique with the Bloods and the Reds and the Blues, but I
don't find that to be the case in our school. Children can band to-
gether in an instant just on address.

My school is unique because there are 40 different housing devel-
opments where children come from to my school.

Chairman GLENN. From what distance?
Ms. BECK. Say a three- or four-mile radius around the school.

And each one of those buildings has its own culture.
Chairman GLENN. You mentioned that right now you have 40

kids in your school that you know of, that have no parent, or no
known parent that guides them or tries to work with them. And
you said that you are the only one who attends some of these fu-
nerals.

Ms. Bzoc. Surely, because living in America sometimes is over-
whelming. One mother had to finish her laundry. But as the youngmen said, you know

Chairman GLENN. Had to what, now?
Ms. BEcx. She had to fmish her laundry.
Chairman GLENN. So she couldn't come to the funeral.
Ms. BEcx. Right. The young men mentioned going to funerals all

of the time. There comes a point when you just cannot continue to
attend funerals and go to those kinds of things that are destructive
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to yourself. So, therefore, you set up barriers and protective walls
so that you can survive.

If the children engaged in the emotional outburst every time one
of their friends was killed, then they wouldn't be able to sit here.
They would have psychotic episodes.

This is just like during the war. When men are at war, they
can't get emotionally involved in their friends who are killed. I
mean, they hurt, and that is why I call them children of war be-
cause they are displaying all of the same psychological behaviors of
people that are involved in a war, only it is in urban America.

Chairman GLENN. We sit here and use these statistics that there
are 260 different programs in seven different departments and 17
different agencies, all involved in trying to look into doing some-' thing about the increase in youth violence and trying to come up
with some sort of solutions. How is this working? Because it just
seems that things are running away in different directions.

Ms. BECK. No, I don't think they are ineffective, but I do think
we need to look at the coordination of a lot of them. And some-
times we have to change, we meaning the schools.

One of the things I have done is to reach out, and I have a lot of
CBO's, community-based organizations, because we are professional
educators. And you heard me mention the Organization of Black
Psychologists. If we are dealing with psychological issues, then I
need people that psychology is their profession.

When I said the dormitory, it is not just for children to live in. It
is to house the many, many services. It will become a multi-service
complex. Because if a schoolif I take in all of the services that I
need of these 200 that we are talking about here, then pretty soon
the school will cease to be a school. It will become a service-provid-
ing institution.

I need some other kind of a structure near the school that will
support the types of services that we identify, and each school and
community may have a different array of things that it needs.

Chairman GLENN. Marc and Curtis, just one more question.
When you were in school, how many programs were there where
wople tried to work with you on counseling and things like that?
Were there many programs available to you or not?

Mr. Wimp's. Well, I wasn't sure of the programs then. You have
so many programs, like you say now, but you have people that are
not really doing their job or taking their job seriously in these pro-
grams. You can have 100,000 programs, but if you have somebody
that is just sitting at a desk saying, "yes, I have a program," you
are not doing anything. That is why I say we need to have a lot
more of the youth involved in a lot of these programs, and I am
sure that more things will be done if that was to happen. Because
it seems like you have a lot of lazy adults out here that sea them-
selves doing a lot of things, but they are not doing anything at all,
really.

Chairman GLENN. Curtis, do you have contact with any of these
counseling programs?

Mr. Alms. Yes, they jive right, but nobody pays any attention to
them because some of the adults have such a negative attitude to-
wards you. A lot of them, the first thing that comes out of their
mouth is you ain't going to be nothing, you ain't going to do noth-
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ing. And a young person who wants help doesn't want to hear that.
A young person that wants help wants you to say to them we can
do this for you, we can do that for you, but you got to do this first.
You got to meet me halfway.

A lot of counselors don't do that. A lot of counselors say: "Fill
these out and just get in line." Come on, man, what's that? I mean,
it's a job, but regardless.

Chairman GLENN. How much of a deterrent to the sort of thing
that we are talking about is it that you may get caught and go to
jail? Are people really scared of winding up down at Lorton or
some place? Is that really a major factor, or is that something they
just sort of live with and dismiss as a remote possibility?

Mr. Awns. Let me tell you the truth. People don't care about get-
ting locked up.

Chairman GLENN. I am sorry?
Mr. ARTIS. People don't care about getting locked up. They are

more scared to live than they are to die. It sounds crazy but it's the
truth. There are a lot of people in jail, young'uns, that got 15-to-
life, 45-to-life. They don't care, and they didn't care when they
were on the street. Most young'uns coming up now, all they know
is you are not a man until you do 5-to-15. You are not a man until
you bust a block up on somebody.

Chairman GLENN. It is looked at as a mark of honor that you
have been in jail, then.

Mr. Arms. It is a mark of honor, but I am telling you, once they
get down thereI am saying I used to be like that, and I said it
many times. I sat on my bunk and cried at night, and I am a big
dude and I can handle my own. And I was scared many nights up
in there. And it ain't like that, and people don't see that, you
know? They think you go to jail, you are all right. It ain't like that.

All these little young'uns running away from Cedar Knoll? Send
them down Lorton. They're not going to run anywhere because in
jail you can't run. In jail you can't hide from somebody you are
fighting. You can't hide.

Chairman GLENN. Some of these programs where they are taking
young people through jails and letting some of the prisoners talk to
them, is that effective at all?

Mr. Arms. No, because the prisoners that are talking to them
are the prisoners that talk to all the visitors. They have certain
prisoners that will talk to visitors, and that is it. That is all they
do. They vill talk to the visitors. I did a program with Channel 9,
and they sent us two dudes that talked to everybody that came
through there. And Janet Fox said, "No, I don't want them. I want
somebody that doesn't talk to the public." Those are the people
that the young'uns need to talk to. They don't talk to them. They
talk to the people that make jail sound pretty.

Mr. WILluNs. And you have a lot of people who are in jail who
give these young kidsthe perception is you go to jail, you know
everybody in jail, so you are going to have fun. But you don't have
anybody who really tells them what happens in jail. Tiley don't tell
them how they might get raped. They don't tell them how they
might get cut, how they might get stabbed or how you can have
somebody sneak up in your cell one night. They don't tell them all
that. They say, well, you know, I knew everybody in there. The
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only thing we did was sleep and lift weights, we came out in 5-to-10
years.

So they think it is so easy, and then you have these juvenile fa-
cilities where the young men escape so easily. So how can you tell
me you are going to send me away for a long period of time when
actually you are sending me somewhere where I can escape in 2
weeks? You are not really disciplining them at all.

Chairman GLENN. How many of the kids that you knew growing
up are kids without a parent at home; kids who are living with
somebody else or who have been or are assigned to foster care?
How did that work out? Do you have any comments on that?

Mr. Awns. I knew two dudes that had foster parents, and one of
them, he just went crazy. He's in jail. He got out. He did 5 years,
got out for 2 days, and got locked back up on a 15-to-45. And his
parents, they didn't care about him. They were just doing some-
thing to make themselves look good.

The other dude, he started off bad, but then his people tightened
up on him and sent him to the service.

So it goes both ways.
Mr. Wiliam. I have know n people who have had nobody to look

out for them or no parenting, but I don't think that I have known
anyone who has really had two foster parents. But you have to look
at the parents that call themselves parents. Sometimes they get
these kids, and they aren't really ready to be parents. They just get
them because they may receive money from the Government, or
they might get some retarded kids that they might receive money
from the Government for. But they are not really ready to take
care of these kids. A lot of these parents have to realize, sometimes
you just have to bend over backwards twice in order to help your
kid, and not just wait until they get out of hand when they are
younger and when they get older parents don't want to listen and
send the kids to jail or send them away from here. It shouldn't
work out like that.

If you are going to be a parent, you have to be a parent for the
rest of your child's life, or just don't be a parent at all.

Chairman GLENN. We are going to have to move on to the other
panels. This is fascinating conversation and I hate to end it, but we
are going to have to shortly.

Ms. Beck, what time do your kids get out of school?
Ms. BECK. We get out at 2:20, and then I have p.m. school from

2:30 to 4:30.
Chairman GLENN. Now, are there any programs at that time? I

would gather that a very, very high percentage of the parents of

your students are working parents. Almost all?
MS. BECK. NO.
Chairman GLENN. They are not working parents? Are they un-

employed?
Ms. BEcx. I wouldn't say a high percentage. We will give the

benefit of the doubt. We will say 50 percent of them are working
parents.

Chairman GLENN. The rest are, what, unemployed?
Ms. BECK. Unemployed, dysfunctional, lost.
Chairman GLENN. I was building up to whether you have had

any programs in the school that took up where the normal school
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day ends. Programs of counseling and of athletics and of guidancefor the kids so they feel like they belong to something?
Ms. BECK. Sure.
Chairman GLENN. One of the biggest problems. I think, every-body, animals, humans, whatever, want to belong to something.They belong first to a mother, and then to a family, and then to acommunity, where they may be in Boys Scouts, Girl Scouts, YMCA,

Boys' Clubs and Police Boys' Clubs where there is a molding influ-
ence expanding out of parenting from when they were 1 day old.That is what sort of molds people.

Now, that is apparently completely lacking in many familiesleaving no real guidance, and yet we let the kids out at 2:30 in theafternoon. There they are, a high percentage of them, out on thestreets unless they are in the secondary program that you are talk-ing about.
Ms. BECK. Right.
Chairman GLENN. And many of them are not getting the guid-

ance at home. Is there an opportunity there we should be focusingon by trying to support school programs that fit in from 2:30 to 6o'clock when the parents are home, or the kich: are home with
somebody, anyway? Is that a possible area to look al.?

Ms. BECK. Yes, I have community school, and it is open 7 days aweek. Not only that, we keep talking about the kids and focusing
on the teenagers. Let's remember who their parents are. Many ofthese children's parents are kids, as far asas old as I am, they
are kids. We are talking about 35, 32 years old. They are very
young themselves, and many of them would like to go back toschool and get a GED or learn some skills. And if you open up yourhigh schoolsand I consider them to be the major institutions in acommunity. If you open them up, then these people would have an
opportunity to learn the computer and to do some of the types ofthings that are needed for today's and the 21st Century's jobmarket.

Chairman GLENN. Thank you. We are going to have to move
along. One of our problems is we quite often put too many wit-
nesses on. And then we run into something very interesting, andwe want to continue it. But we have to cut things short. We mayhave some additional questions for you. We will get in touch withyou later. I appreciate very much your comments this morning.They are very helpful to us. 'Thank you all very much.

Ms. BEcE. Thank you very much.
Mr. %LEIN& Thank you.
Mr. Awns. Thank you.
Chairman GLENN. Our next panel this morning includes somepeople who have been dealing with these problems and doing re-search in this particular area for many years. We have some very

experienced, leading researchers in the country in these areas. Dr.
Leonard Eron, Research Professor Emeritus, University of Illinois
at Chicago, who is Chair of the American Psychological Association
Commission on Violence and Youth; Dr. Adele Harrell, Senior Re-
search Analyst, State Policy Center, the Urban Institute of Wash-
ington; Dr. Donald Schwarz, Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania Medical School, Director, Adolescent Clinic
of the Children's Hospital in Philadelphia; Dr. Deborah Prothrow-
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Stith, Assistant Dean, Harvard School of Public Health in Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts.

Dr. Eron, would you please lead off for us this morning? This has
been a fascinating morning so far. We hope you can also shed some
light out of your long experience on what directions we should
take.

TESTIMONY OF LEONARD D. ERON, Ph.D.,1 RESEARCH PROFES-
SOR EMERITUS, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT CHICAGO, AND
CHAIR, AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION ON VIO-
LENCE AND YOUTH, CHICAGO, IL
Dr. ERON. I would hope so. Thank you very much for this oppor-

tunity to appear before the Committee.
Today I will highlight three topics: first, the research that I have

done over 35 years in the area of television violence; then I would
like to talk about the functions of the American Psychological As-
sociation Commission on Violence and Youth; and, fmally, if there
is time, describe an intervention program, very large scale, in the
Chicago public schools which now under way.

In 1960, we completed a survey of all third grade school children
in a semi-rural county in New York State. We interviewed 875 boys
and girls in school and did separate interviews with 80 percent of
their parents. We were interested in how aggressive behavior as it
is manifested in school is related to the kinds of child-rearing prac-
tices that their parents used.

An unexpected finding in 1960 was that for boys there seemed to
be a direct positive relation between the violence of the TV pro-
grams these youngsters preferred and how aggressive they were in
school.

Ten years later, in 1970, we were fortunate in being able to rein-
terview over half of our original sample. Our most striking finding
now was the positive relation between the viewing of violent televi-
sion at age eight and aggression at age 19 in the male subjects. Ac-
tually, the relation was even stronger than it was when both varia-
bles were measured at age eight.

By use of a variety of statistical techniques, it was demonstrated
that the most plausible interpretation of the data was that early
viewing of violent television caused later aggression. Then 12 years
after that, when the subjects were 30 years old, we interviewed
them again and consulted archival data, such as criminal justice
records, and found that the more frequently our subjects watched
television at age 8, the more serious were the crimes for which
they were convicted by age 30, the more aggressive their behavior
was while under the influence of alcohol, and the harsher was the
punishment they administered to their own children. There was a
strong correlation between a variety of television viewing behaviors
at age 8 and a composite of aggressive behavior at age 30. These
relations held up even when the subject's initial aggressiveness,
social class, and IQ were controlled.

Further, measurements of the subject's own children, who were
now the same age as the subjects were when we first saw them,

1 The prepared statement of Dr. Eron appears on page 101.
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showed that the subject's aggressiveness and violence viewing atage 8 related to their children's aggressiveness and their children's
preference for violence viewing 22 years later when the subjects
themselves were 30 years old.

What one learns about life from the television screen seems to betransmitted even to the next generation. This finding of a causallink between the watching of violent television and subsequent ag-gressive behavior is not an isolated finding among a unique or non-representative population in one area of the United States at a par-ticular time.
Seventeen years after our original data collection, we studied an-other large group of youngsters in a different geographical sectionof the United States, a heterogeneous suburb of Chicago, followingthem for 3 years, and we obtained essentially the same results.

Further, this 3-year follow-up was replicated in four other coun-
tries: Australia, Finland, Israel, and Poland. The data from all five
countries investigated in the study clearly indicate that more ag-gressive children watch more television, prefer more violent pro-grams, identify more with TV characters, and perceive violence asmore like real life than do less aggressive children.

Further, it became clear that the relation between TV habits and
aggression was not limited to boys as we had found in our originalstudy. Girls, too, are now affected by television violence. And gen-erally the causal relation was bi-directional, with aggressive chil-
dren watching more violent television and the violent television
making them more aggressive.

There can no longer be any doubt that heavy exposure to tele-
vised violence is one of the causes of aggressive behavior, crime,
and violence in society. The evidence comes from both the laborato-
ry and real-life studies. Television violence affects youngsters of all
ages of both genders, at all socioeconomic levels, and all levels of
intelligence. The effect is not limited to children who are already
disposed to being aggressive, and it is not restricted to this country.The fact that we get the same finding of a relation between televi-
sion violence and aggression in children in study after study in one
country after another cannot be ignored.

The causal effect of television violence on aggression, eventhough it is not very large, exists. It cannot be denied or explained
away. We have demonstrated this causal effect outside the labora-tory, in real life, among many different children. We have come to
believe that a vicious cycle exists in which television violence
makes children more aggressive, and these more aggressive chil-dren turn to watching more violence to justify their own behaviors.

Statistically, this means that the effect is bi-directional. Practi-cally, it means that if media violence is reduced, the level of inter-
personal aggression in our society will be reduced eventually.

As part of my remarks today, I also want to give a brief report
on the American Psychological Association Commission on Vio-
lence and Youth, of which I am the Chair.

A year ago, the commission was established to bring psychology's
expertise to bear on the problems of young people who are victims,
witnesses, or perpetrators of violence or who live under the con-
stant threat of violence.
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The APA has asked the commission to review psychological
knowledge related to violence and youth, describe applications of
that knowledge to prevent or stop violence, and to temper its nega-
tive consequences, and, third, to recommend promising directions
for public policy, research, and program development.

We have solicited ideas and materials from many people who are
concerned about violence and youth Last fall we conducted 2 days
of hearings in which we heard testimony from researchers and pro-
gram staff in the areas of sexual assault, law enforcement, health
care and community services, as well as representative3 of the reli-
gious community and State and Federal Government agencies.

Speakers repeatedly urged APA to bring a scientific perspective
to public policy on violence, and they underscored the urgent need
for immeffiate, sound interventions.

The commission will present its findings and recommendations
in a report scheduled for release in December 1992. Besides advanc-
ing the understanding of violence and youth by psychologists, we
want the report to offer practical help to communities and institu-
tions coping with issues related to violence and youth. For this
reason, we decided to make preventive and rehabilitative interven-
tions the focus of this report. We also will discuss the relation be-
tween violence and culture, as well as social and historical issues
tat underlie the context for our society's current violence.

I am confident that material from these hearings will be ger-
mane to the work of our commission. Moreover, I trust that our
commission's final conclusions and recommendations will be valua-
ble well beyond organized psychology. We want our report to be a
springboard for developing programs and policies that can help to
stop the tidal wave of violence that is harming our young people
nationwide.

Now I would like to turn my attention to the intervention pro-
gram in the Chicago public schools. Until recently, very few pre-
vention and intervention programs have included the consideration
of the multiple contexts in which aggressive and antisocial behav-
iors are learned. While the school context is critical because of the
amount of time and the number of years the child spends at school,
there are many other important socializing influences, and these
have been mentioned in previous testimony today. These influences
include the peer, family, and community context, as well as expo-
sure to media violence.

In working with inner city children, the community context is of
particular relevance because of the extreme environmental condi-
tions which often exist there and which place entire populations of
children at risk for the development of aggressive and violent be-
havior. Intervention programs are doomed to failure if they do not
take into account the extreme and persistent environmental con-
straints such as violence, hopelessness, and limited social resources
which surround these children 24 hours a day.

It is naive to believe that we can change the attitudes and behav-
ior of young people growing up under these conditions with any
type of brief, single-focus programs, such as public service an-
nouncements, classroom management strategies for teachers, or a
few weekly lectures and exercises designed to change children's
social skills or cognitions about aggression. In order to effect behav-
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ioral change, a more complex and sustained approach carried out
more frequently over a number of years and affecting several psy-
chosocial contexts and settings of development is necessary.

The Metropolitan Area Child Study, which is what the Chicago
intervention is called, is a large-scale, comprehensive, long-range
program in which interventions are being conducted throughout
the school year in 16 schools with the same children over a period
of 2 years and across a variety of contexts. The total number of
children in this study is approximately 5,000. The contexts for
intervention are the classroom, the peer group, and the family.
However, because an important but basically unanswered question
is how much intervention in which of these domains is necessary to
prevent violence and aggression in the highest risk portion of this
population, we are employing an additive model of program evalua-
tion to get at this question.

It relates to what Senator Glenn talked of earlier this morning,
and, that is, how do you fmd the most cost-effective, least intrusive
method of intervention?

We start, then, in this additive model, first with a general en-
hancement, classroom-based primary prevention program to which
all 5,000 children are exposed. All children are included in this
general enhancement, classroom-based program. The program con-
sists of 80 classroom lessons conducted this 2-year period utilizing a
program in which we are trying to change children's cognitions
about themselves, about their own self-efficacy, about norms for
violent behavior, about how to solve interpersonal problems with-
out resorting to violence, and also giving them a better sense of
what television violence is doing, how unrealistic this is, and in
general giving them a sense of control and hopefulness about the
future that they themselves can solve their problems.

Teachers in this general enhancement program, all the teachers,
participate in 30 hours of teacher training focusing on cultural di-
versity, development of pro-social and cooperative behaviors and
classroom management. We hope that after this program of 30
hours of training there will no longer be teachers whom we have
observed who take children and knock them up against the black-
board when they want to discipline them.

Now, that describes the general enhancement program for all
5,000 children. Then we have taken a large group of children from
grades 2, 3, and 5 who we have identified as at high risk for devel-
oping violent and aggressive behavior, and we have divided these
approximately 1,000 children into two additional treatment groups.
Both of these groups also receive more intensive cognitive training,
very much like what the entire school is getting but more inten-
sive, in small groups of high-risk peers. They work together in peer
groups one or two times a week throughout the school year.

Then one of these two groups also receives 22 sessions of family
training during the first year of the program. We actually work
with the families of these high-risk youngsters, teaching them
many of the same things that the youngsters are learning in the
school program. During the second year, we have monthlY boosters
with the family.

In this regard, it is important to examine the extent to which
corresponding gains justify the social and economic costs of identi-
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fying children as high risk and the expenditure of resources neces-
sary to involve multiple systems in treatment programs. This focus
also addresses the concern of whether prevention programs should
single out high-risk children for special attention or should be lim-
ited to general enhancement programs for all children.

We believe that focusing on the child's cognitions as the critical
locus of change holds promise for long-term generalized effects.
However, since these cognitions are learned and maintained in
multiple settings, we also believe that the conditions for the learn-
ing of aggression present in at least some of these settings must be
altered. The need for a comprehensive approach is most critical in
inner-city communities where the environmental risk factors are so
extreme that they place entire populations of children at risk and
can exacerbate the impact of individual risk factors.

Thank you.
Chairman GLENN. Thank you very much, Dr. Eron. We will get

to questions later after we have all the statements.
Dr. Harrell, if you would be next, please?

TESTIMONY OF ADELE HARRELL, Ph.D.,' SENIOR RESEARCH AN-
ALYST, STATE POLICY CENTER, THE URBAN INSTITUTE, WASH-

INGTON, DC
Dr. HARRELL. One of the truly shocking facts about the problem

of violence in this country is the amount that occurs within the
family. Each year one in 10 women is abused by the man with
whom she lives. Repeated and severe violence are estimated to
occur in one in every 14 marriages. This can cause long-term dis-
abling psychological traumathe battered woman syndrome
which is similar to the trauma experienced by hostages or prison-
ers of war.

Unfortunately, women are not the only victims. Children are
often the unintended victims of battering. Children in violent
homes are at double jeopardy: the risk of witnessing traumatic
events and the risk of physical assault.

While most of us recognize immediately the harm inflicted by
child abuse, the problem of witnessing severe parental violence on
a routine and regular basis is often overlooked. It relates to what
Dr. Eron has been saying about witnessing. Children from violent
families can provide clinicians with detailed accounts of abusive in-
cidents that their pareni.:: never realized that they had witnessed.

The immediate impact Gc this exposure is traumaticfear for
self, fear for the parent, and self-blame. This exposure may lead to
later violence on the part of `he child, as well as to other serious
emotional and behavioral problems. These effects: are particularly
dismaying in view of the fact that over 3 million children are at
risk of exposure to parental conflict each year. This is not confined
to our inner cities. This is a national problem that spans inner
cities and suburban areas, rural areas and all races and classes.

Children are often caught in the cross-fire of this violence. Physi-
cal abuse of at least one child is found to occur in a large propor-
tion of battering incidents when children were present.

f The prepared statement of Dr. Harrell appears on page 114.
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It is difficult to distinguish between the effects of witnessing pa-rental violence and being abused as a child. However, we do haveample evidence of the kinds of problems these children develop.They include high rates of fighting, delinquency, criminal violence,depression, suicidal behavior, phobias, and other emotional andphysical disorders. Aggression can appear in even very young childabuse victims and tends to persist a long time.
There is strong evidence that patterns of violence continue fromone generation of a family to the next. This results in part fromsocial learning. Sons see their father hitting their mother and mayinfer that battering is effective and appropriate behavior. Similar-ly, daughters may see their mothers abused and conclude that thisis normal and that they should expect it in their relational- ps.However, an important point is that the majority of childrenfrom violent homes do not become delinquents, battering spouses,abusive parents, or criminals. Estimates of the rates of intergenera-

tional transmission of violence vary, and they depend on the defini-tion used in the sample. They generally fall between 25 and 35 per-cent. This means that in 65 to 75 percent of the cases children fromviolent homes do not become violent, raising an important ques-tion: Why not?
Psychologists have identified thrae domains as essential to thepsychological development of all thildren. I call this the CARmodel: C for competence, the child's knowledge and confidence inpersonal ability to attain desired outcomes: A for autonomy, the

sense of control that allows children to regulate their behavior andemotions; and R for relatedness, the child's ability to establish anintimate, caring relationship with another.
Children adapt, sometimes in healthy ways, sometimes in un-healthy ways, to their environment, and particularly to theirfamily environment, in developing their competence, autonomy,and relatedness.
Violent families provide a clearly inappropriate and impaired en-vironment for healthy development. Children in violent familiestend to experience inconsistent punishment, lack of structure; theywitness erratic parental behavior; they are ignored, shamed, and

neglected. When these behaviors are repeated over a long period oftime, the chronic child neglect that results can be at least as dam-aging as physical assault.
Research on the factors that help children avoid repeating thepattern of violence is limited. However, the evidence suggests thatfamily violence transmission can be offset, and some of the thingsthat do that are a warm relationship with one parent and/oraccess to other role models and caregivers who meet basic needs forpsychological development.
This may account for the success of programs like Big Brothersand Big Sisters, and the potential for mentoring programs, such asthose we are now studying at the Urban Institute.
We also know that an important role is played by stresses on thefamily from substance abuse, poverty, joblessness, and lack ofsocial support. These increase the risk of family violence and pro-vide the conditions for chronic neglect and are particularly appar-ent in the inner-city neighborhoods we have been discussing today.
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But, finally, and maybe most critically, cross-cultural studies in-
dicate that the level and prevalence of family violence is highly de-

pendent on our social tolerance for family violence, on norms that
endorse or ignore violence. These include everyday prescriptions,
such as a man's home is his castle, or spare the rod and spoil the
child, and the persistent media glorification of violence.

Another factor that is a problem is the weak enforcement of laws
against domestic violence, which leaves the impression that as-
saulting a family member is not a serious matter. Strong arrest
policies, enforcement of protection orders, prosecution of domestic
violence cases, and appropriate sentencing have yet to be imple-
mented in most jurisdictions, despite considerable strengthening of
State laws against domestic violence across the past decade.

At the Urban Institute, we are working on ways to improve the
justice system response to domestic violence. We have evaluated
the impact of court-ordered treatment for domestic violence offend-
ers and found that it needs to be improved. We are now examining
the effectiveness of civil protection orders and their enforcement,
and we are looking at the resolution of custody cases involving

spousal assault.
Next year, with the National Council on Juvenile and Family

Court Judges, we will host a national conference on family violence
and the courts. Two judges and a State legislator from each State
will be invited to discuss how courts can better respond to these
cases.

Another exciting new initiative at the Institute is the Children's
Roundtable funded by the Carnegie Foundation. The Roundtable
will hold a series of meetings with. Members of Congress and their
staff and policy analysts to consider children's issues. The first
meeting last July considered tax relief for families with children.

As part of a larger study of patterns of urban opportunity, we
held a conference last April that looked at stress from drugs and
crime and their effect on family life and children, particularly in
our inner cities.

We are finding from these efforts that there is much that can be

done to reduce the violence in our homes, and we believe there is
no better investment in the future of this country. It is one of those
root causes that, if effectively addressed, can have long-term and
lasting benefits.

Our assessment is that the strategies to do this will have to be
multi-faceted, will have to involve a number of different agencies.
The top four recommendations might be tougher:

Tougher law enforcement and sentencing to protect women and
children and send a message that family violence is not to be toler-

ated;
We also think it is important to train law enforcement officers,

prosecutors, and judges in administering justice in family cases,
and in responding appropriately to these cases;

On the social welfare front, we think access to safe housing, cou-
pled with social service, is essential and that this will involve sup-
port for the greatest resource now available to battered women
grassroots shelters and advocacy organizationsas well as simply
expanding the access that women have to Federal, State, and local

programs that provide housing and social services that will give
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them the supports to raise their children in violence-free environ-ments;
And, fmally, violence prevention programs in high schools andon campuses that deal with issues of date rape, conflict resolutionskills, sexual harassment during the very time when these youthare forming relationships and families of the future. It is a veryimportant component of a broad strategy aimed at violence preven-tion.
Chairman GLENN. Thank you.
Next, Dr. Donald Schwarz, Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Uni-versity of Pennsylvania Medical School, and Director of the Moles-cent Clinic at Philadelphia.

TESTIMONY OF DONALD F. SCHWARZ, M.D.,, ASSISTANT PROFES-SOR OF PEDIATRICS, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA SCHOOL
OF MEDICINE, AND DIRECTOR, ADOLESCENT CLINIC, THE
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL OF PHILADELPHIA, PHILADELPHIA, PA
Dr. Sc Emma. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to draw onthree of my current experiences in
Chairman GLENN. Pull that mike up tight. These are very direc-tional mikes. You have to treat them with tender loving care.Dr. SCHWARZ. Let me draw on three experiences from my cur-rent practice for you this morning. The first is my pediatric prac-tice with teenagers, and particularly teenage mothers in inner-cityPhiladelphia. The second is research that I have done now for thelast 7 years with the Philadelphia Injury Prevention Program,which is a Centers for Disease Control-funded effort to both docu-ment and control injuries and violence in an urban African-Ameri-

can community in Philadelphia. And, third, I would like to bring ininformation that was discussed at the annual Ross Roundtable.This is a conference held annually in cooperation with the Ambula-tory Pediatric Association. I chaired that meeting this year, andthe topic was Children and Violence.
In my testimony, I make three points. I will summarize them

quickly in the interest of time, but one I would like to particularlydetail.
The first is that in my practice and my experience, I have beenimpressed that girls in particular need to be a focus for attention,

not just boys. As I look around the room, I see articles from the
newspaper which I think reflect accurately the public media's per-ception of the issue of violence. What I hope is that we may atsome point influence that perception to make the American publicrealize how the picture of violence in America is growing to includeyoung women.

When I began to practice with teenagers in 1985, I was wellaware of the high incidence of violence-related injury that was per-petrated by and on young men. A large number of my patientswere injured in the first year in which I worked with them as theirphysician, and a large number had admitted to me that they attimes were perpetrators of injury to other youths. My observation
was that this behavior was quite rare among young women, though

' The prepared statement of Dr. Schwarz appears on page 123.
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I may have been expecting more violence with boys and so that iswhat I noted.
In 1987 when I began working with adolescent mothers, I wasquickly made aware that they themselves were often the victims ofassault. One of our mothers was shot in the face a half block fromher home while pregnant with her second child. In addition, theirpartners were often involved with violence and brought that vio-fence home. Five of the first 100 teenage mothers with whom Iworked had partners who were murdered during the pregnancy.One in 10 of the fathers was in prison at the time of delivery, usu-ally for drug-related and/or violence-related offenses. In the last 5years, some of these statistics have grown to include more andmore of the mothers themselves.
Throughout the last 5 years of the practice with teen mothers,we have collected information on the mothers regarding mentalhealth, specifically depression. One of my colleagues has long hadan interest in teenage mothers and depression, believing that itwas an unmet mental health risk for these young women. Overtime we have followed the rates and levels of depression asingstandardized questionnaires.
In the last 2 years, we have observed a gradual reduction in thenumber of teens who score as depressed at all. Concurrently, wehave found a growing number of these young women are becomingmore involved with violent behaviors. The degree of fighting andserious injury is remarkable. Five years ago, it was rare for us tohave a teenage mother who was incarcerated for any crime. Now itis not uncommon to find the babies of our adolescent mothers infoster care because the mothers have been arrested for assault.I see a similar phenomenon in the general adolescent practice atthe Children's Hospital of Philadelphia, where more and moreteenage women report suspension from school and even arrest dueto fighting and aggressive behaviors.
I postulate that as our society portrays women role models morelike menthat is, more violentparticularly, as Dr. Eron hasnoted, on television and in the movies, that we are making the ex-pression of aggressive impulses more acceptable for women. Theteenage mothers who used to become depressed months after theirdelivery may now be manifesting their anger outwardly with ag-gression and violence.
Let me reiterate, though, that this is only my clinical impression,not the rigorous result of controlled research.As part of the Philadelphia Injury Prevention Program, though,we have collected data for 4 years on every emergency room visitfor an injury for a population of 68,000 people of all ages living in17 census tracts in western Philadelphia. About 10,000 of thesepeople are between the ages of 10 and 19 years.
When I look at the proportion of injuries coming for emergencyroom care that is due to violence, I find that it increases with in-creasing age throughout adolescence and into young adulthood.What is remarkable is that the proportion is identical at every agefor young men and young women. T'he rates are different, but theproportion of injury due to violence is the same; that is, the rela-tive chance that an injury to a young man will be due to violence isthe same as that for a young woman.
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According to the U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice
Statistics, arrests for young women have been increasing for some
time. The number of admissions to local jails for female juveniles
increased 39 percent between June 30, 1984, and June 30, 1987,
while the number for males declined by 6 percent. Certainly young
men are still more likely to be arrested, but it is notable that rates
of violent behaviors for women are increasing.

At the Roundtable in September that I mentioned, Dr. Murray
Straus of the University of New Hampshire shared information
similar to that that you have heard from my colleagues here this
morning. His work was from surveys of adults who reported having
witnessed violence between their parents. While few adults report-
ed violence in which their mothers assaulted their fathers, in those
cases where those instances were recalled, outcomes from the
survey respondents with regard to their own violent behaviors
were remarkably bad. More arrests, more violence against their
children and more drug use if their mothers were particularly the
aggressors.

If our observations in Philadelphia reflect a national pattern
that is, women are becoming more violent in our societywe must
worry about the impacts of this violent long term on our children
and youth.

The second point that I make in my testimony, which I will say
very briefly, is, as you have heard this morning, early prevention is
needed. Both my clinical observation and the work of my col-
leagues would support the fact that beginning with 17-year-olds is
certainly too late. It is important to work with 17-year-olds because
they need support, but we need to start our interventions earlier.

The final point was driven home to me at the Ross conference,
and that is that the prevalence of children's exposure to violence,
as we hear often, is quite incredible. Since beginning my practice
as a pediatrician, I have been amazed at the number of children
who perceive themselves to be in danger of injury due to violence,
children who have bad dreams, who show aggressive behavior, or
those who have other symptoms which ultimately are found to be
caused by exposure to violence.

When we ask our teenage mothers why they don't attend school,
we find, as have other researchers, that a frequent reason is a
sense of not being safe, either in school or on the way to school. A
group of pediatricians in Boston looked into why children don't
attend school in that city and found that fear was a significant
reason.

Our own injury data show that these fears are not necessarily
misplaced. One in 17 young men in Philadelphia will visit an emer-
gency room in our western Philadelphia neighborhoods particular-
ly each year, one in 17 because of a violence-related injury. Dr. Ber-
nard Guyer and his colleagues in Massachusetts found in 1979-
1982 that one in 42 young men 15 to 19 years of age from 14 com-
munities across the State of Massachusetts visited an emergency
room because of violent injuries. And Massachusetts doesn't have
the highest rates, for instance, of homicide in the Nation.

At the Roes Roundtable in September, speakers from across the
U.S. discussed the prevalence of violence in our Nation. Not only
do children see violence at home between family members at
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alarming rates, but, as you have heard, they witness it frequently
on television, in the media more generally, and on the streets.

It was the general consensus particularly of the pediatricians at
the Roundtable that we can no longer think about violence and vio-
lent behaviors as abnormal in this Nation, given the frequency
with which children are exposed to or act out those behaviors.
Rather, a message of the conference for pediatric providers from
urban areas, suburban areas, and rural areas was that we need to
begin to fmd ways to help children cope with what has become an
everyday reality for themthat is, violence in our society.

I believe that this exposure and its constant impinging on our
young people may, at least partially, be responsible for some of the
changes that I noted earlier not only in increased rates of youth
violence overall, but particularly in rates of violence by young
women.

My message is, thus, that we need not only to address the incred-
ibly high rates of violence and injury which affect poor African-
American inner-city males, but we need to address violence in a
more fundamental and comprehensive way in our society. Children
do not particularly like being violent. They aren't born violent.
They don't like living with violence. But children act and are acted
upon by our society in ways which lead them to get hurt and lead
them to hurt others.

I will mention a program that we have developed in Philadelphia
which is funded by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and will
be starting up over the course of the next 6 months. It is a program
of intensive intervention with 6th graders entering middle school
where adults from their community will undergo intensive training
in the recognition of risk behaviors in youth, particularly around
violent acts, and how to work with youth to provide positive role
models.

One of my colleagues has said, "Kids in our community need to
talk to adults," which I think is very simple but very eloquent. The
idea of adult role models for children who understand conflict, who
understand its relationship to violent behaviors, and who can talk
to children I think is a critical point. We need to have very direct
consultation and discussion between adults and children in schools,
in recreation programs, on television, in Head Start programs, and
probably even in day-care centers. We need to teach adults how to
recognize the models that they create for young people and to
make those models non-violent ones in America.

Thank you.
Chairman GLENN. Thank you very much.
Our last witness on this panel, Dr. Deborah Prothrow-Stith, As-

sistant Dean, Harvard School of Public Health. Dr. Prothrow-Stith?

TESTIMONY OF DEBORAH PROTHROW-STITH, M.D., ASSISTANT
DEAN, SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH, HARVARD UNIVERSITY,
CAMBRIDGE, MA

Dr. PROTHROW-STITH. SenatOT, thank you SO Muth for this oppor-
tunity and for your interest in a multidisciplinary approach to this
problem.
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The problem of violence in America is obviously overwhelming,
and there are some who approach it primarily as a criminal justice
problem who have decidedand James Q. Wilson and his followers
are in that groupthat the only thing we can do is accept the in-
evitability of it and just get the wicked among us away. And I
think you are taking a giant step forward in looking at this as a
multidisciplinary problem and also saying that it is preventable.
That is the essence of my testimony.

If you look at this comparison so graphically provided by the
Centers for Disease Control, there are some questions that will
come to mind. Why is the United States so violent, and why do we
stand out in that way?

I will attempt to address that question, but also I would like to
say that one of the major things that that graph does for me is to
say that violence is preventable. It is not inevitable. If it were just
a part of human nature, you would expect the rate of violence in
other countries to be very similar to our rate and a very narrow
margin of variation. And that is not the case, and I think that is
probably the strongest indicator that we have that we are doing
something wrong here in the United States.

When we start trying to explain that over-representation, guns
comes to mind immediately. There was a comparison of Vancouver
to Seattle and the homicide and assault rates, and almost all of the
difference, the four and five times higher rates in Seattle of both
assault and homicide had to do with firearm assaults and firearm
homicides. And I think the issue of handguns has to be squarely on
the table, and it is the thing that makes the United States differ-
ent from a lot of countries.

Now, on that list, for instance, is Sweden, and in Sweden there is
a military gun in almost every household because of enrollment in
the army. So it is guns, handguns, but we have to look at some
other things about the United States.

The issue of chronic urban poverty has been raised in a number
of ways, and it is a related issue and an extremely important one.
If you look at high homicide rates, they are almost all in very poor
urban areas and chronically poor areas. And in that regard, that is
a factor that we have to address.

The third reason that I would raise, which I think is extremely
important, is the fact that in the United States we just have a
"make-my-day" attitude. We are infatuated with violence, and we
teach that to our children.

I think my colleagues both in addressing family violence and in
addressing television violence have pretty squarely put it on the
table. That is how we teach our children that violence is the hero's
way to solve a problem, that violence is successful, that it is re-
warded. And if you think about the movie and television violence,
you have a hero that is never hurt very badly, always there for the
sequel to the movie or next week's television show. It is a very
glamorous, unrealistic view.

I want to share one scene from the movie "Total Recall," because
its superhero, Arnold Schwarzenegger, is a physical fitness hero for
this country. In that movie, not only does he shoot his wife in the
head and make a crack saying, "I guess you can consider this a di-
vorce" as he walks out the doorhe did find out that she was a
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spy, by the way, and she was trying to kill him, so that justified his
violence and the humor related to it. But later on in the movie, he
is in Grand Central Station, and there are people coming and
going. It is a chase scene, and people are shooting. And a man next
to him gets shot. He uses the body of the man to shield himself
against the bullets as he goes up the escalator. And our children
watching that movie are thinking, Oh, wow, he is really smart.

He gets to the top of the escalator. He tosses the man to the side.
He makes another rather wise crack about having a bad day, and
he is off.

There is no pain. There are no tears. There is no sorrow, no
showing of the man's family left without a father or husband. That
kind of glamorous violence without pain is what our children are
watching on television and in the movies, and I think the data
show very clearly that it is related to the problem.

But that is not the only way our children are taught that vio-
lence is an OK way to solve the problem. Parents in our discipli-
nary practices are sometimes overwhelmed, and we use violence to
discipline our children. Yet another message that it is an OK way
to handle anger.

In that same model of family violence, you have parents who tell
children, "You go back outside and fight. You see, we don't want a
wimp for a child." So we are telling our children, "You hit, you hit
back, you hit harder." I have had kids in the classroom say to me,
you know, "My mom is going to beat me if I don't go beat him up."

And it is not just parents. Peers, particularly teenagers, have
learned that violence is entertaining, that it is what they want to
see, so they encouraFe each other to fight. They pass rumors, they
instigate. They say '3 o'clock on the corner," and you have got a
crowd of kids there all ready to watch a fight.

In almost every arena, we teach our children that fighting is ex-
pected, it is successful, and often is justified. And I guess that
would for me begin to explain that difference, and our solutions
have to begin to address those issues: guns, the kind of chronic
urban poverty, as well as this make-my-day attitude that we have
in this country.

I would like to close by offering a comment about public health
and what I think public health, as somewhat of a newcomer on the
block, has to add. You asked a question earlier about the role of
the Justice Department and its potential for prevention.

As a public health person, the model that we have used to reduce
smoking in this country is the model that I bring to this issue of
violence. Thirty years ago we thought smoking was glamorous. We
used to stand in front of the television and I, with those candy ciga-
rettes, would imitate the movie stars and the TV stars because it
was a beautiful thing to do. Now it is offensive and unhealthy, and
our behavior has changed as well.

In those strategies, you have primary prevention, secondary pre-
vention, and tertiary prevention. Criminal justice by definition is,
at best, secondary prevention, and most of it, the incarceration and
punishment, is tertiary prevention. Secondary prevention has to do
with high risk, identifying early and offering strategies. With
smoking, it is what you do for people who smoke but don't have
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lung cancer. So you offer hypnosis, group therapy, Nicorette gum,Nicorette patches, all of the ways to help them change behavior.
But what public health adds is primary prevention, which iswhat you do for people who don't smoke. It is education. It is infor-mation. It is creating a social norm against smoking so that peopledon't start smoking.
In this society, we need some primary prevention around this

issue of violence because we are raising children and teachingthem to use violence. It involves education in the classroom, both
of parents and of students and how you parent. It involves working
with the media to allow changing the images. It certainly involves
creating a social norm against violence.

I share Curtis' optimism. He ended by saying, "If we all get to-gether, we really can do something about this problem." This is not
an inevitable problem. This is a preventable one, and I am glad tobe here. Again, thank you for your leadership on this.

Chairman GLENN. Thank you. I wasn't entirely joking and Idon't mean to put you professionals down when I say I should have
ended the hearing right there with Curtis, because he just aboutsaid it all in that one little statement.

Let me ask a general question, and I mentioned this earlier. It
seems to me we realize we don't intervene early enough and thereare not enough positive-forming influences on young people to takethe place of what has happened in societal changes with thefamily. Fifty percent of marriages end in divorce, or more thanthat. We have single-parent families, now a big growth in no-parent families. We put kids in foster homes, maybe back in with arelative and back in foster homes.

Families are spread out all over the country. It is not unusual tobe like my own family. Here we are in Washington. We have our
son and his family in California, a daughter in St. Paul. Annie'smother was in Columbus until a couple of years ago when she
passed away.

That is not an unusual family these days, the point being that
some of the forming influences of family or a family being close,
relatives being close, if they didn't work right, we didn't movearound as much. The community that you grew up in, whether itbe a community within a city or a small community like Annie and
I grew up in back in Ohio, are all forming influences where you
are expected to come up to certain standards of the group.

Now we have gone where there are few, if any, standards of the
group. The parents don't have standards to enforce. It would seemto me that a logical way to go would be to say if that forming influ-
ence is not present in the family anymore, then it should be insomething like the clubs, or on the school like we discussed with
Carol Beck a little while ago. It should be something that keeps
them together so they feel like they are part of a group. I suppose
Boy Scouts are like that. Maybe that is too simplistic for some ofthe problems we are up against now, although I think Boy Scouts
and Girl Scouts are still a very good influence on millions of youngpeople.

I had a group of Girl Scouts who wanted to come down to myoffice and work on their Space Merit Badge yesterday. So they
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came in and talked to me for half an hour yesterday afternoon. I
had a great time with them.

There are groups that are setting norms and standards that the
kids then feel a responsibility to live up to.

Am I completely off base, or is this what we have to deal with,
and then wait until the kid is truant or has already gone over the
brink? It may be at 8 years because of TV, Dr. EronI don't know
why 8 years is magic. I wanted to come back and ask you some-

. thing about that. Why does the focal point seem to be around 8
years?

But wouldn't this be an approach where we try and have commu-
nity groups or something that kids belong to that supplements the
lack of direction that they are not getting at home, whether they
live there or not. How do we do that? Isn't that a natural way to
go? Has anybody tried moving along the line that gives kids some
guidance rather than waiting until after the wreck when they are
not showing up at school and the truant officer is out after them,
or they are shooting each other up at Jefferson?

How do we do that? Isn't that the basic problem?
Dr. ERON. Well, we have to make these kinds of activities for

teenagers as attractive as getting $1,000 a day dealing drugs.
Chairman GLENN. That may be a little tough.
Dr. ERON. Yes, that would be tough.
Dr. PROTHROW-STINH. I don't think they have to be as financially

attractive, though, because often they respond to just the attention
and the investment of adults.

Dr. ERON. Well, certainly. Certainly these two young men who
were here today demonstrate that there are other ways.

Chairman GLENN. We are born, we have a mother. That is our
first attachment right there. Then it spans out a little bit, and then
there is a father in the family, and then it expands out, and more
members come into the family group. These are all forming influ-
ences.

Then we get out to where they are just about to start school and
we wind up with so many other influences whether it is TV or
something else, that unless there is a strong bond of some kind, the
whole original strucure starts to fall apart. Now, that seems to me
to be the point where intervention should come into play. That
would be my early intervention; trying to define, if it can be de-

- fined, where that occurs, whether it is 2 years of age or 3 or when
they get to school.

Have there been any studies along that line of how we supple-
ment this lack of parental guidance, that with other things like
clubs, Boys' Clubs, Police Boys' Clubs, Girls' Clubs, whatever is
around?

Dr. SCHWARZ. We certainly do that in a way with Head Start.
Chairman GLENN. Yes.
Dr. SCHWARZ. That starts early with kids. It provides them struc-

ture. It provides them with an important model. The question is
what happens after Head Start that is more comprehensive in
school. In a sense, it follows kids through school for a period of
time, providing structure for them.

I worry that the kids who I see have parents who, from a very
early point, teach them, in a sense, antisocial behaviors because
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the parents are so embattled. It is so difficult for the parents to ekeout a living, eke out a life, that they move from shelter to shelter.
The survival skills that you need shelter to shelter are ones thatreally are individualistic and not group-forming. That kind of influ-ence is fundamental, it is early, and we have to change that in
some way, stabilizing what you say the mother-child diad early on.
Stabilizing that diad and providing a stable model early I think isreally important.

Chairman GLENN. And having something that supplements it asthe kids' interests broaden out into the community.
Dr. SCHWARZ. Absolutely.
Chairman GLENN. Somewhere out here, the kid gets beyond the

depths that the lack of parental direction is taking him, and wehave to have something to supplement it at that point, whether itis a teacher or whether it is
Dr. SCHWARZ. Little League.
Chairman GLENN [continuing]. A YMCA or a club or a police

club, Boys' Club, Girls' Club, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, it seem to methese clubs have to supplement some of the direction that becomes
lacking at an ear.lgnafiei.

Dr. PROTHRONV . I think that is important even when fami-
lies are pretty healthy, single-parent or 2-parent families. I havefound anti echo Ms. Beck's comments that parenting is the most
difficult thing I have done, and without a community of others who
are helping, it is even more impossible.

So I would underscore your point not only when there is a family
problem, but even for children who are healthy and in healthy
families. Having a healthy community is extremely important. As
they become teenagers, if the community is unhealthy, then thatcan cause them to be unhealthy and the family to be unhealthy.And I think we are seeing a lot of violence among children who areloved by their family but are caught up into a very unhealthy com-munity.

Chairman GLENN. My time is up, and Senator Akaka is here forquestioning also. I hate to see this gap in students schedules from
2:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Dr. PROTHROW-STITH. That is critical.
Chairman GLENN. That is a time period where there could be

something going on, whether it is a club or a group that develops a
group responsibility along a healthy direction instead of out shoot-
ing people down in the street.

Senator Akaka?
Senator AKAKA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am

sorry I was not here to hear all of you, but I think you certainly
identify the problem of violence very well.

You also mentioned and spoke about the areas of prevention, and
I wonder about the level of treatment and rehabilitation that these
young people are trouble. What happens to them? Are there insti-tutions today that can do the job as another level to help?

I am glad, Dr. Prothrow-Stith, that you mentioned about theneed of public health as something that can be done in years to
come or in time to help the problem. I am concerned, and I amsure all of us are concerned, about what about now. The young
men that were here earlier were talking about now, what is hap-
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pening right out there in the community. And the huge problem
here is there are so many parts to this that it is difficult for them
to really get into one part of it.

I wonder about the area of institutions, whether you have any
comments about that.

Dr. Pxonutow-Srrrx. I had the opportunity to visit the residen-
tial treatment facility for incarcerated violent juvenile youths in
Massachusetts. It is a State facility. And it was modeled after a re-

. parenting program. The guards called themselves "dads." Each
inmate had his own room. There were ways to gain privileges. It
was a very structured home-like environment. Obviously they were
in jail, but there was this re-parenting attempt.

The schools had a one-teacher to four-students ratio. There was
job training and job placement, and this program cut down the re-
cidivism rate dramatically for these young men. It cost $65,000 per
young man per year, and those were 1987 dollars.

I appreciate very much your interest in what we would call sec-
ondary or even tertiary prevention. But if I were a cardiothoracic
surgeon and I said to you I was going to reduce heart disease in the
United States by doing better heart surgery, I was going to get
platinum-tipped catheters and color monitors in the operating
room, you wouldn't believe me. You would say if you are going to
reduce heart disease, you are not going to do it by treating people
with surgery. You are going to do it by dealing with smoking and
exercise and diet and all those behavioral issues.

Sometimes we say that takes too long, we want something now,
and I would just interject that the turn-around that young people
show when an adult invests in them in a preventive way is not
only immediate, but it is escalating over time and definitely worth
our beginning as a part of this overall effort.

There are some institutional programs which work, yet we wait
until somebody has been convicted of a violent offense to offer that
kind of solution. What could one school do with $65,000 for 500, 600
students, talking of after-school programs?

Senator AKAKA. You talk about what can institutions do. I think
by the time institutions come into the picture, it is already too late.
Aggression is a behavior that is learned very early in life, and it is
learned very well. The payoff is tremendous. Punishment for this
kind of behavior, sporadic, really doesn't help.

What you have to do is teach children in the first place, before
they get these awful learned habits, you have got to teach them in
the first place that this is not a way to solve life's problems, this is
not a way to get ahead. And this can be done in the schools, it can
be done at home, and within the peer group. And I think we have
to attack the problem on all those fronts before young people are
placed in institutions. By then I think it is too late.

Dr. SCHWARZ. Certainly treatment works if the person who is
being treated is labeled as abnormal or has some conditions. I
think that it is very difficult to say that we are going to treat ag-
gressive or violence-involved youth when in their environment the
behavior isn't really abnormal. And convincing them why they are
being stigmatized is really very difficult, and I don't think it is
really productive.
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Dr. PROTHROW-STITH. Not only is their behavior not abnormal,
but it is rewarded. Look at bolers and superheroes and the way we
pay for violence in this country. Children aren't blind to that. Theysee that.

Senator AKAICA. Thank you very much for the time.
Chairman GLENN. Thank you, Senator Akaka.
Just one follow-up. Time is getting away from us here, and we

have another panel yet. I appreciate their forbearance in being
willing to stick around this morning.

It seems to me violence isn't just with young people. They carryit to an extreme, but we have violence at all levels, and it is more
common in our movies and in TV and even on radio to some
extent. Have we done studies on other nations as to whether TV
and movies have this effect in other countries? Is this something
that is going on worldwide? Is it just in our society with our fron-
tier mentality, and Rambo, shoot-'em-down, go get 'em? !s there a
difference between urban communities and rural as far as TV? If
TV has this pernicious influence, wouldn't it also have it on farm
kids as well as city kids? Have there been studies along this line?

Dr. ERON. Yes, indeed, there have. The studies that I have de-
scribed which we conducted in five different countries show the
same effect with young people. It says that there is a causativeeffect of television violence

Chairman GLENN. Is it just the kids, though, Doctor, or do their
parents and everybody across the board become a little more vio-lent?

Dr. ERON. No. I think it is primarily with children. I think adults
can see whatever they want to on television or in movies or read
whatever they want to read. It does not have a long-lasting effect
on adults. Watching violence might have a temporary physiological
arousal, but it dissipates very quickly and has no effect.

With children, however, especially children under the age of 8, it
has a very important effect because the children, for example,
don't distinguish between fantasy and reality. They think that
what they see on television is real life, that this is what is going
on, that this is the way you solve problems, everybody is doing it. It
is on television, and especially for inner-city children who see the
violence all around them in their neighborhoods and their home,
then watch television where it is validated for them that this is a
normative way of behaving. These attitudes stick with them then
throughout life.

Chairman GLENN. Does it start earlier than that? There is noth-
ing more grisly than some of Grimm's fairy tales if you really
think about the details of them. That involves 2-year-olds, 3-year-
olds.

Dr. PROTHROW-STITH. Yes, well, the cartoons are very
Dr. ERON. Well, Grimm's fairy tales
Chairman GLENN. Humpty Dumpty fell off the wall and got

splattered, and somebody, the wolf, huffed and puffed and ate them
all up. Talk about violence.

Dr. ERON. That is right. I think fairy tales are very violent. The
only thing about fairy tales is you read them or they are read to
you. You don't watch this going on.
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Chairman GLENN. There is a pretty grim mental image that goes
into the kid's mind.

Dr. ERON. It is, but,
Dr. PRomEow-STrrx. There have been attempts to look at the

difference between reading and watching it. And the mental
images are much different thanthey often aren't as gross and as
fatal or deadly. And mentally the child will even think about alter-
natives: well, maybe he really didn't die; maybe he's just sort of
down at the bottom of the hill.. Whereas, when you watch it, it is

A very clear that thebut the heroes haveI mean, the violence
the hero today looks like the man next door or the woman next
door. They are not flying around with a super cape. They aren't
walking around in robo uniforms. There aren't any super-human
qualities. They are not cowboys and Indians. They are not slaying
dragons. They look like people next door, and they are shooting
people who look like people next door. And I think that is a very
different quality to the violence.

If I could make one other point, you asked about sort of urban
versus rural. The issue of chronic urban poverty can be teased
apart, and there are a lot of things that come out, the classism that
these kids expeeence, the racism that they experience. Obviously
we know something about poor children and their television habits.
They tend to watch more television, which is an interesting factor
when you start looking at this issue of poverty.

Haniguns seem to be much more available, and while in rural
settings you have rifles, it is a bit different kind of gun. And then
the other factor worth mentioning is that often you have a male
absent, an adult male absent in the families of poor children, and
there you don't get a counter to some of this superhero macho busi-
ness on a day-to-day basis.

Chairman GLENN. Do you think this figure that was in the New
York Times on Sunday from the Casey Foundation that 9.7 percent
of kids in this country are no-parent kids. Not single parent; 9.7
percent have no parents, are living either in a foster home or with
an aunt or urrle or somebody, but there is no parent. That is
almost 10 percent of kids. Is that a valid figure, do you think?

Dr. HARRELL. Large numbers of our children are in poor families,
a disproportionatethey have larger families, and it is possible. I
don't know that number, but it is possible.

Chairman GLENN. That figure sort of shocked me when I read it
on Sunday. I have used up all my time again.

Danny, go ahead, and then we will move on to the next panel. Do
you have any other questions?

Senator AKAKA. No, thank you.
Chairman GLENN. Fine. We are going to have to move on here.

We may have some additional questions to give to you, and I would
appreciate your getting back to us with your responses to them.

Our next and final paneland I would say to this panel, I very
much appreciate your patience this morning. I am sorry we have
taken so long, but it has been an interesting morning. We have
Gail Breakey, a registered nurse, who is director of the Hawaii
Family Stress Center in Honolulu; the Hon. Ray Miller, a good
friend of ours from Ohio, Ohio House ofRepresentatives, Chairman
of the Ohio Commission on Minority Health, accompanied by
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Cheryl Boyce, who is Executive Director of the Ohio Commission
on Minority Health; Ronald Slaby, Dr. Slaby, a senior mientist,
Education Development Center, and professor at Harvard Universi-
ty, accompanied by Renee Wilson-Brewer, Dr. Brewer, Education
Development Center at Newton, Massachusetts.

We welcome all of you this morning, and, Ms. Breakey, if youwould lead off, we would appreciate it.

TESTIMONY OF GAIL BREAKEY, R.N., M.P.H.,' DIRECTOR, HAWAII
FAMILY STRESS CENTER, HONOLULU, HI A

Ms. BREAKEY. Thank you very much for the opportunity to behere this morning. I would like to get back to the issue of earlyintervention and the relationship between child abuse and later vi-olence.
Lizbeth Schorr, in "Within Our Reach," I think spoke very, veryeloquently about "rotten outcomes" of childhood, and that one ofthose rotten outcomes certainly is youth violence, and it is verymuch related to abusive and neglectful childhoods.
There is quite a bit of research that links early abuse and ne-glect with violence. Kempe's associate, Dr. Brandt Steele, inDenver did a study in which he saw that out of 100 consecutive

first-time offenders, 86 percent of them had been abused before theage of 2.
The Western Psychological Association did a study and saw that100 percent of the most violent inmates at San Quentin wereabused as young children.
I would like to look a little bit about that actual process. What is

it that actually is the process of early abuse that leads to later vio-lence?
Most severe abuse and neglect occur in children under 5 yearsold, and the median age of death in this country due to abuse is 2.6years. Most abuse starts very early in the first year of life.Leading research on early child development shows that thefoundations of personalitythe way a child relates to himself andother peopleare definitely established in the first 2 years of life,that the key emotional and development stages occur in the firstweeks and months in what we in the field call bonding and attach-

ment with the caregiver, usually the mother. These are years ofvery rapid and critical growth so that abuse and also serious emo-tional neglect and just lack of attentiveness to the child can bevery damaging to the psyche, causing damage which is very diffi-cult to reverse.
Ernest Wenke, the former director of the National Council onDelinquency, Research, noted way back in the 1970's that "Thou-

sands of children reach elementary school after much emotional
damage has been done to them by hostile and indifferent homes."

So the composite picture that is seen by educators and human
service providers is that these children are so fearful and disorga-nized by the time they reach school that they have very short at-
tention spans, they tend to have poor language and cognitive skills,
low self-esteem. These children are often either very aggressive to-

"rho prepared statement of Ms. Breakey appears on pep 133.
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wards other children or they are very withdrawn, showing little in-
terest in their environments. They are labeled as troublemakers in
school, and as they grow older, the gap widens between them and
other successful students.

These children are more at risk for getting into trouble with the
law. These are the kids that are going to be truant, out on the
street, and getting into trouble.

The Hawaii Healthy Start program was actually commissioned
by our Senate Ways and Means Chairman, Senator Mamoru Yama-
saki, as an effort to prevent delinquency by averting early abuse
and neglect among at-risk families. He also saw the link between
early abuse and later social problems, and particularly crime.

This program is a home visiting program. It reaches out to high-
risk families while they are still in the hospital after having given
birth to a new infant. A nd we are looking for families that have
such problems as prenatal substance abuse, families that have al-
ready been involved in violence, single-parent families, families
with no support systems, the kinds of families that are definitely
going to be having difficulties in parenting.

Our identification process is aimed at fmding all of the at-risk
families in a given geographic area and then sending a home visit-
ing team which is actually located in the area to visit these fami-
lies over a 5-year poriod.

Our demonstratioli program saw 241 families over a 3-year
period. There was no abuse and only four cases of neglect amongst
those families over that 3-year period. There was also no abuse for
99.7 percent of the families who were identified as not at risk.
Based on these outcomes, our State legislature supported expansion
of the program to current levels at which seven private agencies
are providing services that reach nearly 50 percent of the at-risk
families in the State.

With the expanding programs, we looked at outcomes for 1990
and saw that out of 1,204 families enrolled in this program, there
was a 99.7 percent success in non-abuse and 99.5 percent success
rate in non-neglect amongst these families.

Also for the cohort of children that had graduated from our first
Healthy Start program, we saw that all of them were fully immu-
nized, that two-thirds of them had been enrolled in Head Start,
that family functioning had improved significantly on many indi-
ces, including reduced drug abuse and reduced spouse abuse.

I would like to just mention a little bit about how the program
works. As I mentioned, we do identify the families in the hospital
at the time of birth, and the family is referred to a home visitor.
The home visitor visits the family and spends quite a bit of the
first few weeks of intervention in just establishing a trusting rela-
tionship with that family. These are families where themselves
there has boen abuse in their childhood. They tend not to trust
other people and not to trust other services.

The worker helps them to get on public assistance if that is nec-
essary, helps them to enroll in public housing. We deal with a
number of homeless families, to become involved in a substance
abuse program because this also is a problem amongst these fami-
lies.
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We also us a child development specialist on the team because,
in addition to the actual abuse, what we are looking at is trying to
promote very positive early child development considering that so
many of the developmental issues occur in the first couple of years.
So the child development specialist trains the home visitors, also
goes out and does initial assessments on the children, and does
pretty much very thorough tracking of the development of that
child in the first 5 years of life.

We enroll a number of the children in child development centers
and try to get all of them, as I have mentioned earlier, involved in
Head Start. So that, in summary, Healthy Start has really become
a fairly comprehensive approach to dealing with the problems of
these families. It is not just dealing with prevention of child abuse.
It is dealing across the board, across a number of categories in
looking at the issues of these families and the children.

In terms of costs, the average cost for home visiting for a family
per year is about $2,200 to $2,500 per family. We have two cost
charts that we share with our legislators. One of them points out
the fact that it costs about $30,000 to incarcerate a juvenile or an
adult in our criminal facilities. Also, our other chart shows that
the annual corrections budget for Hawaii is about $183 million,
that we are spending about $40 million per year on our child pro-
tective services, and that Healthy Start, currently reaching half
the population of newborns, is costing about $6.4 million. When
Healthy Start is implemented statewide, which we hope will be in
the next couple of years, it will be costing about $12 million, which
is still a bargain for our State and a tremendous investment in
children.

You may be interested to know that the California Consortium
on child abuse prevention is looking at this program and that they
are doing a feasibility study of setting a program which they are
going to call Safe Start. The U.S. Advisory Board on Child Abuse
and Neglect recently recommended universal home visiting as
their first priority in dealing with the child abuse crisis in this
country.

The National Committee on Prevention of Child Abuse is going
to be entering into a partnership with the Ronald McDonald's chil-
dren's charity, and they are going to be looking at taking this kind
of universal home visiting program and replicating it in 24 States
with a view to laying a foundation, then, for universal home visit-
ing and also stimulating advocacy for similar statewide programs.

Thank you.
Chairman GLENN. Thank you very much.
The next witness, the Hon. Ray Miller, Ohio House of Represent-

atives, and Ray heads up the Ohio Commission on Minority Health.
Let me just say, too, that, Ray, we have known about your work

in this area, not only just this specific area but as a meniber of the
Ohio General Assembly's Finance Committee and chairman of the
subcommittee that appropriates the budget for all of our Ohio
human service agencies. So he plays a very vital role in our State
of Ohio. I think we look at our State almost as a microcosm of
what is in the whole country. If you squeezed the United States
down into a small area, we have some of about every societal 'nob-
lem, every old industry, new industry, ethnic and other problems
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that any State has in the whole country. So it is a particular pleas-
ure to welcome him today. He has had a lot of experience in this
area.

Ray, we welcome you. I am sorry we have kept everybody de-
layed so long today, but it has been an interesting morning.

TESTIMONY OF HON. RAY MILLER,' MEMBER, HOUSE OF REPRE-
SENTATIVES, STATE OF OHIO, AND CHAIRMAN, OHIO COMMIS-
SION ON MINORITY HEALTH, COLUMBUS, OH; ACCOMPANIED
BY CHERYL A. BOYCE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, OHIO COMMIS-
SION ON MINORITY HEALTH, COLUMBUS, OH
Rep. MILLER. Thank you very much, Senator Glenn. I really do

appreciate having the opportunity to present testimony before the
Committee this . . . afternoon.

Chairman GLENN. You had to do that to me, didn't you? [Laugh-
ter.]

Rep. MILLER. You thanked us for our patience. I would also like
to thank you for your patience, Senator Akaka, and for your inter-
est in this area.

I would also like to commend you, Mr. Chairman, for your hones-
ty and integrity and commitment in this area. We come and
present testimony, and everyone is wondering what is going to be
done with the information that the Committee now has. And I feel
good, I feel optimistic, knowing that you are the Chairman and
that you are the person who is at the point here.

Chairman GLENN. Thank you.
Rep. Mum Your record has shown that something is going to

be done and that we are not simply presenting information for the
record.

I am joined this morning by Cheryl Boyce, who is our Executive
Director of the Ohio Commission on Minority Health, and she is
highly regarded throughout our country. If there are questions that
I might not be able to respond to directly, she certainly will.

No one is exempt from this issue. This issue of violence knows no
race or gender, age, locality, or economic status. The impact of vio-
lence is greater on some, but all of us are affected. And in a more
real way than ever before, we are all potential victims, as has been
mentioned by the young witnesses that we had this morning who
were very informative and very sobering in their thoughts.

Mr. Chairman, this is not an issue that should be addressed for
political point-making, as you know. There are people who have
had their lives shattered because of the loss of a loved one. Their
pain, anguish, and grief is too great to be manipulated for political
gain. That is, once again, why I am so pleased that this hearing has
been convened to address this serious issue, and I am hopeful that
you will design a national attack that goes beyond what we have
seen too often as pontiflcation and hype, and that we get to the
root causes of violence.

Before I take my alloted time to share with you how the State of
Ohio is successfully addressing the issue of violence reduction, I
want to briefly inform you of a conversation that I had with one of

The prepared statement of Ohio Rep. Miller appears on page 148.
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our business leaders just yesterday morning. I told her that I would
be presenting testimony before your Committee and talking about
violence amongst our youth. And she said, "What is happening toour fine city?"

As you know, in Columbus, we are a Midwestern town. We are
viewed as an all-American city. But last year we had 140 murders;
already this year we have 25 murders. And so what is happening,
as you stated in your opening remarks, Senator, is the economic
situation is very real here.

In our State, we have a half-billion dollar shortfall in our budgetfor next year. We are facing very difficult economic times. We have
600,000 people receiving public assistance. One out of every nine
Ohioans receives food stamps. As you know, 22 percent of our chil-
dren under the age of 6 are living in poverty, and 49 percent of all
African-American children are living in poverty. The adolescent
pregnancy rates are soaring in out-of-wedlock births. So the tradi-
tional family unit is disappearing more and more every day.

We see the violence in movies, as has been talked about, and in
television and the music industry, creatingand I was looking at
the article there from the Washington Post, creating a culture of
violence. This most deadly drug that has ever arrived on the scene,
crack cocaine, is infesting our communities, and anyone can pur-
chase a gun at the drop of a hat.

So that is what is happening in our cities, and that is why vio-
lence is on such a rise: (1) poverty; (2) the disintegration of thefamily unit; (3) movies, music, and the television industry; (4)
drugs; and (5) guns.

Finally, how is the State of Ohio responding to the issue of youth
violence? First, we have an excellent structure for dealing with mi-
nority health issues and dealing with this issue of violence in that
the Commission on Minority Health has representation from
health care professionals, from researchers in the health care area,
from our Department of Human Services and Health and Mental
Health and Mental Retardation, and the Department of Education.
So we are properly structured statewide to address this issue.

Since the commission's inception, we have funded 10 diverse ef-
forts to prevent and reduce violent behavior. First, although a
number have shown promise of meeting the goal, one has demon-
strated significant impact. The Positive Adolescent Choices Train-
ing project, developed by Dr. Rodney Hammond at Wright State
University in Dayton, is a health promotion/risk reduction pro-
gram developed in respond to the need for violence prevention pro-
gramming targeted specifically to African-American adolescents.
The project builds on research in primary and secondary preven-
tion programs. This structure suggests that such interventions are
most successful with economically disadvantaged and minority
youth when developed with sensitivity to racial, ethnic, and cultur-
al issues.

The commission now funds Wright State to implement a demon-
stration project aimed at teaching parents these skills. And we
have talked about the importance of parental training and involve-
ment. In spite of the success with adolescents, they found adoles-
cents returning home from school to violence-laden environments.
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The parent component, called IMPACT, after 6 months of oper-
ation is indicating remarkable results.

Subsequently, the commission has received a 3-year grant from
the Maternal and Child Health Bureau for the Positive Emotional
Capacity Enhancement project for $450,000 over 3 years to provide
violence prevention training in Ohio, regionally, and nationally.

Ohio's strategy is designed to be deliberate and comprehensive.
We feel very strongly that if you don't know where you are going,
any road will get you there, so we want to be very clear in having
a comprehensive plan that everyone buys into. Between 1987 and
1992, the commission provided funds to replicate existing programs
which showed promise and develop community-based initiatives to
establish diverse approaches to violence prevention. Projects fo-
cused on culturally relevant parenting skills, a rape prevention ini-
tiative, violence prevention curriculum, teaching negotiating skills
with anger, diversion, and self-actualization programs in both cor-
rectional institutions and juvsnile justice facilities.

By 1991, a partnership was forged between the commission and
the Centers for Disease Controi, the National Office of Minority
Health, the Ohio Department of Health, the Office of Congressman
Louis Stokes, and Morehouse School of Medicine. This effort target-
ing blacks and Hispanics resulted in a 2-day symposium for 250
representatives of multidisciplinary professional groups and indige-
nous leaders. The symposium resulted in consensus recommenda-
tions including areas of victimization, gang violence, ethnic vari-
ations in violence, the criminal justice system, and political re-
sponses, which formed the core for the beginning of Ohio's strategy
to prevent violence statewide.

The impetus of that collective effort immediately resulted in the
creation of local initiatives, including one in Columbus that I had
formed, the Columbus Violence Reduction Action Coalition, and a
number of other campaigns in every major city in our State.

Celebrated since 1989, we have put in place a Minority Health
Month that is highly visible, deals with health promotion and dis-
ease prevention, and has grown from 87 events to now more than
300 events in just 4 years.

The inclusion of violence prevention as a community-focused ac-
tivity increased from no activity in 1989 to more than 30 scheduled
events, amongst our Minority Health Month activities, for 1992.
This increase attests to the community's perception of the severity
of the problem as well as the perception that the community is ca-
pable of preventing violence.

The next statewide phase of the plan is scheduled to occur in
June 1992, with funds secured from the Gund Foundation of Cleve-
land, the Commission on Minority Health, the Ohio Commission on
Dispute Resolution and Conflict Management, and the Spanish
Speaking Affairs Commission.

In addition, a comprehensive synopsis of national, State, and
local funded and non-funded initiatives has been compiled. Finally,
the commission will implement Phase III, capacity building, on Oc-
tober 1-3, 1992, at a national conference. "Prescription for Good
Health: A Vision of the Future of Minority Health" is what we
have titled it.
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The 3-day conference includes comprehensive violence prevention
focusing on experientially based training. Minimal proficiency
levels for those models selected by the community assures that on
October 4th, Ohio will face its most significant challenge: securing
funds to implement a violence prevention plan in our State.

Unfortunately, violence prevention is not an exact science. If
there was one etiological agent among a single population, a single
targeted strategy might be appropriate. What we know is that the
reasons and occurrences are varied, demanding diverse strategies
encompassing education, training, employment, living conditions,
habilitation, rehabilitation, health, medicine, mental health, the
criminal justice system, clergy, and the community itself must be
put in place.

This tragic situation, Senator and members, did net manifest
itself overnight, and results will not be achieved instantaneously.
High visibility glitz campaigns lacking substance must be avoided
at all costs. We have in our testimony very specific recommenda-
tions, most of which have already been alluded to today, so I am
not going to take time covering those. But the momentum gained
by the Centers for Disease Control, the Office of Minority Health
and others is appropriate and necessary.

It is easier to those entrenched in the States to identify the prob-
lems than to develop the capacity to implement strategies for solu-
tions. With the assistance of Dr. Vernon Houk, Dr. Mark Rosen-
berg, and Dr. Reuben Warren from the Centers for Disease Control,
Dr. William Robinson and Dr. Samuel Linn and Gerrie Mc Cannon
from the Office of Minority Health, a forum was provided to Ohio
to explore successful models and develop a comprehensive preven-
tion strategy. It clarified what we must do to begin to train profes-
sionals and indigenous leaders to provide services.

Finally, Mr. Chairman and members, there are millions of Amer-
icans who are hoping that you have the will and commitment to
fashion solutions which, in fact, will reduce violence in our Nation.
Now is, indeed, the time to act forthrightly and aggressively, and I
certainly appreciate once again your convening this important
hearing.

Chairman GLENN. Thank you very much.
Our last witness, Dr. Ron Slaby, a senior scientist, Education De-

velopment Center and a professor at Harvard University.
Dr. Slaby.

TESTIMONY OF RONALD G. SLABY, Ph.D.,' SENIOR SCIENTIST,
EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT CENTER, NEWTON, MA, AND LEG.
TURER AND INSTRUCTOR, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, CAMBRIDGE,
MA; ACCOMPANIED BY RENEE WILSON-BREWER, Ph.D.,2 EDU-
CATION DEVELOPMENT CENTER, NEWTON, MA
Dr. SIABY. Thank you, Senator, for the opportunity to address

this Committee and particularly to address it from the point of
view of prevention efforts, which I think are sorely needed in this
country.

' The prepared statement of Dr. Slaby appears on page 156.
The prepared statement of Dr. Wilson-Brewer appears on page 162.
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I, as a developmental psychologist, have been carrying out re-
search in the area of violence and how to prevent it for some 20
years and, nevertheless, was staggered by some recent data that
were compiled by FBI statistics and that characterized our lifetime
odds of dying by interpersonal violence in America. Our lifetime
odds of dying of interpersonal violence are: 1 in 496 white females
in America will die that way; 1 in 205 white males will die of inter-
personal violence; 1 in 117 black females will die in their lifetime
of interpersonal violence; and a staggering 1 in 27 black males will
die of interpersonal violence. One in 27 black males will die that
way.

We normally think of dying by heart disease, by motor vehicle
injury, by cancer, by AIDS, but we don't tend to think or do very
much about trying to prevent interpersonal violence which ac-
counts for all of these deaths in America.

What I would like to dowe have heard a great deal of testimo-ny
Chairman GLENN. That is about 4 percent.
Dr. SLAW/. That is right.
Chairman GLENN. Will die by
Dr. &Any. In their lifetime, lifetime odds.
Chairman GLENN. That is very high.
Lr. SLA.By. We have heard a great deal of testimony this morning

about the nature of the problem, and, indeed, the problem is stag-
gering. What I would like to is to spend my time talking about
some of the recommendations for solutions to the problem.

I have listed in my testimony a number of forums that have re-
cently been held on this topic specifically addressed at how to pre-
vent iolence in America. I have made available some of those re-
ports or citations of those forthcoming reports. Among them was
Carnegie Foundation's Conference on Violence Prevention for
Young Adolescents, and later my colleague Renee Wilson-Brewer
will be able to address several documents that came from that con-
ference.

In addition, the Centers for Disease Control's recent Forum on
Violence in Minority Communities resulted in several papers, one
of them published in the Public Health Reports with recommenda-
tions of how to prevent violence.

A third, which was already addressed by Dr. Leonard Eron, is
the Commission on Violence and Youth which is right now prepar-
ing a report and has already received testimony from a wide range
of people with experience in this area, the testimony of which is in
summary form available from the American Psychological Associa-
tion.

A fourth, I have just completed teaching a course at Harvard
University's Graduate School of Education called Preventing Vio-
lence in A.merica. I have assembled for that a number of resources
and made those available.

But I would like to spend most of my time speaking about an-
other forum which was organized by the Centers for Disease Con-
trol, a national panel on the Prevention of Violence and Injuries
Due to Violence. As the principal author of the background paper
on interpersonal violence for this forthcoming report, I was a
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member of a diverse panel which was selected through a processthat I would like to briefly describe.
The panel was initiat.W by the National Centers for Environmen-tal Health and Injury Control and by the National Institute for Oc-cupational Safety and Health of the Centers for Disease Control.Over 150 experts in the field were polled for input to form thesepanels, and once the panels were formed, our violence preventionpanel resulted in an interdisciplinary panel that spanned the vari-ous disciplines of criminal justice, of behavior science, of communi-cations, of medical science, and of public health and of education.Our panel then drafted several drafts of a report with recommen-dations specifically designed to prevent violence in America, andthat report was disseminated and presented at the third national

Injury Control Cmference held in April of 1991 in Denver. Over100 national reviewers then added input to that report, and thatreport is now in its final stages and should be available to you inthe next 2 months, published by the Centers for Disease Control. Ibelieve you already have a draft copy of the executive summary ofthat, which will soon be published in two different journals.
Our recommendations are briefly this: We focused first and fore-

most on the high priority recommendations for actions that can betaken that would be most amenable to preventative efforts, thepoints of leverage that we thought would do the most good.
In doing so, we realized that we were leaving out many other

areas that could also be explored, but we decided to prioritize byputting our efforts into those that would stand to benefit the areathe most.
The first major area of emphasis was the need to build an infra-structure to support a coherent and coordinated effort to prevent

violence. Recommendations in this regard involved: improving the
recognition, referral, and treatment of people at high risk for vio-lence; empowering communities to address the problem effectively;
broadening the training at all levels for violence prevention; im-
proving our surveillance of the problem; and edvancing the further
development and rigorous evaluation of promising programs. Each
of those recommendations is supported by very specific recommen-dations of what can be done to accomplish those goals.

The second major area, and the first area of special emphasis, is
the need to, as we have heard already today, reduce firearm vialence. Changes in this area were considered to be the most highly
likely to produce immediate reduction in mortality from violence.
The recommendations designed to reduce firearm-related violence
included: promoting educational and behavioral change regardingthe removal, limiting of youth access, and safe storage of firearms
at home; creating technological and environmental change regard-
ing the implementation and specific design and performance stand-ards for both the domestic and imported firearm manufacicure andsale; third, developing new legislative and regulatory efforts de-
signed to eliminate the manufacture, importation, and sale ofhandguns, except in special circumstances, and to limit the access
to firearms through national waiting periods, criminal record back-ground checks, restrictive licensing for handgun owners, and excisetaxes on firearms and ammunition to cover the public cost of fire-
arm injury; also we recommended the enhancing of enforcement of
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existing legislation and regulatory efforts to reduce firearm vio-
lence; and, fmally, increasing research to clarify further the risks
and benefits of violence associated with access to firearms, as well
as to alternative means of providing security for Americans.

A second special area of emphasis was the need to reduce via
lence associated with alcohol and other drugs. We heard this morn-
ing dramatic evidence of the connection between drug trafficking
and violence, as well as between drug use and violence. We recom-
mended in this regard: the decreasing of chronic use of alcohol and
other drugs, particularly by persons at high risk for violence
through proper identification and treatment of these persons and
their problem; secondly, decreasing the initiation and experimental
use of alcohol and other drugs, particularly by youth and others at
high risk for violent behavior; third, changing the environment as-
sociated with the sale and trafficking of alcohol and other drugs
that contributes to violence; and, fourth, conducting research to
clarify further the mechanisms underlying the observed association
between alcohol and other drugs and violence.

I might add that in this regard our panel was also looking at not
only interpersonal violence but self-directed violencethat is to
say, suicide and attempted suicideand that recommendations in
this regard that may help reduce one kind of violence stand a good
possibility of helping to reduce the other kind of violence as well,
not only interpersonal, but also self-directed violence.

A third special area of emphasis is the need to foster childhood
experiences associated with the prevention of violence, as well as to
reduce those both immediate and long-term risks of children who
have risks of becoming involved as either perpetrators of violence
or victims of violence or, indeed, of bystanders to violence who
either instigate violence and step back from it or who passively
accept violence or actively encourage it.

With regard to the need to foster childhood experiences to lower
the risk of violence, our recommendations include: reducing the in-
cidence of child abuse, as we have heard this morning, and provid-
ing proper treatment to victims through preventative intervention,
identification, and treatment; secondly, developing and rigorously
evaluating intervention programs for children, families, and com-
munities designed to foster the skills, the values, and the behaviors
needed to prevent violence; and, third, developing timely crisis
intervention for families at risk for violence; fourth, conducting re-
search to assess both the short-term and the long-term effective-
ness of childhood interventions to prevent violence; and, fmally,
generating media experiences for children, youth, and adults to
educate and to foster skills, values, and behaviors needed to pre-
vent violence.

I would like to expand a bit on that last point, which has come
up several times in the hearings this morning.

Research evidence indicates that whereas the media, particularly
television and film, have for decades contributed to the problem of
youth violence in America and have a number of times faced the
Senate with regard to this issue, whereas they contribute to the
problem, they also have the wherewithal to contribute to the solu-
tion. And perhaps the greater crime is that the media is not cur-
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rently being used adequately to contribute to the solution of via.
lence but, rather, to its problem.

The Children's Television Act of 1990 now requires broadcasters
to serve the "educational and informational neWs of children," notonly through programming but also through non-broadcast efforts
designed to "enhance the educational and informational value ofsuch programming."

Congress has also specifically called upon broadcasters to takesteps to solve the violence problem. Thus, we have in our recom-mendations asked the Federal Communications Commission toreview as a condition of license renewal the efforts and the accom-
plishments by stations in becoming part of the solution to the vio-lence problem in America rather than continuing to contribute tothe problem.

Finally, I would like to emphasize that it is of the utmost impor-tance that the Federal Government play a leadership role in help-ing to build a coherent infrastructure and to address each of thesespecial emphasis areas: firearm violence, drugs and other alcohol
and violence, and early childhood experience and violence.

The role of the Federal Government is important so that therewill be a consistent and a coordinated plan such that the child
faces the opportunity to learn and to be supported in preventing
violence in all areas of their life and from early on.

In developing these broad recommendations, our panel realizesthat this is only a first step in presenting ideas that can be carriedforth, and it is in that regard that I would like to submit those to
this Committee for consideration.

Chairman GLENN. Did you have some comments also, Dr. Wilson-Brewer?
Dr. WILSON-BREWER. Just very briefly. As Dr. Slaby mentioned,

we did two reviews: one for the Centers for Disease Control and an-other for Carnegie, really looking at the state of the art of violence
prevention for young adolescents, and identified between those two
reviews over 200 programs. The problem is not that people aren't
attempting to do something. There is a great deal of concern, espe-
cially at the community level, to respond to the problem.

What we learned, though, was that people really didn't have thekind of support they needed to respond appropriately, that they
were developing propams because there was a need, but not really
basing them on the kind of research that has been conducted orthe kind of lessons that have already been learned about successand failures, that people were working with insufficient funding
and also without any knowledge of how to truly evaluate their pro-
grams. So that programs began and ended often with insufficientfunding to begin with, and then the funding ended because they
couldn't prove the effectiveness of a program.

So it is very clear that there needs to be an understanding of not
only developing a program, but basing it on sound research and
also evaluating it in away that can prove its effectiveness, or at
least show what has been done that others can learn from.

Just one final comment: What we found often when we talked to
community-based agencies was that they began a program with
funding from foundations, but the funding was only for direct serv-
ices, so that they, in fact, didn't have the kind of funds that would
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allow them to evaluate their program, and they also didn't really
understand what evaluation really is. But when they went back to
get continued funding, they were asked to show the effectiveness of

their program. So they often thought they were ill served by the
funding source in not finding them the kind of assistance that
would really help them move their efforts forward.

Chairman Gitz.NN. Good. Thank you.
Ms. Boyce, did you have any comments in addition to Represent-

ative Miller's comments? I didn't call on your earlier, and I am
sorry.

Ms. Borcig. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, the first comment I would
like to make is that I would hope that as we look at establishing a
comprehensive overview that we won't overlook the fact that you
can't talk about youth violence, especially in low-income communi-

ties, without talking about the family structure, whatever that
structure may be.

The 9 percent that you cited for no-parent-based families often
and I think it is typical

Chairman Gmoi. Is that valid, do you think?
Ms. BOYCE. I think it is valid, and I think that it is only the tip of

a larger iceberg because many times as we go out into the commu-
nities with projects that we fund, what we are fmding is that the
most functional person in the family is the child. Children are
having to assume a lot more responsibility for themselves when
they have a parent who is hooked on crack or who is consuming a
disproportionate am3unt of alcohol.

I have some concerns in terms of data, because we always want
to make people validate what they are doing based on data. And
when you are serving community-based groups who are in need,
often the data from the community doesn't make it to the Federal
level until 20 years removed from the problem.

We have been fortunate that we have Dr. Onwauchi-Saunders
from the Centers for Disease Omtrol who has bridged that gap for
us, but I think that there are many needs identified in the commu-
nity that either can't be validated up front or programs that we
fund, for instance, a Head Start program in Colum us which has
received a 2-year, $250,000 grant from us, where we are bridging
the health needs and the health mandate within that Head Start.
out into the community working with families and linking back as

early intervention.
We are going to be asked by somebody, Can you show us the

data? Can you show us the return from that? It is often very diffi-

cult to quantify prevention efforts, and our commission is mot going

to have the money to do a long-term scientific study. So I think the
point that Dr. Brewer made is right on target, that we are caught
between a rock and hard place out there. There is not enough
money; not enough is being allocated from any of the Feectral ini-
tiatives, although I think it is admirable that they are doing it.
When money is made available, the route to get that money into
the community is through political subdivisions, which means the
communities most at need often have no ability to access those dol-

lars.
Then when you do get the money and you are creative enough to

put together all of the different kinds of funding bases to try to
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meet the need of the community, you find that the funding sourceshave made the guidelines incompatible. And so the barriers aren'tall with people at the State level and in the community. There aresome barriers that are being constructed by funding sources in ad-dition to not having enough money. And it seems to me that thereshould be some way for us to coordinate the effort better so thatthose who know how to provide services can get to people in needand those who know how to do evaluation can design evaluation
and come into the States and help us.

Chairman GutetN. Good. Thank you.
Do the others agree that 9.7 percent are in non-parent homes ornon-parent existence, whatever you want to call it? Do you thinkthat is a valid figure?
Dr. Wnsoll-BazwEa. I have never heard that before. I don'tknow.
Chairman Guam. It comes out of this Casey Foundation report

that was quoted in the New York Times on Sunday.
It seemed high. I would not have guessed it was anywhere nearthat high, but they showed it going up year by year. The figure isabout 9.7 percent now, which indicates if we think we have prob-

lems right now and we are basing our programs on the family ap-proach and family programs of one kiwi or another, that is going
to be decreasingly effective as we wind up with these custodial ar-rangements of foster homes or in and out of aunt's and uncle's
homes. It is going to be less effective.

So I was concerned about that because that will determine to
some extent what kind of programs will be effective, I guess.

Ms. Bows. Mr. Chairman, I would submit to you, though, that ifyou look at the cultural makeup of a lot of the communities, kids
in and out of aunt's and uncle's homes and living with grandpar-
ents is increasing statistically, but for some communities that hasbeen in existence for a long time. We have just wanted to continue
to perceive the family as a mother and a father and two kids with
the picket fence, and I don't think that that is the reality. And
while those number* sound startling, I think that the data is just
catching up with the identification of the problem.

Chairman &arm Yee. But the effect of the family going back tothe traditional type family, mother, father, and two kidsappar-
ently has been breaking down rather consistently. There are moredivorces, more single-parent families. Now we see the rise of no-parent families and the rising influence, apparently, of TV andmovies and things that now seem to form the attitudes of the kids
that uaed to be done by the family and by parents or by a Boys'Club or Scout group or something that was a forming influence onthe kids. We see less of that now, apparently.

Are you running into that at home in Ohio? Is that a factor?
Rep. Muisa. You know, that is a tough issue, Senator. Some-times it almost soundsyou know, when you start speaking onthis, it sounds like you are imposing your morality and values onothers. And I personally don't see anything wrong with that if your

morality and values result in something that is positive.
I was looking at some data in Columbus the other day, and it

showed that 63 percent of all African-American children bornandthe latest data was 1988, but 63 percent of all African-American
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children were born out of wedlock. I think that is just a terrible
data point, and it is very difficult for a single mother to raise a
child let alone three, four, or five. And it is very difficult to raise
young boys.

That is not to say that it can't be done because there are a lot of
single mothers who have done a tremendous job of raising children,
and I am one of them, personally. But it is much easier when you
have two parents there, and the likelihood of that child growing,
developing well, and ending up productive and positive as opposed
to negative, I think is far greater in 2-parent households.

So that does sound like morality and values, but I think it is
something that we have to encourage and discourage the incredible
rates of adolescent pregnancy and single-parent households.

Chairnian Gsmoi. I wasn't trying to say that we impose our mo-
rality as much as I was trying to determine where, whatever the
morality level, where does it come from? What forms it now, and
do we need to supplement it in some way with whatever thing used
to come from the family? Is there another way we can do that?
And I don't know if there is or isn't before time gets away from us
completely.

Do we need any legislation, or is it just more money support for
programs like you are all involved with? We have 260 programs in
seven departments and 17 agencies. Are they doing you any good?

Dr. Sway. I think that is what we have heard, Senator. Most of
those programs are at the tail end of the problem. They are de-
signed to build more jails and to have more effective law enforce-
ment. We have also h.eard testimony this morning from the youth
that this does no good in the sense of solving the problem. It may
solve temporarily a societal problem in some sense, but in the long
run it is probably going to exacerbate the problem.

What I think we need is funding at the front end of the program
that will pay off in reducin,g the funds that are now beingthe
enormous amount of funds that are now being paid at the tail endof

Chairman GLRNN. What do you mean at the front end? To do
what specifically?

Dr. SWAT. With regard to prevention, along the lines of those
programs that I have outlined here, basic and applied research.
lBut applying the research and the evidence that we already have
available is very important.

Rep. Mnaza. The one area, Senator, that Dr. Slaby spent a good
deal of time talking about, legislatively, is just gun control. He was
very specific in all of his recommendations around gun control, and
that is critically needed, as well m increased funds for prevention
and treatment of drug use and alcohol use.

Chairman Glam. I am ping to tell you, we have_ got so many
guns out there now. It is gomg to beyond most of our lifetimes here
if we think we are going to control the problem by getting control
of handguns, because there are just so many of them out there, we
are not going to get them all in.

Rep. Maim. Yes, but that is not to say that nobody should
Chairman Glam. That doesn't say you shouldn't try. I agree

with that.
My time is up on this round. Senator Akaka?
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Senator Air AEA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman I will bevery brief.
Ms. Breakey, it is good to have you here. I am delighted that you

are here today to brief us on Ihwaii's Healthy Start program.Through that program, you have made life less threatening in
Hawaii and for our State's children. We know Healthy Start is agood example of how one pilot project can develop into a statewideprogram that serves the community at large and sets, we hope, akind of standard and maybe a kind of project that other States
may be able to look at.

I do want to remind everyone that despite Hawaii's temperate
weather and peaceful setting, we have problems. We have prob-lems, and I can quickly mention that in any given day approxi-
mately :3,000 homeless children are there in Hawaii. In the firsthalf of 1991, almost two-thirds of all Honolulu homicide cases haveinvolved one family member killing another. This also includeschildren.

I want to also say to the Chairman I really appreciate wh-* youare doing here in bringing this problem of youth violence :eforethe Congress here and before the Senate, and to tell you I appreci-ate the testimony that I have heard. If you are looking down,
coming down to the crux, it seems as though our mission here is tolook at laws that can help you folks out there, and also funds that
can help programs and maybe take apart those 260 programs and
come down to a few that will do the job here.

I was particularly interested in the word mentioned by Dr. Slaby,
"culture," "culture of violence." When we think of culture, wethink of a generation; we think of people who are brought up in acommunity. And when you talk about a culture of violence, to methat is so deep. That can really be the demise of our country. That
is how important it is to me.

Also, you mentioned personal violence. As the panel that you arein, your particular interest is one that, again, comes out to the
cvux of it because it is person to person, and not necessarily family,
aot necessarily parents. And so I think you are really identifying
the problem.

Finally, because of time, I just want to say, to just add to the
problem, very often we look at the needs, and we try to satisfy theneeds and propose programs that can satisfy those needs and cor-rect those n .w6. And I think maybe with the kind of statistics that
we have and the kind of expertise we have in this particulpr area,and from hearing many of you today, what about studying and cre-ating the needs of our youth in violence in the future. so that wecan take a leap in trying to get at the problem by creating theneeds in our minds rather than solving the needs that are heretoday.

I want to thank you very much for your testimony. It has been
certainly enlightening, and I hope we can work on the problem of
laws and rwiilations that can help you, and also in funding. Thank
you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman GLiNN. Thank you very much. We may want to con-
tinue these discussions with another hearing or series of hearings. I
don't know yet. We will have to decide that a little bit later.
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You have been very patient today. We have been here a long
time. I appreciate your waiting this morning and being with us. We

may want to submit questions to you for additional amplification of

things to be included in the record. Thank you all very, very much.

The hearing will stand in recess subject to the call of the Chair.
[Whereupon, at 1:08 p.m., the Committee adjourned subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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SUMMARY

Extent of the Problem
Violence committed by youth is a serious and growing problem in theUnited States. The youth arrest rate for murder, manslaughter,forcible rape, robbery, and aggravated assault increased 16 percentbetween 1989 and 1990. Youth violence is often turned against theyoung, is a more serious problem in the minority community, andincreases in lethality with the use of firearms. The costs tosociety are high--over $1.7 billion annually just to house
incarcerated youth.

Risk Factors
While tnere is no single factor to predict which children are morelikely to become violent later, many violent adolescents tend to
have similar characteristics, including (1) coming from families
that are abusive, neglectful, and otherwise dysfunctional, with
other family members engaged in criminal behavior, (2) having a
propensity to lie, steal, fight, be truant, and be aggressive; (3)
using alcohol and drugs; and (4) living in low-income areas havinghigh rates of serious crime.

TvDe of Approach Reauired
Preventing youth violence in the long term requires a multifaceted
approach that involves (1) reducing multiple risks, (2) reaching
children of different ages, (3) providing both early prevention and
treatment services, and (4) devising strategies based on individual
communities' problems. Comprehensive prevention should start
early, virtually from birth for high-risk families. We identifiedtwo promising prevention strategieshome visiting and providing
school-based servicesalthough others may also be helpful. When
effective, programs that have used home visiting have had many
positive outcomes, including reducing later arrest rates for
serious crimes. Home visiting can also reduce associated risks,such as child abuse. Schools serve as a daily contact point for
almost all children. Therefore, providing comprehensive social andhealth services through the schools nay reduce violence by helping
at-risk children with their problems.

Federal Prevention Efforts
The Department of Justice has statutory responsibility to lead
federal delinquency and youth violAnce prevention efforts, but most
funding to prevent youth crime is controlled by other departments.
Programs to prevent delinquency are funded by 17 agencies within 7
federal department.: and an independent agency. These agencies
identified 260 programs with approximately $4.2 billion in spending
to serve delinquent and at-risk youth. Most of this funding is for
job training and vocational education, with little funding directly
targeted to preventing youth violence.

Conclusions
1. Decreasing yout'a violence will require a multifaceted,

coordinated set of strategies.
2. Early intervention is a critical first step.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to be here today to discuss efforts to prevent the

growing problem of youth violence. Just as there are no simple

explanations for the causes of youth violence, there are no simple

answers to reducing youth violence and its serious consequences.

My testimony today will cover three areas:

1. The scope of the problem and the characteristics of youth

at risk of committing serious crime.

2. Two promising early prevention strategies that could reduce

the risk of youth committing violent or delinquent acts.

3. Current federal funding to prevent youth delinquency ind

violence.

My comments are based on our report on home visiting as an early

intervention strategy for at-risk families' and our ongoing work on

preventing child abuse, providing school-basei services, and

integrating services for children. /n additi, we interviewed

cognizant federal officials and analyzed federal funding for

programs serving at-risk and delinquent youth. We also briefly

reviewed the literature on youth violence prevention and

interviewed some experts in the field.

1Rome Visiting: A Promising Early Intervention
Strateoy for At-RisX

Families (GAO/HRD-90-83, July 1990). Home visiting is a strategy

that delivers preventive health, social support, or educational

services directly to families in their homes.

1
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EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM

Youth violence is a serious and costly problem in the United

States. The violence of the'young is often turned on other young

people, with sometimes tragic results.

Youth violence Is an increasingly serious problem in this country.

According to the Department of Justice, the arrest rate for youth

under 18 for violent crime--murder,
forcible rape, robbery, and

'aggravated assault--increased over 150 percent between 1965 and

1989. Between 1989 and 1990, the arrest rat, increased 16 percent.

Young people are the most frequent victims of youth violence.

Homicide is the second leading cause of death among young people

aged 15-24 years, according to the Centers for Disease Control.

Youths age 16-19 have the highest rates of victimization for rape,

robbery, and assault and most are victims of their own age group.

Youth violence Is a particularly serious problem in minority

communities. Homicide is the leading cause of death for blacks

aged 15 to 24, about 6,000 deaths a year. Homicide rates among

young Hispanic males and Native American males are 4 to 5 times

higher than non-Hispanic white male rates.

Access to guns increases the 77thality of violence. A 1990

analysis done by the Centers for Disease Control showed that. fro*

1984 through 1987, firearms-related homicides accounted for 80

2
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percent of the deaths and 96 percent of the increase in the

homicide rate for young black men aged 15 to 24.

Youth violenc and delinquency is costly. The Department of

Justice reported that holding youth in custody cost U.S. taxpayers

A $1.7 billion in 1962. It an average annual per-resident cost of

$29,600--more expensive than paying tuition, room, and board to

send a child to Harvard,
Yale, or Princeton for a year.

A

Only a small percentage of youth are violent. The National Youth

Study published earlier this year found that 7 percent of all youth

accounted for 79 percent of all serious, violeIX offenses committed

by youth.

CHARACTERISTICS OF CHILDREN AT RISE

OF COMMITTING SERIOUS CRIME

Just as no single statistic gives a complete picture of youth

violence, no single measure alone can predict which children are

most likely to become violent adolescents. Research has shown,

however, that children who later commit violent acts tend to have

similar family, personal, and community charactristics.' Violent

'For a comprehensive review of the literature on risks for later

delinquency, see chapter 13 of U.S. Congress, Office of Technology

Assessment, Adolescent
Health--Volume II: Background and the

/ffectiveness of Selected Prevention and Treatment Servicea, 0TA-H-

466, Vashington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, November

1991.
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adolescents generally have multiple characteristics indicating

their risk.

Family Risk Characteristics

Young people at risk of later violence are more likely to come from

dysfunctional families. Such families are abusiv and neglectful,

with poor parenting practices, including overly harsh or overly lax

and inconsistent discipline and expectations. Parents who use

aggression to solve problems are more likely to produce violent

adolescents. Delinquent youth are also more likely to come from

families with other family members engaged in criminal behavior.

personal Rick Characteristics

Adolescents who are likely to become violent often show early

warning signs. As children or young adolescents, they are more

likely to be aggressive, steal, lie, be truant, cause trouble in

school, and fight. Research has shown a continuity between these

childhood behaviors, identifiable in preschool and early grade

school, and later criminal behavior. While this does not mean that

every aggressive child will become a criminal, it does suggest that

children who are aggressive and maladjusted at young ages may need

help to prevent later violent behavior.

Learning problems or problems succeeding in school can also serve

as an early warning sign. Children with Attention Deficit

4
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Hyperacti7ity Disorder,' learning disabilities, low IQ scores, and

poor school performance aro also more likely to become delinquent.

As children grow older,
associating with a delinquent peer group

increases the'risk of delinquency. Youthful offenders are more,

likely to use alcohol and illicit drugs. Alcohol and drug use may

also lower inhibitions and thus ncourage escalation of conflict

into violence. Arrest rates show that males are much more likely

to engage in violent behavior than females.

rsellunita_Lisk.gbaIsstaxilLtimi
Urban areas have a higher incidence of serious crime than suburban

or rural areas.
Prevalence rates for serious crime are also higher

in low-income areas.
Rviews of the relationship between the

socioeconomic characteristics
of a community and delinquent

behavior indicate that adolescents from poor communities aro more

likely to exhibit antisocial behaviorespecially
wore serious

offenses. Youth from higher crime
neighborhoods are more likely to

become delinquent than youth from lower crime neighborhoods.

Neighborhoods with high rates of violence add to the risk for

children who witness violence. Some researchers are becoming

'A mental disorder lasting
at least 6 months that is characterized

by developmentally
inappropriate degrees of inattention,

impulsiveness, and hyperactivity. It is more common in males, with

onset typically before ago 4. Central nervous system abnormalities

may be predisposing factors. Some impairment in ability to perform

schoolwork and cooperate in group social activities im common.
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concerned that children who witness violence will experience
serious stress and are more likely to engage in violent behavior
later in life.

BEDUCIMIQUTILYIMENCE_SAQUIESEA

CONPREHENS/yE. COORDINATED APPROACU

Just as no one risk faztor
inevitably leads to later violence, we

believe there is no simple answer to decreasing youth violence and
delinquency. Federal officials and experts concerned with this
issue have stated that preventing youth violence in the long term
requires a comprehensive, coordinated, and multifaceted approach.
It should

-- reduce multiple risks,

-- reach children and youth of different ages,

-- be sensitive to ethnic and cultural differences in

communities' populations,

-- provide both early prevention and different kinds of treatment,
and

-- deal with violence problems that may be different for different
communities.

The history of initiatives to develop comprehensive and coordinated
approaches to problems like youth violence suggests that such

initiatives face numerous obstacles. The biggest obstacle at the

local level can be the time and personnel commitment needed from
local service providers that is necessary to build and sustain

6
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multi-agency cooperative efforts. In addition, the limited amount

of federal support for localities In such areas as law enforcement

and education may also create an obstacle.

Decreasing violence requires balancing early prevention efforts to

reduce the risks of later violent acts with treatment for youth

currently committing criminal or violent acts. It ea.y al!se require

communities to take action to root out violence. We have
A

identified two promising early prevention strategies from our

previous work on home visiting and our ongoing work on child abuse

prevention and school-based service
deliverythere may be others.

We have not done enough work to evaluate ffective treatment

approaches or criminal sanct.ons, such as incarceration, to deter

youth violence. Therefore, we are focusing our discussion today on

prevention. HOwever, we recognise the importance of treatment in

an overall strategy.

Comprehensive Prventive Strategies Needed

To be effective, prevention
strategies need to be comprehensive and

to start early--virtually from or before birth for high-risk

families. They need to address multiple risks for later violence.

For example, a multiple-risk family may include a drug-using

mother, caring for a child with school and social problems. Having

a comprehensive strategy starts with the view that there are

multiple influences on a child or family, stemming fro*

relationships both within and outside the family. The problems

7
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that a child or family face should not be treated in isolation. As

a result, promising preventive strategies we have identified often

used trained individuals to either arrange for or provide

comprehensive services to deal with the range of problems at-risk

children and their families face. Both of the strategies we

identified attempt to reduce children's risks resiating from poorer

health, education, and development.

Using Home Visitina to Deliver Early Intervention,Services

Home visiting is a common service delivery strategy for preschool-

aged children and families. It delivers preventive health, social

support, or educational services directly to families in their

homes. Home visitors can provide coaching, counseling, or teaching

services. Ttiy can meet weekly with parents in their homes to

teach them how to teach their children and help them improve their

parenting skills. Hose visitors can also provide case management

services that help link program participants to other services.

Home-visiting efforts often focus on families with multiple risks

for poor child health and development. For example, Hawaii's

Healthy Start program interviews new mothers in the hospital after

delivery to identify the families at greatest risk of abusing or

neglecting their childrn. Many risk factors used by Healthy Start

to screen for potential child abuse are also factors used to

predict violenc. Th Healthy Start program identifies as higher

risk those parents who abuse alcohol or drugs or who have been
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involved in other criminal activity. Once higher risk families

have been identified, they are offered a voluntary home-based

program designed to teach positive parenting and improve child

health and development.

Evaluations have shown that early interventions using home visiting

can

-- have multiple positive outcomes,

-- reduce later delinquency and violent behavior, and

-- reduce other risks associated with later violence.

For example, the High/Scope Perry Preschool in Ypsilanti, Michigan,

provided both preschool and educationally focused home vinitIng to

low-income black children and their families. A rigorous

evaluation4 of this project showed that by age 19, 51 percent of

the children randomly assigned to a control group had been

arrested, compared to 31 percent of Perry Preschool children.

Perry Preschool graduates were also less likely to engage in

violence as measured by arrests and self-reports. The Perry

Preschool group had lower numbers of arrests for serious crime and

their self-reported offense
rates for violent behaviors were

generally half that of the control group.

Serrueta-Clement and others, ;hanged Lives: The Effects of tht

perrv Preschool Program on Youths Throuch Ace 19, Monographs of the

Nigh/Scope Educational Research
Foundation, Number 9, Nigh/Scope

Press, Ypsilanti, MI, 1964.
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Hut this tells only part of the story. As you can see from figure

1, Perry resulted in many positive outcomes--better school

achievement, fewer youth on welfare, and more going on to higher

education or employment. As a result of the savings from reduced

crime and welfare and increased employment, evaluators estimate

that the program returned $3 to $6 for every $1 invested in it.

The Syracuse University Family Development Research Program

provided day care and home visiting to very poor, predominantly

black families. Longitudinal research showed that only 6 percent

of the program children, compared to 22 percent of the control

children, had been processed as adolescent probation cases. In

addition, control children committed much more serious

delinquencies, including burglary, robbery, and physical and sexual

assault. The average juvenile justice cost per child was $186 for

the preschool home-visiting group and $1,985 for the control group.

Early intervention programs can reduce other risks, including child

abuse, the percentage of children being retained in grade or

needing special education, comparative levels of truancy, and

aggressive and disruptive behavior in school. For example, the

Prenatal/Early Infancy Project in Elmira, New York, found fewer

cases of abuse among mothers most at risk for abusing their

children who had received nurse home-visiting services, compared to

similar mothers who had not. The Houston Parent-Child Development

Center longitudinal evaluation showed that 5 to 8 years after

10
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families received services, their children wore rated by teachers

as significantly less disruptive and hostile in school than similar

children who did not receive services.

Froviuing Comprehensive SerVices in Schools

School is an important setting for a violence-prevention strategy

for older children. Schools servo as a contact point for almost

all children, at least until they reach the age when many drop out.

Virtually every community, regardless.of wealth or location, has a

public school. Providing services ia schools increases access for

students, who may lack transportation to reach other services.

These services, if appropriate and targeted correctly, may

interrupt a cycle of behavior that would lead to crime. Teachers

see children on a daily basis and may be among the first to

recognize that a particular child needs help.

Providing comprehensive services in schools can help at-risk

children with some of their problems. Services provided can be

specific to priventing violence, such as teaching students

nonviolent methods of resolving conflicts. Or they can deal with

problems more generally, by providiAg mental health counseling,

recreation, and employment assistance. While the school-based

service models have not been extensively evaluated, some experts

believe that keeping youths connected to the school is important in

decreasing delinquency.

11
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One example of a school used as a center for health and social

services is Ensley High School in Birmingham, Alabama. Ensley's

Extra Help Services Clinic provides a variety of health and social

services. Students who wish to use the clinic fill out a

confidential health history form. Besides documenting a student's

current physical condition, the form can be used to determine

whether the student is at risk of delinquent or violent behavior.

The health history asks students about their home onvxronment and

their ability to talk with parents, and their personal and family

drug and alcohol use. It also includes questions about a student's

self-concept, aspirations, and use of violence as a way to handle

problems.

The clinic provides physical exams and health screenings,

individual and group counseling sessions, in-class education, and

community services. Some clap- lesions focus on alternatives to

violence and teach students techniques for defusing anger and

managing stress. Staff also present sessions on setting and

achieving goals and building self-esteem.

rEDERAL EFFORTS TO PREVENT JUVENILE DELINOUENCy

AND VIOLENCE INVOLVE NAMT PAGENCIZA

The Department of Justice has the statutory responsibility to lead

federal delinquency and youth violence prevention efforts. The

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 created the

Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention in order to

/2
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lead federal efforts to prevent delinquency. The act also created

the Coordinating Council on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

Prevention. The Council, headed by the Attorney General, is

designated to coordinate all federal juvenile justice and

delinquency prevention programs. It includes as statutory members

7 departments, which include 17 agencies, and an independent

agency.

The Council recently identified over 260 federal programs in the

statutory member agencies that serve the needs of delinquent or at-

risk youth. Our analysis of the information provided by Justice

showed that these programs spent approximately $4.2 billion, in

1989, the most recent year data were collected.' Most of this

money 'supports services to reduce general risks youth face. In

particular, vocational education and job training accounts for $2.9

billion, or about 70 percent of the funding.

Programs targeted to treating delinquents or to directly preventing

criminal acts accounted for $760 million, or 18 percent of total

federal funding (see figure 3). Seventy-five percent of this

funding is provided by the Departments of Education and Health and

Hunan Services (HHS). Justice's programs cost about $75 million.

Eighty-two percent of the $760 million went to preventing,

'These programs were identified
generally for 1989, with fiscal

year 1989 funding. Total delinquency prf ,ention funding sight be

greater, since the Council's list does r .. include some other

programs to reduce general risks, such as Head Start.

13
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treating, or supporting law nforcement fforts to combat alcohol

and drug abuse. Four large programs, administered by different

departments, account for 63 percent of the $760 million:

-- Drug-Free Schools and Communities Program (Education),

Public Housing Drug Elimination Program (HUD),

Community Partnership Demonstration Program (HHS), and

Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention

Formula Grant Program (Justice).

Very little of the 760 million federal dollars siirectiv targets

youth violence prevention. As the bottom pie in figure 3 shows,

our analysis found that 4 percent or $28 million specifically

targets violence. About half of this funding is for HHS's Youth

Gang Prevention Program. Both Justice and HHS recognize youth

violence as a serious problem. The Office of Juvenile Justice and

Delinquency Prevention has had youth violence and gangs as

priorities for discretionary grant funding for several years.

However, their discretionary funding is quit. limited. Preventing

violence or its consequences eir..ears as discretionary funding

priorities in several agencies within HMS, but again, total funding

is limited.

Coordinatina Federal Efforts

The Coordinating Council does not have strategic plan to address

the problem of youth violence. Given the seriousness of the

problem, th limited federal funding, and the many agencies

14
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involved, we believe the Council should
consider developing a set

of coordinated strategies to focus federal efforts at preventing

youth violence. One approach the Council can consider would build

on current HHS efforts to set out a public health approach for

decreasing youth violence. HHS has established a framework for

reducing some consequences of youth violence through its health

objectives for the nation. It is also developing a public health

approach to reducing youth violence and its health consequences,

with an initiative by the Centers for Disease Control and other

agencies. The Council can also build on the wealth of knowledge

within and outside the federal government on the causes and

correlates of violence, and on what strategies have wOrked or not

worked in the past.

SUMMARY

In summary:

Youth violence is a serious and growing problem in our

country. While affecting all youth, it is having a

particularly severe effect on the health of minorities.

Decreasing violence requires a comprehensive and

multifaceted approach.

Reducing youth violence will require both early prevention

and treatment.

Current research suggests that some early interventions can

prevent later violence.

15
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Two early intervention service strategieshome visiting
and basing services in schoola- -are promising ways to
provide comprehensive services to help families, young
children, and youth. Services provided can be designed to

specifically reduce risks for later violence.

Justice has the statutory responsibility to lead

delinqueLcy prevention efforta. but at least six other

departments have delinquency prevention and treatment

funding. HHS and Justice provide most of the funding to

prevent violence, and this funding is administered through

multiple agencies.

The Coordinating Council on Juvenile Justice and

Delinquency Prevention does not have a strategic pian to

address youth violence.

We have focused on early intervention today because we believe it
has an important role to play in reducing future violence.

However, youth violence represents o serious problem now. In

addition to putting effort into early intervention, the federal

government, in partnership with state and local governments and

foundations, needs to pursue other avenues to stop the current
violence.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I would be pleased to

respond to any questions that
you or other members of the Committee

may have.

16
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Testimony of Mrs. Cirol Beck, Principal, Thomas Jeffrson Nigh

School, 400 Penasylvania.Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 11207,

March 31, 1992 before the United States Senate Committee on

0Overnmeit.Affaire Convened to discuss *South Violence

Prevention."

It it a pleasure to be here this afternoon and participate

la this hearing which will xamine the issue of "Youth Violence

Prevention." The selection of this time for an extensive dialog

on this issue seems fitting, for it is only four day. to the

anniversary of the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jt1

And it his philosophy of Imineo, brothorbood oad noosidolenos

which wi'cidebrate each year, nut fail to honor.

When the bullets rang out in 194$ and ripped thrOugh the

body of one of our acclaimed leaders, many of us thought our

world had reached an all time low. Nut in Novcaber of last Tear,

throe days before the Thanksgiving holiday, the sound of gun

fire rang out in the hallways of my high school, killing a young

man and seriously wounding a teacher. Mose of us who thought

the nadir had been reached were proved wrong on Sehruary 25th of

this year. For on that day - when Mayor DiAkins was scheduled to

visit our school and spoilt to an assembly program, when school

and city police patrolled the building in force, when print and

television journalists stood in front of the building -

student entered the building and killed two of his classmates on

the second floor in front of numerous witnesses. During these

episodes we felt pain in the pit of our stomach and despair in

9 2.
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our heart. Int while these incidents of gunfire killed the

earthly body of children, the loud sounds also served to get our

attention, Wake us up, and remind us that we had better ALL

Pause, re-examine.owr
existence, and check the direction in

which this country is moving. The adult leaders and role models

must stop the train and Check oUr naps, because we ere getting

ready to have a collision with disaster. for while the train is

moving, it aan hardly be said that we are making progress.

As na example, it should be noted for the record that I

have lost More than fifty students to the violenc of the

streets during the five years that I have served as the

principal of Thomas Jeffereon Sigh School. And this does not

count the untold wounds from knives and MS suffered by those

students who survive to continue their education. Anecdotal

informatiOnleeds me to believe that more than half of my male

.students beim some type of puncture wound as a result of

violence. And while the press
reported the two students killed

in my school on February 26th, it was not reported in any detail

that / lost three other students to neighborhood violence that

same week! And When violence is reported it is usually in totem

of quantity and statistics, because that is easily understood.

What is less notioad,.but more
important - because it is central

to the voryissue of teenagers and weapons - is the concept Of

violence as a health issue. the physical, mental and emotional

health of a generatien of our young people, particularly in the

minority cOmmunity is adversely affected by the non-mnding

tensile stress of violence. The human being can withstand many

93
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pressures, but never.stress pressures without relief. Their
auditory and visual senses are bomberded with stressful sounds,
visions of anger, frustrating encounters and pain.

I would like for the adults to take ten seconds to reuember
a moment when you were in high school. It was probably Mimosa
of your participating in some type of activity as an athlete,

actress in a plat, preparing for a dance, or the face of an old
friend. COnsider that today's young people, when they reach our
age - if thei reach our age - will have visions of bullet-

riddled friends lying on sidewalks, in doorways and now hallways

of schools. They will remember the many funerals and hosnital
visits. They will remember tha many students in their schools,

comeunity and neighborhoods who were bullies filled with rage
and anger.

V. all know that non-ending stress is a leading cause of

high blood pressure, suicide, heirt attacks and cancer. Our

youth live in a world of non-ending stress. We all know that

brain-vashing has a serious impact on the emotional and mental

health of the victim. Veto= youth are subjected to some of the

scot insidious foras of brain-washing developed by mankind..I

specifically mean the visual brain-washing resulting from misuse

of influence by the technological World. The many decisions out

Young people make regarding behavior, dress, future aspirations,

and nourishment for their bodies ere shaped by forces outside of

the home. Parents and guardia154 of teenagers quickly realise

that they.are no match for the media. Our children are the end

result of the saying that "the media is the message.* The adult

9 4
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community has lost control and is no longer the messenger. Our

children are being brain-washed by the constant and insidious

violence portrayed in the media, by the constant message that

easy noney can provide then with all the benefits our society

has to offer, and that hard work, honesty, and moral character

are not always attributes of successful Americans.

The children of our urban communities not only live in fear

during tbe day, tbose.that can, sleep in fear during the night.

he know that all living things need rest and nourishment to grow

and develop. The children of my school oommunity always hav

their sleep.interrupted by gunfire, emergency vehicle sirens and

angry 11014611. The only escape from this constant invasion is in

our schools. Th6 guns that rang out in my school have WV

sounded the alarm that no plaice im safe. People immediately said

it could happen anywhere. V. have always felt that...now we all

know that to be true. Our children have become MUMS OF VAR

as effectively as those who live in Iraq, Sorthern Ireland or

athiopia. And I keep a book in my office *bout war-torn Seirut

to resind me that while we do not have bombs falling, we ere in

a war sone.

The tragedy iwthat these
warriors cannot defime the essay'

or the cause. The complex nature of this urban war is extremely

nerve-racking and frustrating.
They do not know who they are

fighting, why they are fighting, nor who the enemy really is. Is

the enemy the parent,
society, another ethnic grouP, poverty,

ignorance, or just a faceless being? You could cooper. their

rage to
energy...electriC energy. And when we have too auch

9 5
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electricity surging tbxe4gh our wires we blow a fuse. This is

happening to our children. Their brains and motions are

exploding all over our communities,
but unfortunately we cannot

go to the local hardware store and buy new brains. Combat

fatigue in our children must be addressed and recognised as an

extremely serious health symptom. Our youth aust be instilled

with the *Usage that they are strong, valuable, loved, and

worth saving.

As an educational loader / must continue the struggl in

trying to create a total school environment. This environment

has numerous opportunities for iy students to have positive

experiences ihat will hopefully counterbalance the many negative

forces affecting their lives. I am committd to responding to my
war sone-with a set of mutually supportive actions. Student

lonelineas is replacd by companionship through organised teams;

positive solf images aro nourished through opportunities to feel

good that you lived that day; we provide daily informal

opportunities for students and adults to develop bonding

relationships; values education and multi-cultural education aro

vital components of every lesson and activity; the sense of

developing positive self-concepts and dignity or rempect are

primary operative goals of our school since many of my children

have lost their lives'becausie someone perceived they had been

"dissed° or disrespected; powerlessness and disenfranchised

behavior are attacked through community involvement and

participatory government ectivitie. We have just opened

community-advocacy assistance program where the studnts will

9 G
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serve as advocates for senior citizens in sky community and the

Public hoUsing developments.
Sy the way er school is unique in

New York City in that we have children from forty-one different

privat and public housing
developments'in the immediate area.

The specific programs I have developed to deal with the

issue of violence began
several years ago when I attended the

funerals of my students who had been killed. often I found that

was the only person in ths funeral parlor and when I spoke to

the friends of slain students discovered some very strange

behavior. One boy told me that he was taking several showers a

night because that was the only place he could cry. With this

realization I began a grieving room in my building staffed with

guidance counselor: and social workers to help these youngsters

work through their emotions in a positive manner.

Over the past several years I have also introduced poor

mediation, -mania resolution, and crisis intervention teams to

supplement the grieving room.
Following ths advise of looker T.

Washington - who said "Cast down your
buakst where you are" - I

have utilized Community lased Organizations to reach outside of

the sehool to where
the.youngsters live. An example of such

C.S.O.'s is Global lids, who devlop leadership skills and

Provide a different global perspective to youngsters who have

established :Atificial
boundaries in their lives. After the

recent tragedy I have utilised tbo Organisation td Black

Psychologists which has gone into the various housing projects

to talk directly with the youngsters in order to defuse tension

before it esoslates into violence. At this very moment 1 have

97
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Over seve sty studeats la upstate Maw York engaging in a retrsat
a hundred miles and.light years away from Mire they live. The

Marti% Luthr ling fastitut of Son-Violenco along with my staff
membarnaad the Organisation of hlack Psychologists will

coatiaue thin* retreats aad reach a large percentage of ay total

school population. The money for this has been provided by

N.Y.C. emotive:nen Priscilla Wooten.

Th* Mow York State Government is currently considaring a

Seven Point Domestic Pm* Plan proposnl by Assmoblynan Roger

Grease and otbers..fhis was being thought abo -before tho

incidebts in my school, but has boon gtvs,4etua by these

unfortunate occurrances. Among other tbtqs it includes programs

for gun ammesty aad gun liability. And of course the N.Y.C.

board of Idocation has sow provided a full-time metal detector

program to make aura that no more metal Moons oe4r fa?

building. Rut as you can sae from my testimoay I feel that it is

the violence, of tho spirit which must be *Uremia, and ab

individual's rage which must be diminishaa. Weapons coo in all

rimpos sad sixes and cannot always asily be detectod. it is,

therefore, tha human aina mod the human 44110tion which must be

changed so that he or she no longer has isagem and feslings of

violenco.

Mhat can be dons in the tutus* other than to continue

present pregtans'and pass current legislation? At the moment I

am attemptiag to resurrect a positive feeling ia the area by ay

proposed Manorial Garden. for on a vacant lot next to my school

we are establishiag 8 garden to memorialise those young people
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who died. It will contain &monument listing their names and be

topped by a statue dedicated to peace. Along the street in front

of my school trees will be planted, for out of death must come

life if we are to survive. / have also been talking *bout

building a dormitory nearby to serve the needs of those Students

who I call "throw-awsys." As the first dormitory associated with

a public bigh school in the country it would provide services

for those students who would otherwise have no family. .

Mora money is Also needed for activities afterischool for

students - botivecademic
and athletic - and at night and on the

weekends for adults in the community.
It would be for those

adults, for xample, who wish to learn such subjcts as

stenography and keyboarding or improve their bilingual skills.

And fOr those who have no jobs, the
government must serve as the

employer of last resort. The high unemployment rate in the

ninority-cOimunity Must be addressed with the type of SPA or CCC

programs so successfully used during the Great Depression.

Ther is no single.answer of course, but there are many

strategies...It do nothing is a strategy of destruction, both for

those engaged in
violence and for the rest of our society. Dr.

Martin LutherIfing, Jr.
said in 1967 that the bombs falling in

South lost Asia would
inevitably explode in our urban centers.

And it is the guns of war which have inevitably produced the

children of war. Though he is dead, Dr. Xing is constantly

sending us a challenge. We want to know how we as leaders

measure ourselves. For as he declared, "The ultimate measure of

a man is not whirs he stands in moments of comfort and

9 9
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convenience but wher he stands at times of challenge and

controversy.*

There is no doubt in my mind as children continue to die in

record nuebers, that this is indeed a time of challenge and a

time of controversy. I ma, therefore, honored to be in the

presence of so many elected government officials who have shown

by the assembly of today's hearing that they axe prepared to

meet the ultimate challenge during this violent time of

controversy mid by your actions show that you have understood

the reel.daager to oux society.

Thank you very much.
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Biographical
-- Marc C. Wilkins --

Prepared tor the
Governeestal Affairs Comittee

United States Semite
March 31, 1992

Marc Christopher Wilkins, a 22-year-old member of the

Executive Committee of the D.C. Police Chief's Youth Task Force,

has been a lifelong resident of the District of Columbia. He

attended Barnard Elementary School, Rabaut Junior High School,

and graduated in 1988 from Roosevelt Senior High School/Where he

played football. Wilkins is currently
employed full time as a

clerk/typist in the Africa Area Office of the United States

Information Agency (USIA). He began working at the USIA while

still in high school.

While Wilkins was playing football, working part-time at the

USIA, and staying out of trouble, his friends and acquaintances

from school and from his neighborhood were being convicted and

sent to jail for having sold drugs, as well as robbing, Shooting

and assaulting people.
Many of those who weren't incarcerated

were shot while engaging in similar activities.

Wilkins' work on the Task Force is very important to him.

It is this work, in fact, that motivated him to apply to enter

the D.C. Metropolitan Police Department.
Wilkins says that being

a police officer will give him the authority to follow through on

what he is presently teaching other kids.

Wilkins considers the
environment in which a child is raised

to be the most important factor influencing
wl.sther he or she

becomes violent. He believes that every child is born with a

survival instinct and the environment in which the child maures

will determine the kind of person he or she will grow up to be.

Wilkins was raised by his mother and an aunt in a single

parent home with two sisters, a brother and several cousins. He

presently lives with his au't-, one sister, 26, and his brother,

18. HisSmother lives in Northern Virginia. His aunt was, and

remains, the major adult influence in Wilkins' life. His second

sister, 29, was killed February 8 of this year in a drive-by

shooting in his neighborhood.
Wilkins' father also resides in

the D.C. area.

Wilkins became involved with the Task Force out of a desire

to do something positive to affect change in his city, his

community and his neighborhood. He has been with the Task Force

since 1991.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Activities he has been involved with have included a gunamnesty program where over 200 firearm were turned in, and
concerts where thousand' of youths attended without a singleviolent incident occurring. Wilkins also speaks at schools andchurches on his own experiences with violence tind whatindividuals and communities can do to prevent future violence.

The Committee is pleased to have an opportunity for Mr.Wilkins to relate his experiences and thoughts to us in thishearing.

-2-
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Biographical
-- Curtis Artis --
Prepared for the

GOvernmental Affairs Committee
United States Senate

'March 31, 1992

Curtis Artis vas born in Washington, D.C. and is a

life-long resident of the nation's capital. He is neither a

visitor nor a tourist to the mean streets of D.C. He has lived

on those streets, fought on those streets, but, as we will find

out today, is determined to change those streets for others.

Curtis Artis is not prepared to see other young children

grow up as he did in a violent and cruel situation. Artis

freely admits that he did not run from trouble, and trouble,

with little effort, could find him because he was the biggest

kid in his class.

Being big usually meant that Artis would be challenged

each time he changed
schools or moved to a new street or simply

dared to walk into another neighborhood.
Fist fights were a

normal thing in young Artis' life but in the eighth grade, he

took a knife to school and was subsequently expelled when the

principal discovered it.

At home, Artis found a supportive family who could not

understand why he got into trouble. His mother enrolled him in

other schools, however he seldom stayed very long. His

grandmother tried to help, but he would not listen. His father

gave him long lectures about his behavior.

By the age of fourteen he was an accomplished "hustler".

When other kids his age were getting good grades or

participating in sports, Artis was getting good at "getting

over, making a buck".

It was just a matter of time before Artis ran afoul of the

justice system. At 17, he shot another young man. It was an

accident, claimed Artis.
However by having the gun, he had

violated the law. It was not the first gun that Artis owned

and it would not be the last. He found guns easy to buy on the

street.

Even after some juvenile counseling and some time in

jail, Curtis Artis still seemed destined to become another

Washington, D.C. statistic. However, somewhere, somehow, he

turned his life around.

- He went back to school to work on his G.T.D.

1 3
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- He went back to the streets to work with kids.

- His message is simple: "I've been there and it's noteasy, don't go".

It hurt him when little kids could be overheard saying
"don't be like Curtis", but then he realized that he did notwant them to be like the "old"

Curtis, but, rather, he wantedthem to emulate the "new" Curtis. The "new" Curtis is lookingforward to accepting responsibility
for his mistakes and movingon to new challenges.

The new Curtis Artis is a member of the Washington D.C.
Police Chief's Youth Task Force on Violence and passes amessage of education and caring to young people, his peers.

The old streets are still out there, and though he is only21 years old, Curtis Artis has the experience to deal with andto make positive efforts to change these streets.

He is appearing before the Committee today to tell us ofhis experiences.

-24
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Commitree. thank you for inviting me to appear

before you. I am Leonard &on Research Professor &WW1% at the University of Illinois at

Chicago. and Chairman of the Commission on Violence and Youth of the American

Psychological Association. ft is in both of these capacities that I address you today. In

regard to the former. I have been asked by committee personnel to discuss my research on the

relation between television violence and aggression. For the pest 35 years I have been

engaged in research on aggression and violence. My specific interest has been in bow

dtildren, in their formative years, lam to be aggressive. One of the factors implicated in the

development of aegressive and violent behavior is the amount of television violence to which

a youngster is exposed.

There can no looser be aay doubt that heavy exposure so televised violence is one of
the causes of aggressive behavior, crime and violence in society. The evidence comes from

both the laboratory aad real-life studies. Television violence affects youngsters of all ages, of

both gende rs. at all socio-econanic levels and all levels of intelligence. The effect is not

limited to children who are &heady disposed to being aggressive and is not restricted to this

country. The fact that we get this same finding of a relation between television violence atrd

aggression in children in study after study, in one country after another, cannot be ignored.

The causal effect of television violence on aggression, even though it it not very brie. exist'.
It cannot be denied or explained away. We have demonstrated this causal effect outside the

laboratory in seal-life among many different children. We have come to believe that a

vicious cycle exists in which television violence makes children more aggressive and these

more aggressive children turn to watching more violence to justify their own behaviors.
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Statistically this means that the effect is biditectional. Practically it means that if media

violence is reduced, the level of interpersonal aggression in our society will be seduced

eventually.

Over 30 years ago, when I stoned to do research on how children leans to be

aggressive. I had no idea how important T.V. was as a determinant of aggressive behavior. I

thought it was no more influential than the Saturday afternoon serial westerns that I used to

attend, er the fairy stories my parents used to read to me before I went to bed or the comic

books I pored over instead of doing my lessons. .These, certainly, were very violent. But I

grew up OK. I didn't enter a life of crime. I was not very violent. So I was skeptical about

the effects of television violence. And I think most people come to this subject matter with

this same sort of set, unconvinced that television cm have such deleterious effects. However,

in 1960, we completed a survey of all third grade school children in asemi-rural county in

New Yoe. Stale. We interviewed VS boys and girls in school and did separate interviews

with BO* of their parents. We were interested in how aggressive behavior, as it is manifested

in school, is related so die kinds of childreazing practices parents use. An unexpected finding

was that &Ins there seemed to be a ditect positive relation between the violence of the 'TV

programs they preferred and how aggressive they were in school. Since this was no more

than a contemponneous relation wedidn't have too much confidence in the finding by itself.

You couldn't tell by these data alone vbetber algressive boys liked violent television

programs or whether the violent programs made boys aggressive - cc whether aggression and

watching violent television were both due to some other third variable. However, because

these fmdings fit in well with certain theories about learning by imitation, a cause and effect

1 n 7
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relation was certainly plausible.

Ten years later, however. in 1970, we were fortunate in being able to reinterview over

half of our original sample. Our most striking finding now was the positive relation between

viewing of violent television at age eight and aggression at age 19 in the male subjects.

Actually the relation was even stronger than it was when both variables were measured at age

eight.

By use of a variety of statisLcal techniques it was demonstrated that the most plausible

interpretation of these data was that early viewing of violent television caused later

aggression. Fc exampi-. if you control how aggressive boys are at age eight. the relation

does not diminish. As a matter of fact those boys who at age eight were low aggressive but

watched violent television were significantly more aggressive ten years later than boys who

were originally high aggressive but did not watch violent programs.

Similarly we controlled for every other third variable that we could think of and had

data on. which might account for this relation--1Q, social status, parents' aggression, social

and geographical mobility, church attendance. None of these variables had an effect on the

relation between violence of programs preferred by boys at age eight and how aggressive they

were ten years later.

Then twelve years after that when the subjects were 30 years old, we interviewed them

again and consulted archival data such as criminal justice records and found that the more

frequently our subjects watched television at age 8 the more serious were the climes for

which they were convicted by age 30; the more aggressive was their behavior while under the

influence of alcohol; and, the harsher was the punishment they adminiv.ered to their own

1. I 3
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children. That was a strong correlation between a variety of television viewing behavior% at

age 8 and a composite of aggressive behavior at age 30. These relations held up even when

the subjects' initial aggressivenews. social class and IQ were controlled. Furtha,

measurements of the subjerge own children, who were now the same see as the subjects

when we rust saw them, showed that the subjects' aggressiveness at yl,,-ence viewing at age

8 related to their children's aggressiveness and their children's preferences for violence

viewing 22 years later, when the subjects themselves were 30 years old. What one learns

about life from the television screen seems to be transmitted even to the next generation!

Now it is not claimed that the specific programs these adults watched when they were

8 years old still had a direct effect on their behavior. However, what it probably does mean

is that the continued viewing of these programs contributed to the development of certain

attitudes and norms of behavior and taught these subjects when they were youngsters ways of

solving imewsonal problems which remained with them over the years.

As I pointed out earlier, this finding of a causal link between the watching of violent

television and subsequent aggressive behavior is not an isolated finding among a unique or

nonrepresentative population in one area of the U.S., at a particular time. Seventeen years

after our original data collection, we studied another large group of youngsters in a different

geographical section of the U.S., a heterogeneous suburb of Chicago, following them for three

years, and we obtained essentially the same results (Huesmann, Lagerspetz & Eton, 1984).

Further, this three year follow up was replicated in four other countries, Australis, Finland.

Israel and Poland (Huesmsnn & Eron, 1986). The data from all five countries investigated in

the study clearly indicate that more aggressive children watch more television, prefer more
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violent programs, identify more with TV characters, and perceive violence as more like real

life than do less aggressive children. Further, it became clear that the relation between TV

habits and aggression was not limited to boys as we had found in our original study. Girls,

too, ace affected. And generally the causal relation was bidirectional, with aggressive

children watching more violent television and the violent television making them more

aggressive.

Of course we do not contend that wlevision violence is the only cause of aggression

and violence in society today. Aggression is a multiply determined behavior. ft is the

product of a number of interacting factorsgenetic, perinatal, physiological, neurological, and

environmental. ft is only when there is a convergence of factors that violent behavior occurs.

No one factor is necassary or sufficient to produce long term anti-social behavior. Thus,

media violence alone cannot account for the development of serious antisocial behavior. It is,
however, a potential contributor to the learning environment of children who eventually go on

to develop aggressive behavior. Furthermore,
rat:arch supports the view that the effect of

violence viewing on aggression is relatively independent of other likely influences and is of a

magnitude great enough to account for socially important differences. The current level of

interpersonal violence has certainly been boosted by the long term effects of many persons'

childhood expos= to a steady diet of TV violence.

We have been considering a number of variables which defme the limits within which

the effect of viewing television on the subsequent social behavior of children is operative.

We turn now to a consideration of a likely model to explain how this effect comes about

One aspect of the model has to do with arousal effects. Researchers have alluded to

1 0
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this process as important in activating aggressive behavior& It has been hypothesized that a

heightened state of tension including a strong physiological component, results from frequent

observation of high action sequences. Arousal here is seen as both a precursor and

consequence of aggression (Huesmann, 1982). Another aspect of the model has to do with

the rehearsal of the behaviors the child observes on the part of his favorite TV characters.

The more frequently the child rehearses the sequence by continued viewing, the more likely is

it to be remembered and reenacted when the youngster is in a situation perceived to be

similar. Further, by consistently observing aggressive behavior, the youngster comes to

believe these are expected, appropriate ways of behaving and that most people solve problems

in living that way. Norms for appropriate behavior are established and attitudes are formed

or changed by observation of other persons' frequent behavior, especially if that behavior is

sanctioned by authority figures (Tower. Singer. Singer and Biggs, 19'79). The child who has

been watching programs with primarily aggressive content comes sway with the impression

that the world is a jungle fraught with dangerous threats and the only way to avive is to be

on the attack.

However, television's influence cannot be explained solely in terms of arousal or

observational learning and the setting of norms of behavior. Aggressive behavior is

overdetermined, and the variables we've been discussing all contribute their effects. The

process, however, seems to be circular. Television violence viewing leads to heighttned

aggressiveness which in turn leads to more television violence viewing. Two mediating

variables which appear to play a role in this cycle are the child's academic achievement and

social popularity. Children who behave aggressively are less popular and, perhaps because

1 1 :
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their relations with their peers tend to be unsatisfying, less popular children watch more

television and view more violence. The violence they see on television may reassure them

that their own behavior is appropriate or teach them new coercive techniques which they then

attempt to use in their interactions with others. Thus, they behave more aggressively which

in turn makes them even less popular and drives them back to television. The evidence

supports a similar role for academic failure. Those children who fail in school watch more

television, perhap6 because they fmd it more satisfying than schoolwork. Thus, they are

exposed to more violence and have more opportunity to learn aggressive acts. Since their

intellectual capacities are more limited, the easy aggressive solutions they observe may be

incorporated more readily into their behavioral repertoire. In any case, the heavy violence

viewing isolates them from their peers and gives them less time to work toward academic

success. And of course, any resulting increase in aggression itself diminishes the child's

popularity. Thus, the cycle continues with aggression, academic failure, social failure and

violence viewing reinforcing each other.

Chicaao Initiative in Prevention of Childhood Maression

One need go no farther than the nearest city newspaper to learn of the challenges that

beset our city schools today. The country is undergoing major demoglaphic shifts. Schools

now enroll greater numbers of students who are members of linguistic or cultural minorities

and/or who present educational and behavioral challenges. Additionally, many of these

students come from low income families. Dramatic shifts have also been witnessed in farnili

configuration. Increasingly large numbers of children come from single parent families, many

headed by teenage mothers. Associatcd with these changes are incteased risks for school
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failure and the development of serious aggressive and antisocial behavior.

Schools and families often lack the resouttes to meet the demands of these students.

Yet, greater and greater responsibility is placed on the school personnel to provide for the

social and emotional development of the children in their classrooms. Complicating these

demands is the fact that teachers are increasingly confronted with students whose

expectations, social behaviors, and values differ significantly from their own. The classroom

teacher must decide how best to allocate scarce resources (time, attention, materials) to an

increasingly diverse and often at-risk population of students. Far too often teachers have not

been provided adequate training to accomplish this task.

Until recently, very few prevention and intervention programs have included

consideration of the multiple contexts in which aggressive and antisocial behaviors are

learned. While the school context is critical because of the amount of time and the number

of years the child spends at school, there are many other important socializing influences.

These influences include the peer, family and community context, as well as exposure to

media violence.

In working with inner city children the community contextis of particular relevance,

because of the extreme environmental conditions which often exist there and which place

entire populations of children at risk for the development of aggressive and violent behavior.

Intervention programs are doomed to failure if they do not take into account the extreme and

persistent environmental constraints such as violence, hopelessness, and limited social

resources which surround these children twenty-four hours a day. It is naive to believe that

we can change the attitudes and behavior of young people growing up under these conditions

1 1 3
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with any type of brief, single-focus program, such as public service announcements,

classroom management strategies for teachers, or a few weekly lectures and exercises

designed to change children's social skills or cognitions about aggression. In order to effect

behavioral change, a more complex and sustained approach carried out more frequently over a

number of years and affecting several psychosocial contexts and settings of development is

necessary.

As part of a recent initiative in prevention research by the National Institute of Mental

Health, The University of Illinois at Chicago has been awarded a large grant to conduct and

evaluate a comprehensive program to prevent the development of antisocial behavior in

children at risk. A team of professionals from the areas of psychology, education, and

juvenile justice, with extensive experience in working with children and families, has been

brought together to develop this program.

The Metropolitan Ama Child Study is a large-scale (N=4,546), comprehensive, long

range program in which interventions are being conducted throughout the school year in 16

schools with the same children over a period of two years and across a variety of contexts.

These children w ! then be followed for a number of years to determine the long range

effects of these efforts at preventing the emergence of antisocial aggression and violence.

The contexts for intervention are the classroom, peer group, and family. However, because

an important, but basically unanswered question, is how much intervention in which of these

domains is necessary to prevent violence and aggression in the highest risk portion of this

population, we are employing an additive model of program evaluation.
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Utilizing this model. we begin with the most cost-effective and least intrusive method

of intervention, a generil enhancement. classroom-based primary prevention program. All

children (except no treatment control children) are included in this general enhancement

classroom-based program. This program consists of 80 classroom lessons utilizing the YES I,

CAN social responsibility training materials. The YES I CAN program focuses on promoting

development in five areas of social cognition: Self-understanding; self as part of a

community; social norms about violence/IV viewing habits; sense of control and hopefulness;

social problem solving. Teachers panicipare in 30 hours of teacher training focusing on

cultural diversity, development of prosocial and cooperative behaviors and classroom

management.

A large group of children from grades 2, 3. and 5 who have been identified as being

at high-risk for developing violent and aggressive behavior (N475) are divided into two

additional ueaunent groups. Both of these groups also receive more intensive cognitive

training in small groups of high-risk peers. Only one of these groups of children also

receives 22 sessions of family training during the first year of the program and monthly

boosters during the secOnd year. In this regard, it is important to examine the extent to

which corresponding gains justify the social and economic costs of identifying children as

high-risk, and the expenditure of resource necessary to involve multiple systems in treatment

programs. This focus also addresses the concern of whether prevention programs should

single out high-risk children for special attention, or should be limited to general enhancement

programs for all children.

We believe that focusing on the child's cognitions as the critical locus of change holds
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promise for long-tenn generalized effects. However, since these cognitions are learned and

maintained in multiple settings, we also believe that the conditions for the karning of

aggression present in at least some of these senings must also be altered. The need for a

comprehensive approach is most critical in inner city communities, where the environmental

risk factors are so extreme that they placed entire populations of children at risk and can

exacetbate the impact of individual risk factors.

APA Commission san Violence ing Youth

As pan of my remarks today, I also want to give a brief report on the American

Psychological Association Commission on Violence and Youth, of which I am the Chair. A

year ago the Commission was established to bring psychology's expertise to bear on the

problems of young people who are victims, witnesses, or perpetrators of violence or who live

under the constant threat of violence.

Tbe APA has asked the Commission to (1) review psychological knowledge related to

violence and youth, (2) describe applications of that knowledge to prevent or stop violence

and to temper its negative consequences, and (3) recommend promising directions for public

policy, research, and program development.

We have solicited ideas and materials from many people who are concerned about

violence and youth. Last fall we conducted 2 days ofhearings in which we heard testimony

from researchers and program staff in the areas of sexual assault, law enforcement, health

care, and community services, as well as representatives of the religious community and state

and federal government agencies.

Speakers repeatedly urged APA to bring a scientific perspective to public policy on
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violence, and they underscored the urgent need for immediate, sound interventions.

Other participants at the hearings outlined the special vulnerability of racial and ethnic

minorities, young people with disabilities, and lesbian and gay youth. Young people who

appeared vividly described their experiences of living with the constant threat of violence in

their schools and neighborhoods.

The Commission's work is supported by a cadre of experts made up of APA members

and other professionals whose excertise complements that of the twelve Commission

members. These volunteers are contributing materials and ideas for the Commission to

consider, and some of them will participate in developing and reviewing the Commission's

report to the Association.

The Commission will present its findings and recommendations in a report scheduled

for release in December 1992. Besides advancing the understanding of violence and youth by

psychologists, we want the report to offer practical help to communities and institutions

coping with issues related to violence and youth. For this reason, we decided to make

preventive and rehabilitative interventions the focus of the report. We also will discuss the

relation between violence and culture, as well as social and historical issues that underty the

context for our society's current violence.

I am confident that material from these hearings will be germane to the work of our

Commission. Moreover, I trust that our Commission's final conclusions and

recommendations will be valuable well beyond orguized psychology. We want our report to

te a springboard for developing programs and policies that can help to stop the tidal wave of

violence that is harming our young people nationwide.

Thank you for this opportunity to summarize these issues. I would be happy to

respond to any questions you might have.
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on the pert of the ddldas well m to other serious emoticall and behavioral peoNems! Violence

witnessed at home is often repeated laser in life.' Violent parental cceflict has bete found in 20 to 40

percent of the falsities of chronically violent adolescents." These effects are particulady dismaying in

view of the fact that at least 3.3 million children ages 3 to 17 are at risk of exposure to parental violence

ach year."

Child Abuse. Violence between patents often extends to the chilthen in the family as well.

Physical abuse of at least ooe child has been found to occur in a large pottion of tattering incidents when

children were presere Neatly 70% of the chilthen of battered women surveyed In shelters had suffered

Fey:lest abuse or neglect. Moe of these children had been abused by the male batterer, but in a quarter

of the cams, the children had teen abused by both parents, and in a few cases by the mother Nom"

Battered women themselves are 8 times more likely to harm their children when they were being battered

than when safe horn violence."

ntistrsagifiggiLykkga It is difficult, and sometimes impossible, to distinguish between

the effects of witnessing parental violence and operiencing abuse as a child. due to the overlap in these

problems. However, we do have ample evidence of the types of problems children from violent homes

develop. They include high rates of !lifting. delinquency, criminal violence. depression. suicidalbehavior.

plsoblas, and other physical and emodonal disorders." The aggression that can appear in even very

young child abate victims tends to persist for a long time." With regard to delinquency, for example.

over half the familia reponed foe child abuse in one New Yoth county leer had st least one child appear

in juvenile nue

331811111011118111.011011111fialLittakiiillGt atone evident* due Poen* ol violence Penne

from one wand= of a fmaity to the nest is piovided by Cathy Widnes literature review for the

National Imthuse of huidce." Abating parents, battens, Ind other criminally violent adults are mom

likely lo have bees abused as children then ncevioient adults." 'Ile rate of child abuse amceg fathers

2
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who grew up in violent homes is about double that for fathers who grew up in nonviolent home

Physical abuse as a teenager triples the probability that adult men will abuse their female panners.21

The parent-child correlation in violence results in part from social learning. Children in violent

homes who witness and/or experience physical violence get an early introduction to violence as a way to

solve problems. Sons see their father hitting their mother and may infer that battering is effective and

appropriate behavior with female partners. Similarly, daughters see their mother abused and may conclude

that the behavior is normal. Similar conclusions may be reached about abuse of children in the family.

themselves or their siblings.

HoweVen the majority of children from violent families do not become delinquents, battering

spouses, abusive parents, or criminals. Estimates of the rates of intergenerational transmission of violence

vary depending on definitions and samples, but generally fall between 25 and 35%" Thus, an

estimated 65 to 75% do go, become violent. Why nod

The Develooment of Violent Behavior. Psychologists have identified three domains as essential

to the psycholOcal development of all children" These include smeiggctthe knowiedge

and confidence in penonal ability to achieve desired outcomes; autonomvthe saute of control that allows

childten to regulate their behavior and emotions; and relaslmathe child's ability to establish cuing

relniceships with others. Cbildren &apt, sometimes in healthy ways and sometimes in unhealthy ways,

to their environmentand paticularly lo their Bundy environmentin developing their cancetence,

autonomy, and relatedness.

Violet fanlike clearly pnwide an impelled =Wine&for healthy develoccoent, accounting for

the increased dsk of behavioral and emotional problems among dildren in these families. Otildien in

violas funnies tend to excerienoe inconsistent punishment and lack of ouch" to witness erratic parental

behevior, sod to be iptoted. shamed oe neglected?' When these behaviors are repeated over a long

puled of time, the drank child neglect that renthe can be at least as damaging m physical nue&

3
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(Dunlap, in press; Henenkohl, in progress)." These negative experiences undermine the developnent

of competence. autonomy, and relatedness, and trigger exaggerated, dysfunctional coping responses?'

These sre externalized by children in the form of aggression, delinquency, and violence and/or internalized

in the form of anxiety and depression."

Research on factors that help children avoid repeating the pdtern of violence is limited. The

evidence suggests that family violence transmission can be offset by a warm relationship with one parent

and/or access to other role models and caregivers who meet basic needs for psychological development"

This may account for the success of programs like Big Brothers and Big Sisters and the potential for

mentoting programs such as those we are now studying on at the Urban Institute. We also know that

stresses on the fanny from substance abuse, poverty. jobleuneu and lack of social supporta increase the

risk of family violence and produce conditions of chronic neglect"

Finally, and perhaps most ethically, cross cultural studies iodic= that the level snd ptevalence

of family violence is highly dependent upon social tolerance for family violencenorms that ignots or

endorse violence (such as a man's home is his castle, "disobedient children should be beaten')." Media

glorification of violence further conuitutes to, and expresses, social tolerance for family violence. Despite

considerable strengthening of state Isws assinst domesdc violence in the past decade, strong arrest policies.

enforcement of orders of protection, effective prosecution of domestic violence cues, ard appropriate.

effective sentencing hsve yet to be impesnessed in most jurisdiction and further contribute to the

impartial that assaulting foxily members is not 'serious?'"

Current War Improving tbe effecdveness of legal remedies for domestic violence victims is the

focus of reveal Viten Institute projects. We evaluated the impact of court-ordered treatment for domestic

violence offenders and found It wonting". We're now examining the effectiveness of civil pedection

orders and the use of mediation in child custody cases involving spouse assault". Next year the Institute,

working with the National Council on Juvenile ind Family Court Judges, will hold a notional conference

4
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on Verily Violence and dee Coons to which two judges and State legidatom hem each otale will be

invited.

Recognizing des sines Ming many funilies and the potential donuts to children. the Minn

Imam lao made children's hues a top prioddes. One exciting new initiative at the Institute is the

Chlirken's Roundtable funded try die Carnegie Foundado... The Roumltable las begun a series of meednp

with members of Coerces, thsir staff, and talky undyed to consider Mildew's issuesthe first of whids

was held kut July. Under a grm from the FM Foundation, we held a conference lase April cm Drugs.

Crime end Social Disuses: Barden a Urban Ouottunity that included examination of Willy stem in

declining opt:amities for mobility.

Igfigloggadggs There is much that can be done to reducethe violence in our homes ond there

is no berm investment for the fume of this country. It is ons of thcee root causes that, if amelionned,

cm have long-arm, luting benefits. Top ydoddes should include:

I. Tougher law enforcement sed sentencing to protect women and children and send the

mesup that violence against women and childeen will not be tolerated. These should

include, for example, strong penalties dimmed at violas offenders who cross me lines

to malt or murder their portiere aid/or children in violation of a restraining older by

nuking this a federal offense. While relatively few in number, these offenders ate among

die mut danprota

2. Training for law eakrcemere oaken, peosecutors, and judges in administering justice in

family violence cases and tewinding appropriately to the special needs of these cases.

3. Access so sale homing couple.' with soda services to potect women and children, rePair

the damp of Monde violence, aid avert homekssness prompted try desperate efforts

to escape violent homes. This !wolves support for dee peaks resource now mild*
to busked w00111-51118100t$ shelters and advocacyoresnizationses well as expended

access to Federal. state and local programs thee provide housing and social services.

4. Violence usual= pogroms in high schools and on amuses that deal with date mu.
sexual hommeent. and conflict resolution *ills during die time when reladonehips ond

families of the tactic me being termed.
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Senator Glenn and meibers of the Committee, I am Dr. Donald
Scheerx, a faculty weber in the Department of Pediatrics At the

University of*Vennsylvania School of Medicine and a physician

practicing adolescent medicine at the Children's Hospital of

Philadelphie. my practice includes primarily urban youth from

the western part of Philadelphia. Most of my patients are from
poor inner-city families, and the vast majority are African-
American. My particular pv-ltico interest for the last five

years has been with teenage
mothers and their infants. In

addition to ay clinical activities, / have worked for almost
seven years as the Principal

coordinator for the Philadelpnia

Injury Prevention Progras, a comprehensive injury and violence
prevention program which coordinates the efforts of the

Philadelphia Department of PUblic Health, the Children's Hospital
of Philadelphia and the University of Pennsylvania in working
with community groups to document and reduce the toll of injury
on urten African-imericans. It has been supported by the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control. Lastly, and partioularly relevant
to today's hearings, I was the convenor in September, 1991 of the
23rd Annual goes Roundtable, a national conference sponsored by
the Albulatory Pediatric Association, on Children and Violence.

come before you today to desortbe some of ay experiences in
these three efforts, that is ay practice with adolescents and
teenage mothers, sy remearch with the Philadilphia Injury
Prevention Program, and the information discussed at the

Roundtable conference in September.

1 2 3
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In doing this I want to imke three points for you. First,

I want to highlight our observation in Philadelphia that not only

are Afrioan-American boys at high risk of injury and death from

violence, but that African-American girls "trees well, end that

this risk appears to be increasing. Second, that for both boys

and girls, our research shows that early adolescence is a period

when true primary prevention needs to occur. Finally, I want to

transmit to you the.sense of the participants at the Roundtable

of the prevalence of violence in the lives of all U.S. children,

not only poor children, and to suggest that while this baseline

level of violence may be more disturbing to those children who

live under the social stresses that come from poverty, that

violence is important for all our children and youth.

Regarding my first point, that girls need to be the focus of

attention as well as boys: When I began tO practice with

teenagers in 1985, : was well aware of the high incidence of

violence-related injury that was perpetrated by and on young men.

A large number of my patients wore injured during the first year

in which I worked as their physician, and a large number admitted

to me that they had at times been the perpetrators of injury to

other youths. My observation was that this behavior wes quite

rare among young women, though, I may have been expecting more

violence among tha boys and so that is what I noted.

In 1987 when I began working with adolescent mothers, r was

quickly made aware that they were often the victims of assault.

Ons of our mothers vas shot in the face a half block from her

home while pregnant with her second child. In addition, their

1 29
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partners were often involved with violence. Pive of the first

hUndred teenage mothers with whom I worked had partners who were

murdered during the pregnancy. One in ten of the fathers were in

prison at the time of tho delivery, usually for drug-related

and/or violence-related offenses.

Throughout the last five years of the practice with teen

mothers, we have collected information on the mothers regarding

mental health, specifically depression. one of my colleagues has

long had an interest in teenage !mothers and depression, believing

that it was an unmet mental health ritk in these women. Over
time we have followed the rates and levels of depression using

standardized questionnaires. In the last two years we have

observed a gradual reduction in the number of teens who score as

depressed at all. Concurrently, we have found a growing number

cf these young women are becoming more Involved witn violent

behaviors. The degree of fighting and serious injury is

remarkable. Five years ago it was rere for us to have a teenage

mother who was incarcerated for any cribs- Nou it is not

uncommon to find the babies of our adolescent mothers in foster

care bocause the mothers have been arrested for assault.

/ see a similar phenomenon in the general adolescent

practice at the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia, where more

and more teenage women report suspension from school and even

arrest due to fighting and aggressive behaviors.

I postulate that as our society portrays women role models

more like men, that is more violent -- particularly on television

and in the movies -- that we are making the expression of
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actIMsSive impulses sore accepteble for mean. The teenage

mothers who used to become depressed months after their delivery

may now be aanifesting their anger and helplessness with

aggression and violence.

Zet me reiterate, though, this is only my clinical

impression, not the result of rigorous and controlled research.

As pert of the Philadelphia
Injury Prevention Prograa, we

have oollected data for four years on every emergency room visit

for an injury for a population of 68,103 people of all ages

living in 17 census tracts in western Philadelphia. About 10,000

of these people aro between the ages of 10 and 19 years. When I

look at the proportion of
injuries coming for emergency room care

that is due to violence, I find that it increases with increasing

age throughout adolescence and into young adulthood (see Figure

1). What is remarkable, is that this proportion is identical at

every age for young men and young women. What is, the relative

chance that an injury to a young man will be due to violence is

the same as that for a young woman.

According to the U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of

Justice Statistics, arrests of young women have been increasing

for some time. The nueber of admissions to local jails for

female juveniles increased 39% between June 30, 1914 and June 30,

1927 (from 15,963 to 22,247) while the nueber for sales declined

by 64 (from 79,617 to 74,970). Certainly, young yen are still

more likely to be arrested, but it is notable that rates of

violent behaviors for women are increasing.

1
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At the Roundtable conference in September that I mentioned,

Dr. MUrray Straus of the University of New Raapehire shared

information from surveys of adult* who report having witnessed

violence between their parents. While few adults reported

violence in Which their sothers assaulted their fathers, in those

oases where these instances Were recalled, outcomes for the

survey respondents with regard to their own violent behaviors

were remarkably bad. More arrests, more violence against their

children, and more drug use. If sore women are booming violent
in our society, we must worry about the imPacts of this violence

long-term on our children and youth.

Regarding my second point, that early prevention is needed:

It will not be surprising to you perhaps that violence in both

aenders increases throughout adolescence. It is well-known that

older adolescents, death rates from violence are far higher than
rates for younger teens. When we examine our emergency room

data, we find that for girls, rates of viclence-ralated injury

begin to increase at about age 14. 4t about age 17 the rate of

increase accelerates to the rate that we see throughout young

adulthood. For boys, rates begin to increase at age lf years and

climb steadily from there. Figure 2 shows the general

distribution of injuries to boys aged 10-14 and those aged 15-19
years. Wbat is remarkable is the greet jump in the number of

violence-related events.

Certainly, there is a baseline level of violent injury which

we see throughout childhood. It is the adolescent increase in

this pattern of injury that is disturbing. This increase may be

132
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due to any of a host of factors: hormonal changes with puberty;

changes in patterns of thinking with cognitive development;

changes in the school
environment that mean that there are fewer

younger children present who may have a stabilizing influence on

older children's behavior:
the stimulus for aggression that cones

with the advent of sexuality and dating; independence issues and

the need to establish and protect one's own identity; depression,

which is so common among teens; changes in body size which may

empower teens or pereit predatory behaviors; the issues around

*rites of passage* which may make violent behaviors a necessary

part of social development; and the ladk of education about

alternatives to violence which may be an exacerbating factor when

added to all of the above changes in puberty. Given the age at

which we begin to see an increase in violence-relsted injuries,

age 14 in girls and 15 in boys, prevention needs to occur early

in adolescence and needs to be sensitive to the many possible

predisposing issues which occur et that tme cf

Let me now make my last point, that the prevalence of our

children's exposure to violence is incredible and often ignored.

Since beginning practice as a pediatrician, I have been amazed at

the number of children vino
perceive themselves to be in danger of

an injury due to violence. Children who have bad dreams or who

show iggressive behavior or who have other symptoms which

ultimately are found to have been caused by exposure to violence.

am reminded of a young man with whom I worked a number of years

ago whose school performance dropped off precipitously and his

attendance then begets to lag. His mother brought him to my

1 3
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office concerned that he was depressed. We talked at length and

tried to identify the timing of when his work began to fall off.

Both the boy and his mother could identify that it seemed to

relate to the Christmas Awason, and after a series of sessions,

it come out that he had seen one of his classmates mugged and was

himself threatened with physical harm if he told anyone. This is

not a new story, but quite illustrative of the kind of damage

living with violence can cause.

When we ask our teen mothers why they do no: attend school,

we find, as have other researchers, that a frequent reason is a

sense of not being safe either in school or on the way to school.

k group of pediatricians in Boston looked into why children

didn't attend school and found that fear was a significant

reason.

Our injury data show that these fears are not necessarily

misplaced. One in 17 young nen will visit an emergency rooa in

our western Philadelphia neighborhoods each year due tc, a

Violenoe-related injury. Dr. Bernard Guyer and his colleagues in

Massachusetts found in 1979-1982 that one in 42 young men 15-19

years of age from 14 commUnities across the state visited an

emergency room because of a violent injury.

kt the Roundtable in Septesber, speakers from across the

U.S. discussed tho prevalence of violence in our nation. Not

only do children see violence at home between family members at

alarming rates, but more often they witness violence on

television, violence in the media more generally, and violence on

our streets. Perhaps one of the best recent examples can be

134
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drawn from the pediatricians and parenti across the country who

had to deal with children
who were terrified by the news of war

in the Persian Oulf. At the Roundtable, we hoard reports *tout

the kinds of trauma experienced by children both whose family

ambers served in the Calf conflict and those whose imagination

allowed then to become terrified that they would be attacked like

the children of Iraq, Inwait, or Tel Aviv.

It was the general oonsansus of the Roundtenle participants

that we can no longer think shout violonoe and violent behaviors

as abnormal in this nation, given the frequency with which

children are exposed to or act out thoee behaviors. Rather, a

message of the conference for pediatric providers was that we

need to begin to find ways to help children cope with what has

become an everyday reality -- violence in our society.

I believe that this exposure and its constant ispinging on

cur young people any, at least partially, be responsible for some

of the changes that I noted earlier not only in increased rates

of youth violenoe overall, but
;erticularly in rates of violence

by young women.

My message to you today is thus, not that we need to address

the incredibly high rates of violence and injury which affect our

African-American and poor children and youth (although certainly

we need to address these issues), but rather that we need to

address violence in a fundamental and comprehensive Inky. My

experience as a pediatrician bas made it clear that children

aren't born violent. Children don't particularly like being

violent. Children don't like living with violence. Children act

1 3 5
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and are acted upon by our society in ways which load to than

getting hurt or hurting others. We need to focus attention on

saving the indigent urben youths who see their lives as wasted

and therefore believe their only elternative is to be violent or
to be violated. In addition, though, we need to address the

prevalence of violent behaviors and role models in our society as
a whole, to find new non-violent models

for our children, and to

develop new strategies to help our children cope with the

violence around thee. This will only coma with strong adults who

can show our youth how to be strong but not violent. As one of

ay colleagues says, "Kids need to talk to adults." This say be

sisple, but needs to occur in schools, recreation programs,

television, and probably as early as Read Start and day care

programs. We need to teach adults how to recognize the models

they create for young people and to sake those models non-violent

ones.

Thank ya,:.

1 3 ()
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TRITIUM MORS 7112 U.S. MATS COMMISSION ON
009=11031, APPAIIS

MANCH 31, 1532

Oeil Sreabay, IN, NPR
Director Sawaii Family Stress Center

YOUTH VIOLSSICI PRIVINTION

Senator John Glenn, Ambers of the U.S. Senate Commission on

Government Affairs, I ea Dail Sreakey, Director of the Hawaii

ramily Stress Center. I as testifying on the efficacy of

preventing child abuse as a strategy for prevention of youth

violence.

Lisbeth Schorr, in "Within Our Reach', speaks uthorititively and

eloquently to the issues Of *rotten outcome of childhood, of

which youth violence is the most dramatic, owstly and of immense

concern to the greater community. She paints the picture of

abusive, neglectfulehildhoodes
thapcocees,Whichtmeultsin school

dropout, delinquency, substance abuee and addiction, and teen

pregnancy. I would like to summarias some additional intonation

and data which speaks directly to the correlations between early

child abuse and neglect, and youth violence.

In Hawaii, a family court judge wrote in a 11164 report:

'Parading youngsters through our
courts beginning et age 11

end peaking at age 16 satually beers little impact on our

fight to control crime. Par too many juveniles come into

courts with autisocial traits so hardened and ingrained that

there is actually very little the court can dO except retain

oustodyuntil they wombats into the adult system.... NIUMIS

KSIDID IS A UST= myysliAnnmoul, TOWS= YOUNGSTINS HAIM

IN TRIM LIM, IMO 1I7011 THRII APPIARAICX IX COURT, ININ

TREMORS? CAN IX xxxxruL.' (Judge Herman T. Y. Ims, Hawaii

Judiciary Report, 1904)

Psychiatrist Joluoa West stated in a 19113 UPI features

Authorities estimate that of all murders, rapes, and other

crimes against persons in the United States, up to 90% aro

committed by people who were theaselvat the victims of child

abuse.... America's epidemic of violence is worse than any

developed nation in the world anli must be addressed by an all

out assault on its' root cause- child abuses (Honolulu Star

Sulletin; May, 15*3)

Psychiatrist Brandt Steel of the C. Henry reaps National Center on

Child Abuse outlined results of a 1,76 study in Denver of 100

I 3 7
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consecutive first time offenders. Of the 100 youth, $6 had beenabused before age two, and most had been abused with a few yearsprior to arrest.

A study of the Western
Psychological Association, (2978), revealedthat 1008 of inmates incarcerated

tor violent crime at San Quintonwere severely abused aS Children.

A news series in Hawaii (1976) reported on a study conducted on agroup of felons in the Hawaii corrections
system. Intitled "MakingOf A Criminal, Hawaii Style", it noted that "these people comefrom homes where as children

they experienced violence, loss ofparents, abuse, neglect

mould like to trace what appears to be the actual process which
originates in *hose/neglect, and in many cases results in actingout, violent behavior in persons as they grow up.

O Rost severe abuse and deaths occur among children under age
five; nationwide the median age of death is 2.6 years.

O Abuse and neglect very often begin early, in the first year oflife.

O Leading current research on early child development shows that
the foundations of personality - the way a child relates to
himself and others is established in the first two years of
life. Key emotional and social developmental stages occur inthe first weeks and months of life through interaction with
the prisary caregiver called bonding and attachment, laying
the foundations for future relationships. These are years ofrnpid and critical growth, so that abuse and also serious
emotional neglect in this time period.is devastating tor the
developing psyche, causing dasage which is very difficult toreverse.

Ernest Menke, former Director of the National Council on
Delinquency Research Center noted in the 70,s:

" Thousands of children reach elementary school after
much emotional damage has been done to them by hostile
and indifferent hoses

The composite picture, as seen by educators and human serviceproviders is as follows. These children are so fearful and
disorganised because of their home situation that they usually havelittle or no attention span. They also tend to have poor language
and cognitive skills, low self esteem and poor social skills.
Abused children are often either very aggressive towards otherchildren, or quite withdrawn showing little interest in theirenvironment.

These children are identified and labelled as trotibled or troUblemakers from the start and usually do predictably poorly in school.

13
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As they grow older, the gap widens between them and successful
students, in both behavior and achievement. They are likely to
skip school, may start getting into minor trouble with the law,

are much more vulnerable to dtug shame, and may drop out of school
before graduating, or graduate without basio skills. On the

street, they form alienated sub-cultures and the rest is everyday

history for pOlice and juvenile courts.

The Healthy Start Program was actually commissioned by the Chairman

of liaWaiife Senate Ways and Moans Committee, Senator Mamoru

Yamasaki, as effort to prevent delinquency by averting early

child abuse and neglect Among at risk families. He also saw the

link between early abuse and neglect and other social ills such as

school dropout, mental health problems, substance abuse, etc. Ho

has actively promoted the expansion of the program to become
statewide, as an investment in reduction of future costs of social

probless.

The demonstration program saw 241 families over a three year

period. There was no abuse and only four cases of mild neglect

among these families, for a 100% non-abuse and 98% noe neglect

rate. There was also no abuse for 99.7% Of fasilios identified as

not at risk. Based on these outcoses, oux state legislature

supported expansion of this program to current levels at which 12

program sites reach 50% Of at risk newborns in the state. Services

are provided un:er purchase of service agreements with seven

private agencies through the state department of health. Data

obtained in 1990 for 1204 families enrolled in the expanding

prograa from 1987-89 showed that replication worked - there, was no

abuse for 99.7% Of families
(four cases) and no neglect for 99.5%

(Six cases). Preliminary
information On children graduating at age

five from the demonstration program
showed that these children had

received wIc services, were iamunized, and two-thirds of them had

been enrolled in Head start by the program. Family functioning had

improved considerably tor most of these families on several

indices.

I will summarize services and key issues for
this program. A more

in depth article is attached to my testimony. Hospital based

assessment is conducted in all the hospitals of the state which

provide obstetrical services.
This screening processed is aimed IA

identifying all at risk families of newborns while in the hospital

and linking them with the home visiting program
located in their

neighborhood.
Between 85-95% of faailies

needing services a4cept,

a high rate considering that services are voluntary.

Services are provided by
paraprofessional home visitors, under the

supervision end case management of an ekperienced professional,

usually an MSS or public health nurse.
Paraprofessionals are

selected for nurturing, non-judgmental and "natural helper"

qualities. Home visitors work to establish a trusting relation-

ship which is important as at risk families are alienated and

mistrustful of other people and services. This relationship

enables the direct services of the worker as well as important

--ffaiiiirititi;iidi; Which will be called 'safe Start".

1 3
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Healthy Growth for Hawaii's "Healthy
Start": Toward a Systematic Statewide
Vproach to the Prevention of Child

Abuse and Neglect

iy
Ceil Rmake y. u.N.. ad &by Pratt, MEI.

Hatssii Family Strew Cm In
Hantife. flanni

In July, 1955, a demonstration child abuse end neglect
Prevention Proistol Wily+ In Leeward, Oahu, a multi-
ethnic, mixed urban and rural, fairly dep d
community, with more than ite share of problems
substendud housing, underemployed adults, substance
abuse, mental illness, and child abuse and neglect. Three
years later, an evaluation of the geogram revealed that
not a single case of abuse among the project's 241 high
risk families had been reported since the demonstration
began. There was also evidence of reduced family stress
and improved functioning among the families served.

By July, 1990, Healthy StartlFarnily Support services
were expanded to 11 sites through appropriations of
almost $4 million by the state legislature and reached
approximately 52percent of at risk families of newborn.

throughout Hawaii.
The success of the 1955-1966 demonstration project

writ, of course, gratifying. But what may be even more
&citable is the institutionalization of the Healthy

t t program within the Maternal and Child Health
Branch of Hawaii's Department of Health, and the state
legislatures willingness to support the expansion of a
program without sacrificing quality. for as Lisbeth
Schorr (19571 reminds us

The temptation to water down a proven
model trt order to distribute services more
widely is ever present. Agonizingly familiar is
the story of a successful program which ts
continued or replicated in a form so diluted that
the original concept is destroyed. ... Especially
when funds are scarce, there are powerful
pressures to dissect a successful program and
select someone part to be continued in Isolation,
losing sight of the fact that it was the auto of
the parts that accounted For the demonstrated
success (p. 275-70.

In this article, we hope to describe the critical elements
of the Healthy Start program and also to examine the

:rocesses of collaboration and aovoncy that have made

ligh quality expansion possible.

The Healthy Start model
The Healthy Start approach is designed to improve

y coping skills and functioning, promote positive
ing skills and parent-child interaction, promote

tunsi child development, and, as a result, prevent child
bust and neglect. Nine complementary features make
.p the Healthy Start approach

1. Systematic hospital-bseed *creasing to Identify 90
percent of high tisk famIlies si 111691111 hos a
specific goescaphk area

Paraprofessional "early identification" workers
review hospital admissions data for childbirths to
detenstine which families lint in the target area and
are therefore ell/1k for services. Using a list of this
indcetars developed by the Hawaii Family StresaCenter
(see figure 1), the euly klentification waken analyse
the records of eligible mothers. If a screened record
is positive, the mother Is interviewed by a worker who
has been intensively trained in basic Interview
techniques end In use of the Fax* Sire*. Checklist
devektped by the E. Henry Kemp. Center and validated
by Mutphy and Orkow In 063 (Kempe, 1976; Orkow,
IL, Murphy, S. and Nicola, Ity MS). families deter-

mined to be at risk are encouraged to accept home
visiting services; these are described to the families as
home visiting, supportive services to assist with
problems discussed during the interview and to share

information about the baby's tare and development.
During the three-pear demonstration period, 95 perms
of families accepted the offer of services.

Ebdure I-
L* Indicators Used in Early Identification

1. Marital statussingle. separated, divorced

2. Partner unemployed
3. Inadequate income (per patient) or no infor-

mation regarding source of income

Unstable housing

5. No phone
6. Education under 12 years
T. Inadequate emergency contacts (e.g., no

Immediate family contacts)
6. History of substance abuse
9. Lete (after 12 Weeks) or no prenatal CAR

10. Rotary of abortions
11. Historiof psychiatric care
12. Abortion unsuccessfully sought or attempted

13. Relinquishment for adoption sought or
attempted
14. Marital or family problems
ts. History of or current depression

Systematic identification of at risk families is key to

the prevention of child abuse and neglect. The initial
Healthy Start demonstration project set up the
procedure; for sueening and risk assessment described

above at four major medical centers that served the
target population. A quality control review conducted

in the third year of the project revealed that it was
successfully reaching about 75% of the geographically
eligible population as defined by hospital birth records,

verified by the Department of Health. Procedures were

Aral 1091 Zero is Tisn.
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Figure 2

FEEDING ME. .

: .

When lumpy, rm really
please don't let me maul I

met ynderstand and I'll get upset and

WhciiYou feeinse, You'll want to be
comfortable. I aced this too. Sit in a
relaxed position, toiM your arm sup-
porting me. Please look directly at my
face so I can see you

Genily brush my cheek and I will turn
in that direction for the nipple.

Instituted at Kapiolani Medical Center, the Regional
Perinatal Center where 50percent of all births in Hawaii
occur, to correct factors, such as inaccurate reporting
of addresses and lapses over long holiday weekends,
that led to missed cases. This process has resulted in
100 percent coverage of eligible families at this medical
center. Work continues with other hospitah to establish
flinger procedures. The systematic identification
process holds peat promise for targeting prevention
meanie to specific geographic areas, such al districts,
counties, or states, in a erternatic, comprehensive
manner.

2. Community-based home visiting family support
serrkee, as part of the maternal a:tidal health opium

Once a family has moped the offer of *nice, a
paraprofessional family support worker contacts the
mother in the hospital to establish rapport and schedule
a home visit. Initial visits are meetly deveted to bulldins
must, assessing family needs, and providing help with
Immediate need. such as obtainine emanate!' food
supplies, completing applications for public houeine, or
molten crises In family relationships. Workers focus
primarily on providing emotional support to parents
and modeling effective skills in coping with everyday
problems. Their "parent the parent" strategy allows
Initial dependence before encouraging Independence.
"Do foe, do with, cheer on" sums up the workers'
hilosophy.

Workers also model parent-child interaction. They
complete the Nursing Care A ent (NCAST)
HOME Feeding and Teething Scales (Barnard, 1053)

Zero is num awe
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when the infant I. four months old to identify problem
areas, and again at twelvemonths to determine mogress
and modify intervention strategies. Workers use the
Hawaii Family Stress Center's own parent-child
interaction materials (tee Figure 2) as well as Mary
Alger's Meiker.Rsly thylest (106) and activities from
Setnt Punster's Hanel Eatly Luning Prek manual
(ISM).

3. Individual:big the intensity of service bend on the
family's neei sad level of flak

A system of "client levels" and "weighted cueloads"
Is denoted to ensure quality !service for families and
prevent buntout =one staff. All families enter the
program at 'Level r and receive weekly home visits.
The dedsion to change a (*may's level is based on
criteria such as frequency of family aisle, gustily of
parent-child interaction, and the family' ability to use
ether community resources. As families become more
stable, responsive to children's needs, and autonomous,
the frequency of home visits dieninishas. A family's
promotion to Level IV means quarterly visit statue, and
quarteriy visits continue until the target child is five
years old. Thus serrice intensity I constantly atlituted
to the needs of the family, assuring that families who
are doing well move along, and those needing more

strlmrt me not promote:I arbitrarily.
The system of client levels assists in caseload

management. lit the first year of a program, all /milker
would be Level k the unload for esch worker would
be no more than 15 families In the second year, some
families would have propelled to Levels II and ilL the

a
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average caseload would be 20 families. By the third year
of program, the average eseeload would be about 25

Liokage to a 'Medical home"
As its MrIt suggests, the Healthy Start program

emphasizes preventive health cars as an important
aspect of promoting positive child development. tads
family is assisted in selecting a primary care provider.
which might be a mdiattician, family physician. or public
health nu:piny:410c. Project staff use a specialcomputer
system to track both due dates for well care visits, labia
the child's age and the schedule of visite recommended
by the American Academy of Pedistriu,md foe NCAST
visits. Each worker receives a monthly printoutof the
children in her families who are due for visits, arid
follows up to make sure that the visit is scheduled and
the family has transportetion. Family support workers
routinely conduct RPDQ's and make nferrals for
follow-up Denver Developmental Screening Teats as
indicated. The program's office manager or the family
support worker contacts the pedlatricians' offices as
necessary to obtain results of developmental screening.
Cue conferences involving the physician, worker, and
staff of any other agencies involved with the family
have been held as necessary to review cases of
significant biological or environmental risk and to
coordinate preventive interventions.

Approximetely a year after the Leeward Healthy Start
prt ct began. a Federal Maternal and Child Health

sr NS (Special Projects of Regional and National
icance) grant funded "piggyback" efforts to

rniunce pediatricians' involvement with project
'males. The SPRANS effort wu designed to increase
ledtatriclans' awareness of the "new morbidity" and
he needs of at-risk children. At the same time, the
,roject educated families about the need for well care.
n addition to episodic sick care, and helped them to
se physicians' services more effectively.

The Medical Home Project now operates under the
uspicee of the Hawaii Medical Association. The effort
As gained national recognition and second grant, to
orther develop the concept of the medical home and
3 provide technical assistance in initiating similar
rojects throughout the United States.

Coordination of a range of hea/th end social services
sr at risk families
Coordination of services is a major feature of the

;ealthy Start program. Because high risk families
merally lack trust tn people and services and thus do
,t reach out for help, those families who need service
.ost are the least likely to seek them. As it ruches
:t to and builds trust with high tisk families, Healthy
Art is in a position to coordinate a wide range of

rvices to families. The Healthy Start Model (f igure
rates its approach to connecting families to the

r most commonly available in communities

Continuous follow-up with the family until the
ld reaches age five

Ihs HoIfly skit tAodo

Fiore 3
ore

Act earlier service program stopped following familles

once they were, no longer conaidered "high risk." In
a number of these families, rases of child abuse and
neglect were reported later. Family situations can
deteriorate, and the birth of subsequent children can
add to family stress. Learning from our earlier
experience, we designed the Healthy Start program to
maintain followup until the target child reaches age
five and enters sehool. At that point, the educational
system provides at least some link between the family

and the larger community.

7. A structuted training program In the dynamics of
Anse mod neglect euly idesstifiration of families at
risks and home visiting

A standardized training proeram has allowed Healthy
Start to share experience with new learns and establish
uniform standards of service delivery so the program
expands. All training is coordinated through the
Healthy Start Training and Technical Assistance
(HSTA) Team.

Training is provided IA three phases. In Phase 1, all
new teams participate in a fivc-week orientation, which
includes a core curriculum developed colleboratively by
educators, human service providers, medical profession-
als, home visitors, and social service administrators.
During the orientation, manners and superrisoli,Urly
identification workers, and home visitors receive
training specific to their jobs. Trainees "shadow"

Apra 1.11 Zeta tarhut
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experienced worken and molt commussity mouton.
The training far sun liontifkation molten typicelly
takes three days of epenalnd instruction plus several
weeks of timely supersised work.

Four to six onsedu after Phase 1 training. en staff
attend a fins-slay avenged training session. Ms These
II training reinforces key amens and introduces
additional concepts that workers muld have tom
unlikely to Asada during the onentation.

Afttr. a team's first year of opention, it begins to
participate in Phase ILL or innevict training. Each team
mains four half-days of insarvice training par yeas
at its own slte, choosing topics from a menu of offerings
distributed annually. This mechanism has been
Itesilettleeff useful foe Prognams kt remote anas of the
state.

A fourth phase of franks. ^Health Start Supervuor
Training," I. being implemented this year, following
the HSTA Training Team's partidpation in Nara
1900-91 Training of Trainers Intensive Summer
Seminar and follow-up program. This training forum
on the supervisorfhorne visitor relationship in its
broadest sense.

Training for all phases is provided by the HSTA Team
and by community consultants who have been identified
as both experts in their field and very good presenters.
We have found that including consultants has increased
awareness of Healthy Start mama other community
agencies and the University, helping to enhance Oyttall
service coordination. The HSTA Tmm alto provides
regular technical assistance through visits to all Healthy
Start sites, thug assuring standardized practice and clear
communkstion among all teams statewide.

The Healthy Start Network, comprind of managers
and supervisors from each team, meets eadt quarter
for planning and program development. This mecha-
nism has resulted in iciest network with a shared
mission, rather than seven agencies working in
isolation.

I. Collaborstion with the Hawaii Coordinatilt
Council fer Part H el Wear (now P.I... 101474)
to serve environmentally *risk children

The State of Hawaii has included children at
environmental risk in Its definitions of eligibilty for
services under Part H of P.I.. 0164$7 (now the IDEA.
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, P.L. lin-
en). Healthy Start staff testified before the legislature
as to the need for including ewironmentally at risk
infanta and toddlers and tot funding care coordinators
and a tracking system.

Currently, Healthy Start refers children with
identified duvelopmental delays to the local Zero to
Three Project (Part H) care coordinator, who arranges
with child development centers for early intervention.
Healthy Start and Part H staff are working collator-
tively to develop a format for the Individualind Fasaliy
emus Plan.
The Zero to Three protect has funded a child

development spemalist for the Laeward project, who

Us to 'Myr Avi! if,:

1.44

will week With Amass moding modal mositoring.
Legislation is Ming prepooed to add child development
spentslists Mother Healthy Start stalls aa

O. SUE selenium sad reassition
Teams owlet 41 5-6 panprofasslanal and supervi-

sory Miff, hood em itn agreed upon ratio. This ratio
is In for rupervioors and 313 lef mansgar. mho carrying
administrative rosponstios.

For managers, we kook for meters level pradmionals
who have beds clinical experience with dysfunctional
foam sal soperefaory experience, preferably with
paraprofmload staff. Wants the sight rtall for each
role la critical to bods promos. effectiveness and staff
retortion.

We find that home *skins and early identification
offer different jolt @addictions, and applicants an
usually tell which porition would be mon suited to
them ETD workers like the sense of a task completed.
while home visitors gain satinactIon from ongoing
points. in our interviews, we often use a sowing
example: Some people like to oit down and finish a
project, and hate to have it so ova into another day.
Others Else to make quilts. long-term, slow project.
Home natters are the quilt makets.

We iook for Mailer penortal qualities in both kome
vtaitors snd EID workersempathy, compassion, inner
strength, high self-esteem, nonhadgmental attitudes,
and status in their neighbodtood or family as a natural
helper. We have found that people who have expe-
rienced abuse ihemmtves burn out mon quickly than
those who have had more nurturing childhoods: we
ask prospective Werkers the same questions about their
childhood experiences that new parents are asked
during the VD interview.

Hanna hired good staff, WO work to keep them. Staff
members have identified amoral aspects of the program
that are meaningful *cantina to stay:

Flexible hours (within reason), including time for
family obligate:au like school conferences;

An atInColdmre of inns and ening through all levels
of management;

Tuition reimbursement for rolevant continuing
ethzestion:

Emplimis oft the significance of the project and the
staff's contribution (including prompt feedback about
all evaluation outcomes, listkies these to outstanding
staff perineum*);

A swan of salary *creme that gives paraprofes-
sional etaffinportunity for lievanatment regular raises
an linked to demonstrated competence, experience.
education and Winship quads..

Evaluation of Heataby Non
We have a word of advice for anyone who hopes

eventually to expand a model program: Invest in
evanation. Although the temptatur. to skimp on
process and outcome evaluation in order to provide
mon direct services is ever-present, our advocacy
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efforts would have been useless without impeccable
evaluation data. Our evaluation provided the founds-
eon for our edvocecy. A good program, a strong
evaluation, and collaborattve advocacy were all;Keenest

expansion toward a stetewide system.
The Healthy Start demonstration project provided

family support services to 241 high risk families. Of

these, 176 had received services for at least one year
at the thee of outcoute aseessment at the end of the
three-year demonstration. The outcome data reflected
dramatic suttees in reaching our goal of Identifying
families at risk for abuse and neglect, and in preventing
abuse and neglect in thoae families. A study of Child
Protective Services (CPS) reports of eonfinned abuse

and neglect reports revealed:
No cases oF abuse of target children among project

f arnllles;
Only four cases of neglect (involving two percent

of families) during the three year project, all reported
by project staff to CPS;

No abuse (or 99.3% of all families Identified by the
initial hospital screening as not at risk.

Project staff identified a total of five infants as falling

within the "imminent harm" category during hospital

intake or later during service. Following Family Court

Act provisions, sniff referred the families to Child
Protective Services; all families were followed by the

Koject.
M.hough clinical outcomes were not assessed with

s dently stringent procedures to serve as indices of

the projects effectiveness, there are indications of
positive outcomes. Early Identification Workers who

conducted Initial risk assessmentscompleted a second

interview with families upon their graduation to Level

V. iSince these workers were not the families' home
visitors, their assessments are lesslikely to be influenced

by a close relat.onship.) Once "non-changeable" risk

factors, such as parenta' experiences of abuse in
childhood or a history of CPS involvement, were
eliminated from the analysis of pre and post scores,
35 percent of the CZ theme who were promoted to
Level IV in the three years of the program showed

reduction of 40 1 oo percent In their risk scores.
The hoagies who were promoted to Level IV also
showed improvement on the NCAF and HOME scales,
thus confirming the home visitors' judgments of their

improved functioning.
In LOD Craig Ramey and Donna Bryant of the Frank

Porter Graham child Development Center conducted

an on-site evaluation of the overall program, contextual
:eatures, and process variables. They gave the project

-.igh marks in administrative (weed:0ton, training and
ranagement of direct service staff, and quantity and

:uslitv of service delivety. They found "more esprit

t s among this group of home visitors than among
have eve: encountered, (with) no turnover (p.

ttl." Ramey and Bryant described Healthy Start as a

nod example of cost-efficient public-private partner.

ship, developed and adminietered by the ;Wyatt sector
under purdwee of service agreement, with the State
Maternal and Chad Health Dranch.

Meehan just bee* analysed for 1,204 at.tisk !males
enrolled in expended services nate-wide during FY

1011749. There was only one ease of abuts. I. 99.919%
non-abuse rate), and slx cases of neglect (a 199.95 AM-
neglect rate). In additIon, there was no abuse or neglect

among fourteen shug-expoled Infante and six ewes
Wentifieel as latzeirtent harm' uumuus which were
reported by the programs to protective servicee.These
results arrest:eon* midting, es they peevethe viability

of effective replication of this program.

Stateside expansion
Expansion of Healthy Start toward a statewide

system might best be described as an achievement of
'collaborative advocacy." Our efforts go back to 1976
and our excitement about results from our first early
identification and home visiting program. We darted

a Statewide C011ACil onChild Abuse and Neglect, with
representation from committees from five neighbor
islends. Federal and state funds supported prevention

project on each island, but whenthe federal grant ended

in 1910, staffing wats cut by half.
We realised that we needed another demonstration

project. ill 1904, during the Hawaii Family Stress
Center's !Menai lobbying for preventionbefore the state

legislature, we met with Senator Yarns:said, Chairman

of the Ways and Means Committee ofthe Newell State

Senate. He saw merit in the ides of demonstration

program with comprehensive coverage of one geogra-

phic area, a focus on child development and linkage

to a medical home, and follow-up to age five. He
supported funding for Healthy Start at $100,000. year,

with the Intent to expand statewide U the model were

successful.
Armed with dam showing no abuse among project

children during the first lg months of Healthy Start.
we went back to the legislature for support for an
incremental approach to statewide expendors. Through

quarterly statewide meetings, we had maintained e
relationship with the five neighbor island Family
Support Programs. They and the two other agencies

on Oahu with home visiting experience joined us to

develop a statewide plan. Expansion of the Healthy Start

model crested no turf tissues for the five Family Support

Programs, since eadt served distinct Island commun-
ity. On Oahu, home to 00 percent of Hawaii's
population, there were turf issue, to be resolved. The

Hawaii Family Strew Center and the other home
visiting agencies Abodes.'the areas of Oahu that each

was interested in serving. W. also recognised that long-
estsblished program; did not have to adopt every detail

of the Healthy Start model, as kmg as each program
included auntiel features--i.e., intake atbirth, creative

and sustained outreach, and follow-up to age five.

The Stress Center developed projections a.nd a budget

for the expansion proposal, with agreement from the
other agencies. We also developed rood 'visuals" for

Apra lett Lett le These
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Par preoentation to the logleistore, both as or*.
contpari0j the colts of courts aad correttioas,
protective services and prevention ante. statewide.
It I. essential so hue both impact data and due oa
the coots of not providing preveation pertice..

Firm a
Prepasol Standar& far Hubby Seartifeally
Smut harems

Meeks prenatally et at birth (3-3 numbs
meximusa age elitism at IMAM

intake ham defined brut area (84, ensue
teed oar

Home visitor Nevin flu aiM flate from clamed
target area whose families are assessed es high
risk by early kiondfication wean*, umil maxi-
mum mideed capacity I. readied

/ntensity ef service based on anis of hay
Lonotent home visitor service foe all Itielt ft&

families (34 years)

Creative outreach approach fee a Mahatma of
3 months a build client moat In secesing services

gaperriney ratio of OM profeesional to five
parepeofeadenete

WSW worbar cenioaris (ls familia in enject
year onto average of 83 fades in year hem
avengeof2Sfandiesinyaerthree)

Foe Oda legislative eternal, we worked with the
Health Comeenee Chairmen of both the How and
Senate Ube* upaiwien el Healthy Start We tweeted
our educational efforts first toward the chairs of the
Health. Maack and Humes Services eounitteee, and
thea to cummittee members. Our effort. to *Paste
legislators about the preventioa of chili abuse ha
boon in 1117* men tea nue later, oar won wenn,
to beght to take M14. Thant wen overnight chumps
ia gomatittse reports and behiad-thmecenn maiwuvers
by at leut one opponent ef the props*. The Mastics
required eyelid wudiag. ornate lobbviat ani no end
of patience. Sy the end of the lesbians meow. three
new propos* were &MM.

Our motor eaperwien effort came in Int after the
data from the three-year deetoastration prc4at wu
available. We met with the whole Network sad
dieruesed how to prepare target group protections and
budeets. Then each agency prepared its own yrogram
plans and budgets within the Network'. speed-upon
guideline (we figure 4). Etch gem" In the Network
sho participated In the lobbying/anon Trees and
in mooing peseram development. Our plan owleioned
stematic screening and home visitor cspacity

sufficient to save all st risk f miles identified in each
geosraphic area of the state.

At this point. we seeded more funding hut chd not

bee se now Apra WI
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more slew amitorteing I.Ø4aIlon. anal'aire ke theHealthy Start model Inaused among legislatars, with
few svegeseisee kir Slatien. in our pressatatiene to
isgislatene we wy t mkt a few polio very deerlic

Healthy Start Is derigned to NM Illadt vogrighic
area compreheasively.

Gar mothi. ta Its entirety, I. what produces the
omentee WI Nt.

Aaything lase will aot get the remits.

VIPs, h.
Mileseues la Oka Devdepaew of Heskby Mort
len Small sawing program; home

villitog tema id three weans
Ire Established Sten Council oa Child

Ore and Neglett
1,77-1140 letabltdrad five additional /away

supped stoma
1012 Renewed legislative advocacy
1934. Hgehr Seen ismatenatien project
1141 Eimesseleu of Healthy Start to four

Widow) dem Healthy Stan placed
yeah, MatenulChild Health Nand.

.1969 Expenien to total 11 sites

Data prclectioas and budget preperation ere constant
dullness. It it Isametaat to develop reelection, for
each geographic atem amens ether *Inv, tie Peen
Mows es so slaw every esseelesiskture what is needed
to urn hie teastiturmy. We have leveleped a complex
fenatd. that takes MI6 mune the lamest* number
if birth.. preWeeed growth let the Mutt rese. the menet
oi fsrth.e that protegee cm be expected to screen. and
the awalser of families salibely to accept union To
pegged pregnas's caselatelover Ave yeare.we corader
the rarsabw ef swami muscled emat Ilse preempt
.c.ip.c.hse.ffs.Sta. :mid ever from the

previous pus, &ad uteri/end entities. Then wIl
slurps ie surprises. For exampit. tire Meek, shortage
hos indeed in melee shifts fa the popalsiions of isw-
lanes heat .
A sestrolit program Sonivars and OMAN

The sitnadest 01 fieeldiy Sten I unenal The
impetus for Ile asteldithment gum from the private
wow, II* it is nave imMetirraelbe4 within the mblic
saner. A statewide peepsse am have a plue within
the estabitahed eteacture et stets writes la seder to
survive usd thrive. Oar swam was placed in the
mantel hedth system hum Ul2.1N4. The mange-
mast did not work wel is oar ease, altheesh it could
conceivably week elsewhere. The Maternal Chili
Health Breach Will), la contrast, has been a
tremeadout support to the development of Healthy
Stan as a statewide promo. MCHS hae provided a

1
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focus for coordination of all agencies, efficient contract
management, monitoring. data colkction, and Advocacy
for the peogram, both within the Department of Health
and the larger community.

Al members of the Heakhy Start Netwoe It agree that
he program needs to be completely statewide within
few years. Our current itgisittive effort la focusing

upon providing existing programs with sufficient
resources to maintain intake of newboens, which
requires adding some staff each year, and to recruit
and vitAkt qualified staff. Next year or in the next bi-
ennium we will again pursue expansion, possibly
bringing one or two stew service +scoria, into our
Network.

The issue of multiple sources of funding for a
statewide program also deserves attention. It is a great
deal to uk of a state legislature to fund a program
as broadly based as Healthy Start from state revenues
alone. Such a strategy would surely result in *dilution"
eventually. Instead, we plan to use other funding
sources as appropriate and available. Foe example, case
management and potentially home visiting services are
reimbursable under Medicaid. Part H may be able to
reimburse us for development of individualized Flintily
Service Plans. We need to look also at the challenge
grants within the National Center on Child Abuse and
Neglect, which currently provides incentive matching
to states through the Children's Trust Funds.

Healthy Start offers a systematic and highly effective
aoproach to prevention of child abuse among the most

terable populationinfants and toddlen at risk. It
4 es an excellent opportunity to focus on promotion
4-- child health and development of these children.
Moreover, it coordinates a range of services to the rnost
needy families of a community.

In Within Oar Reich, Usbeth Schorr defined six
challenges to efforts designed to prevent "rotten
outcomes" of childhood. Healthy Start offers a solution
for the challenges of knowing what works, proving we
can afford it, attracting and training skilled and
committed personneL resitting the lure of dilution in
replication. "gentling the hand" of bureaucracy, arid

devising replication strategies. Schorr further chal-
nnges programs to develop methods of linking
populations at risk with needed services, clearly a major
contribution of Healthy Start. We look forward to
zollaborating with colleagues to meet remaining
challenges in accomplishing this most worthy goal, so
that all of our children may have a safe and healthy
start in life
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Calls for Papers:
The World Amalgam a Intuit Psychiatry and

Allied Disciplines (WMPAD) Is actsPtiot submissions
for its Fifth Wald Congress, **tided "A Future for
Babies: Opportunities ant Obstacles," to be held
September 10-12, 1992 1st Chicago. Unpin Submissions
are invited for symposia, workshops, clinical teach-ins,
posters, and videotaped presentation, on thee* themes:
1) psychological aspects of medical awn and technol-
ogy; 2) Infant-caregiver relatIonahips; and 3) develop-
ment and psychopathology. AU submiselests must be
received by Mind I, UN. For submission forms and
Information about the Congress, write to Charles
Zeanah, M.D. Women & Infants Hospital, 101 Dudley
Street, Providence, Ito 02903, or call Jo Sawyen tel: (312)
621-0654.

The Literature Prize Committee of the Minuet S.
Mahler Psychiatric Research Found:Hon Is now
accepting papers to be considered for the lefil annual
prize of $750, which will be awarded to the author
of an original paper which deals with clinical, theoretical
or research issues specifically related to Dr. Mahler's
concepts of separation-individuation in child develop-

ment. For more informationcontact HaroldBlum, M.D.,
Acting Chairman, Margaret S. Mahler LiteraturePrize
Committee, 23 The Hemlocks, Roelyn Ettates, NY

11576.
Infant-Toddler Intervention, a new journal for early

interventionists, invites manuscript submissions front
early interventionists in all disciplines. Articles may be
based upon enipirical or clinical data and should be
directly relevant to contemporary issues in early
intervention. Manuscripts in APA style may be
submitted in duplicate to Louis Rossetti, Ph.D.. Editor,
Int ant-Toddler Intervention, Speech and Hearing
Clinic, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh, Oshkosh, WI

54901.
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ca1LD ASOSZ, COSSEQ0101CtS ARE EMISSIVE

Child Protective Services (Rst. Average Cost/Case:
Investigatien, case Management, Poster Care,
Intervention P08)

One School dropout/year (Social costs, taxes per
Berman Report)

Youth Sunaway Shelter; Individual per year (Halo Kipa)

Hawaii Youth Facility, Individual/Year

Oahu Community Corrections Cantor, Individual/Year

Poster Care for Abused Child to Age 18

Lifetime Institutionalisetion for grain Damaged Child

Total Annual Costs of Child Protective Services
(DRS ectimate. includes related child welfare
services and PO4

Istimated Annual Costs of Property Crimes

Courts and Corrections

P. la

12.602*

4,600

36.000

40,000

30,000

123,000*

720,000

40,000,000

40,000,000**

182,441,269

One Class of School Dropouts (Social costs, lost

Taxes over a lifetime; Sermon Report) 240 Sillion+

PREVENTION IS COST IFFECTIVE

Average Annual Cost/Family for stealthy Start 2,200

(Often covers several children)

annual Projected Cost For Full State-wide Program
Tor FY 1092-93 8,068,713

Total estimated expenditure divided by nunber of annual reports

1974 figures; update not readily available
1987 data * expected cost of two Gulf wars!!
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COMMISSION ON MINORITY HEALTH
77 South High Street. Suite 715 Columbus. Ohio 15266-0577

(6111 166-1000

TESTIMONY
Untied States Senate

Committee on Governmental Affairs
Presented by State RepressMativs Ray Maier

Chairman, Ohio Commission on Minority Health
March 31, 1992

Mr. Chairman and esteemed members of the Governmental Affairs Committee,
I am saddened by the reason necessitating this occasion. Youth violence Is
consuming if coMmunitles, claiming countless Wei, wriinguishing Ms hopes
of our most valuable natural resource, the future of our young. I am State
Representative Miller, Chairman of the Ohio Commission on Minority Health.
The Commission was the first of 21 stale inilialives created in moaner, to Me

devutating premature, often preventsbie, loss of Me documented in Slack,
Hiepenio, Hallos American Indigo and Man communities. The prevention of
violent" since our inception in 1911S, hoe constituted one of six primary focus
wen.

lackanamst

Premature death or sedous iniury from assault is a significant threat foe all
Armdcan youth. The Children's Defense Fund (19111) estimates that teenagers

ars victims of violent crime at twit* the rate of Vie adult popuistion over 20.
Notokide rates among ail children and youth hays doubled for each age group
during the leat 25 years (O'Carroll and Smith, 191111), and homicide now stands

as the second 'aiding cause of death by Wiry among chikken across all
races and ages (Rodrigues, 1900).

Within this population, Afriam-Amedoen youth fees deproporlionste risk for
becoming victims of violence. According to Vie National Center for Health

1
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Statistics (1990), homicide was the leading cause of death for Afrtcan-
Americens, both male and female, between 15 to 34 tor all years between 1978

and 1957. Murders of adolescent and young adult AfrIcan-American mates

during these yews totalled 20415 and accounted for 42% of all deaths In the

age range of 15-24 (Centers for Disease Control, 1990), making this age,

gender and racial group the sub-population of greatest risk. Of particular

concern is the recent rise in homicide rates for African-Amedcan adolescents.

Between 1954 and 1967, the homicide rates for African-American male

teenagers (15-19) Increased 55%. The modality rate of adolescent African-

American youth far exceeds that of White male teenagers. National Center for

Health Statistics ngures (1990) show:

African-American males between 15-19 are homicide victims at an

annual rate of 59.8 per 100,000, compared to a rate of 8.5 for their

White countorpads;
Comparable figures for 10-14 year-olds indicate a murder rate of 4.6 for

African-American males and 1.2 for Whtte males;
AfriconAmorican females between 10-19 are four limes more likely to

be homicide victims than.White females of the same age.

African-American youth also appear to be over-represented as victims of non-

fatal viotence, known to be far more provident than homicide. Bell (1957) has

referred to IllackomBleck homicide se "simply amessurabie tip of the iceberg

of Bleck Inlerpentonal violence' (p. 218). Investigations hove pointed to the

limitations In empirkel studies which have sampled to describe the nature

and adult of thee* %Nee fonns of violence such es amaults, physical child

abuse or domestic violence WM the African-American community (e.g.,

Lockhart & White, 11109). In general, reports of the incidence and prevalence

of nomfatal violence are thought to undemspreeent the extent of the problem

(Chdea(iffel, 1900). O'Carroll (1989) has estimated the such violence episodes

may be 100 limes mom frequent than homicide.

The major costs of homicide re clearly measured In the personal tragedy of

2
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loss of life and the waste of human potential. In a financial context, there am
no rellabie estimator; of the dollars expended for medical care, legal and social
Investigations, and interventions related etther to non-fatal assaults or to
homicide (Christoffel, 1990). Potential consequences include long-term
institutional care, rehabilitation services and support services to victims and/or
their families. in 1982, the Massachusetts Statewide Injury Prevention Program
estimated the cost of all childhood injuries (Including motor vehicle accidents,
falls, bums, etc.) at more than $7.5 billion dollars per year (Rodriguez, 1990).

As terrible as carnage, maiming, murder and gross violation sound as
descriptions of the problem, there are not words In the English language to
adequately convey the senseless pain and suffering in the streets and in the
households of America. Those affected are not nameless, faceless statistics.
They are our children, parents, friends and neighbors. I will not recant the
data reflecting Ohio's loss, although Included in my written testimony submitted
to this committee. You only need look outside the doors of this historic place
to see the bodies strewn throughout neighborhoods.

Ohio exemplifies the magnitude of teen violence nationally. Whether victims
or perpetrators, their lives and ours are immeasurable altered.

In 1988, while conducting public hearings throughout the state, the wails of
pain, anguish, fear and outrage were resounding. By 1987, the Commission
began funding demonstration projects In response to the communtties' need
to stem this growing crisis. They knew that this was not a problem that could
be addressed by the criminal justice system alone. That response was a
knee-jerk effort coming too late to preserve the dignity of life.

Since that humble beginning, the Commission has funded 10 diverse efforts
to prevent and reduce the onset of violent behavior.

Although a number have shown promise of meeting the goal, one has
demonstratid significant impact. The PACT (Positive Adolescent Cho Ica

3
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Training) Project, developed by Or. Rodney Hammond at Wright State

University In Dayton, Is a health promotion/1i* reduction program developed

in response to the need for violence prevention programming targeted

specific:Ay to African-American adolescents. The proMct, conducted in an

urban middle school, builds on research in primary (universal) and seoondary

(group speeinc) prevention programs. This structure suggests that such

interventions are most succeesful wlth
economiceity-disadvantaged and minority

youth when developed whit sensittvity to mobil, ethnic and cultural issues.

The project demonstrated knpact with the targeted population. it Mao

develops a series of training tapes with a manual to teach others to utilize the

PACT approach, which focuses on the problems of interpersonal violence,

emphasizing communication, negotiating and problem solving as acquired skills

to enhance the capacity of adolescents to form and maintain violence-free

relationships. Subsequently, PACT has received on-going funding from the

Governor's Office of Criminal Justice.

The Commission now funds Wright State to Implement a demonstration project

aimed at teaching parents these Wile. In spits of the success with

adoiescents, they found adolescents returning home from school to violence-

laden environments. The parent component, caned IMPACT, after six mouths

of operation, Is indicating remarkable results.

Subsequently, the Commission has received a thres-year MCHIP grant from the

Maternal and Child Haft Bureau of DHNS-PHS, for the Positive Emotional

Capacity Enhancement (PECE) Project for 9450,000 over three years to provide

violence prevention training in Ohlo, regionally and nationally.

Ohio's strategy is designed to be deilberate and comprehensive. Between

1917 and 1992, the Commission provided funds to replicate existing programs

which showed promise and develop community-based Initiatives to establish

divers* smooches to violence prevention. Projects focused on culturally-

relevant parenting skills, a rape prevention Initiative, violence prevention

4
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curriculum, teaching negotiating skills to deal with anger, diversion and self-
actuailiation programs in both correctional institutions and juvenile justice
facilities (see Sample outcomes in appendix).

It was our Intention to allow community-based agencies tremendous discretion,
based on documented need, to develop innovative and non-tradttional
inftlatives.

While this approach has btmin critically successful, it has taken precious Vine
and we needed to Increase awsreness among providers and the community.

By 1991, is partnership was forged between the Commission and CDC, the
Office of Minority Health, the Ohio Dspartment of Hoe ith the Office of
Congressman Stokes and Morehouse School of Medicine. This effort targeting
Blacks and Hispanics resulted in a two-day symposium for 250 representatives
of multi-disciplinary professional groups and indigenous loaders. The
symposium resulted In consensus recommendations including areas of
victimization, gang violence, ethnic variations in violence, the criminal justice
system and political responses, which formed the core for the beginning of
Ohio's strategy to prevent violence statewide.

The Impetus of that collective effort immediately resulted In the creation of
local Initiatives, including the Columbus Violence Reduction Coafition and a
plethora of campaigns in every major city In the state tor Minortty Health
Month 1992. Celebrated since 1989, Minority Health Month is a high-visiblitty
health promotion/disease prevention campaign which has grown from 87 events
to more than 300 events in four years. Funded via State support via mini
grants, the campaign involves the public and private sectors.

The inclusion of violence prevention as a communtty-focused activtty Increased
from no activity In 1909 to more than 30 scheduled events for 1992. This
Increase attests to the community's perception of the severity of the problem
as well as the perception that the community Is capable of preventing violence.

5
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The next alatewide phases of the plan Is scheduled to occur in June 1992.

YAM funds secured from the Gund Foundatlon of Cleveland, the Commissions

on Weeny Health, Dispute Remo itstIon/Conitict Mansgement and Spanish

Speaking Affairs will conduct a two-day multi-diedpanary, cross-cultural

eession. Teams of 20 participaMs from eight Ohio Mee supported by local

foundations will complete the "piennIng begun In December.

A comprehensive synopsis of national, Mats and iocal funded and non-funded

WM Ives has been compiled. From this forum we anticipate decisions relit**

to *doh models will collectively address the needs of communities statewide.

The mod* selected and service gaps which ars kiendlied will be addressed

in October 1992.

The Commission will Implement phase 111, capacity bulilng, on October 1 - 3,

1992, at a national conference, 'Prescription for Good Health: A Vision for Ms

Future of Minority Health.' TM three-day conference Includes comprehensive

violence prevenlion focusing on expedentially-bmed training. Minimal

proficiency levels tor those Models selected by the community 'assures that on

October 4, Ohio will face its most significant challenge: securing funds to

implement vioienc prevention plan In our state.

From the outset, we believed that change was only possible through the

collective efforts of public/private handers, providers and the community. In

lees than one year, we Mrs accomplished this goal giving us and you

meson for optimism Ind hops.

Unfortunately, violence prevention is not an exact science. If them was one

eliologicel agent among a single population, a sing*, targeted strategy might

be apprepdals. Whet we know Is that the reasons and occurrences are

vaned, demanding divers* strategies encompassing education, training,

employment, Vying conditions, habilitation, rehabilitation, MOM, medicine,

mental health, the criminal Malice *velem, (Orgy and the community itself.
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This tragedy did not manifest Mien overnight and resit/to will not be achieved
instantaneously. High visibility glitz campaigns lacking substance must be
avoided at all cost. This approach serves to frustrate the community which
recognizes the futility of the effort and exacerbates the problems by providing
perpetrators with a false sense of security that nothing wilt be done; we really
don't take this probiem seriously.

We must

1. Commit resources, both financial and Intellectual, to stimulate the
development of comprehensive, cross-disciplinary approaches which
mandate community involvement

2. The funding provided by the Centers tor Disease Control, Bum of
Maternal and Child Health, Mc* of Minority Health, and others must
cross departmental lines to crest* coordinated service delivery systems
and encounter/ innovation in addition to replication when neceesary.

3. Technological resources should be consolidated to create a
clearinghouse so that every state does not 're-Invent the wheel" to
begin to address this complex problem.

4. Gun control is an absolute necessity since guns are involved
disproportionately In ail aspects of violence.

5. Addressing this critical problem cennot be held hostage to the need for
evaluation. Nothing in the prevention arena for health and human
services is adequately evaluated. Minimal performance standerds and
menthe outcome criteria, not program design, should be the
responsibility of funding sources, not providers.

6. The momentum begun by the Centers for Disease Control, Office of
Minority Health and others is appropdate and necessary. It ie sealer
to that* entrenched in the states to Identity the problems than to
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develop the capacity to implement strategies tor solutions. With the

assistance of Df. Vernon Hark, Dr. Mark Rosenberg and Dr. Reuben

Warren from the Centers for Disease Control, Dr. William Robinson, Dr.

Samuel Unn end Gerrie McCannon from the Off le of Minority Heatth,

a forum was provided to Ohio to xplore successful models and

develop a comprehensive prevention strategy. it clarified what we must

do to begin to train professionals and indigenous leaders to provide

services.

7. The intricate relationship between
substance abuse and violence cannot

be overlooked. The need tor affordable, accessible treatment and

culturally-relevant community-based
treatment facilities is prominent in

this mosaic. Although all violence is not linked to substance abuse,

tt is prominent enough to highlight the fact that on average, in Ohio,

approximately three indigent detox beds per county are available for

treatment, an insufficient numbw of outpatient facilities are available

and too few providers represent culturally-diverso populations.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee on Governmental Affairs, I

appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today. Ohio is serious about

preventing violence in minority communities and the Ohio Commission on

Minority Health some as the catalyst. We look forward *a working with you

and all our partners in the public and private sectors to save our young;

thereby saving our most precious resource.
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The Prevention of Youth Violence

Ronald .G. Slaby, Ph.D.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, and distinguished visitors allow me to

inuoduce myself. My name is Ron Slaby. As a developmental psychologist, I have for

more than 20 years investigatedhow individuals learn patterns of violentbehavior, and

what can be done to reduce or prevent violence. I am currently a senior scientist at
Educarion Development Center in Newton, MA, a core faculty member at the Harvard

Injury Control Center, and a lecturer and instructor at Harvard University. My work and

experiences in this area are described in the biographical sketch and thecurriculum vita

submitted previously to this committee.

I am here today, at the invitation of the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs,

to address two broad questions:
What do we know about the problem of violence in America?
What can be done to reduce and prevent violence in America?

To address these questions, I willdraw from what I have learned through my
participation in a number of recent forums on this topic, as well as from my own research

with preschool children, middle school children, and adolescent violence offenders.
Because several recent fonims on this topic have addressed these same questions and

produced documents that may be of further interest to this committee, I will briefly

reference them and describe my role ineach.

Rzgent Forums on Violence Prevention

(1) I served as an advisor to the CarnegieFoundation's Conference on Violence

Prevention for Young.Adolescents (describedby my colleague Renee Wilson-Brewer). At

this conference I presented a summary of the basic and applied research with Dr. Nancy

Guerra on the effects of our violence prevention progtam with adolescence violence

offenders (Slaby & Guerra, 1988; Guerra & Slaby, 1990). Two sununary reports were
produced from this conference (Wilson-Bmwer, et al, 1991; Cohen, et al., 1991) .

(2) I else Patieinated in the mcs EanumanIzalcuatizatimaity_Cammunisizi
and contributed to the paper on interventions in early childhood. A report of the

proceedings and papers of this conference have been published (Public Health Reports,

1991).
(3) 1am currently a member of tbe American Psychological Association's

CCOMiniCd1.011.Y1121=1.112MIllh (which will bedeemibed bY mY colleague- Dr.
Leonard Eron who chairs this Commission). In November of 1991, our Commission

gathered and summarized invited testimony from individuals reptesenting abroad spectrum

of experience in dealing with the problems of youth violence and theirpotential solutions.

These summary statements are availablefrom the American Psychological Association

(APA, 1992).
(4) I have just completed teaching a new course at Harvard University's Graduate

School of Education, entitled
Poaratja4igionmin_ismaka. Since this is one of the few

courses in this country offered on this topic, I have made the syllabus for available (Slaby,

1992).

16:
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(5) I recently served on a national panel co the Prevention of Violence and Injuries
Due to Violence, organized by the CDC to develop a national asenda fee violence
prevention. I was the principal author of the background paperon interpersonal violence
for the forthcoming report. Within tbe next several months the executive summary of this
report (which your committee has in draft form) will be published in the leurnal.of.sgfax
&such and in the Morbidiix.aadlicinalita (Earls. Slahy, Spirit% et al.,
1992a & b). The full report will soon be published by the Centers for Disease Control
under the dile: Position Papers Fm the 2nd National Injury Conimi Conference ((DC,
1992). It is from our deliberations in this panel that I win draw most heavily.

Our panel was created with the objective of taking a fast step in developinga
comprehensive national agenda that would help shape the future of violence prevention
research, programs, and policies fee this decade. Ours was one of seven panels, each
focussing on a different aspects of injury courant initiative for developinga
comprehensive plan for injury control came from the National Center for Environmental
Health and Injury Control (NCEHIC) and the National Instituie for OccupationalSafety
and Health (NIOSH) of the Centers for Disease Control ((DC).

To form these psnels, input was obtained from more than 150experts from many
sectors, including federal state, and local government, academic institutions, industry and
labor, and a wide range of national organizations. Our panel on violence prevention was
disked by Dr. Felton Earls, and represented a broad spectrum of disciplinesand areas of
expertise in interpersonal violence and suicide (or self-directed violence). Early drafts of
our position papers were reviewed and revised based on writien comments from more than
100 external reviewers. Following these revisions, a draft ofour position papers was
presented at the Third National Injury Control Conference held in April, 1991 in Denver,
and further revisions were made based on the written and oral comments of conference
participants. Thus, the final document represents comributions from many individuals,
representing many sectors of our society.

With the brief time that I have, I would Ifite In highlight some keY Points.

Thri.ErablonaffacncejnAmoica

Tbe impact of violence on the health and well being of Americans is staggering,and
the need to address this problem systematically and effectively has never been pester.
Homicide is the 12th leading cause of death, accounting for over 25,000 deaths lastyear.
The homicide rate in America is not oely the highest among industrialized countries,it is
many times higher than that of other industrialized country. In America, death and injury
due to violence is a particulady high for youth and for African Ameticans andother
minctities. Females are at paroroWiy lugh risk of nonfatal injuries from, child sexual
abuse, rape, and assaults by husbands, ex-husbands, and other indmaie partners. Infants
and childien are at peadcauly high risk for both fatal and nonfatal thjtlfiC1 due so violence
in the farm of child abuse.

According to cakulations made from a recent FBI report (unroblished FBI Uniform
Crime Repotting data, 1989) as an individual growing up in America, one's lifetime odds
of dying by interpersonal violence (rather than by such causes as heart disease, cancer,
AIDS, motor vehicle Injury, or suicide; and excluding violent death in waror in the duty of
law enforcement) is as

1 in 496 white females in America will die of interpersonal violence
1 in 205 white males in America will die of inierpersonal violence
1 in 117 black females in America will die of imerpersonal vhtence
1 in 27 black maks in America will die of inmpersecal violence..
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&commendations for the Reduction and Prevernion of Violence in America

Our panel's broad and divase setof recommendations for high priority violence

prevention focused on factors that are most amenable to preventive efforts. The

recommendations were designed to apply to the prevention of both interpersonal violence

and self-directed violence, such as suicide; thus, implementation of these recommendations

pmmises to make an impact on both of these sources of death andinjury. The

recommendations are organized around a single major area and three special areas of

emphasis.

(1) The major area of emphasis is the need to build an infrAsirucmie to support

cohetent and coordinated efforts to prevent violencc. Recommendations for building a

brooder and more comprehensive infrastructure by which to prevent violence include:

(a) improving the recognition, referral, and treaunent of people at high risk

(b) empowering communities to address tho problem effectively
(c) broadening the training at all levels for violence prevention

(d) improving our surveillance of the problem
(e) advancing the finther development and rigorous evaluation of promising programs

(2) One special area of emphasis is the need to roulfgramutiglom. Changes

in this area were considemd to be highly likely to produce immediate reduction in mortality

from violence. The recommendationsdesigned to reduce firearm-related violence include:

(a) promoting educational and behavioral change regarding the temoval , limiting of youth

access, and safe storage of firearms in the home
(b) creating technological and environmental change regatding the implemntation of

specific design and performance standards for both domestic andimported fuearms

(c) developing new legisladve and regulatory efforts designed to eliminate the

manufacture, importation, and sale ofhandguns (except in specialcircumstances) and to

limit access to firearms through national waiting periods, criminal mad background

checks, restrictive licensing for handgun owners, and excise taxes on firearms and

ammunition to cover the public coat of firearm injuries
(d) enhancing the enforcement of existing legislation and tegulatory efforts

(e) increasing research to clarifyfurther the risks and benefits ofviolence associated with

access to firearms and to alternative means of providing security

(3) A second special area of emphasis is the need to rcdthaykaraggisgsditcd
stithaat gum's/mgr./ha (AOD). The recommendations designed to reduce drug-

related violence include:
(a) decreasing the chronic use of alcohol and other drugs, particularly by persons at high

risk of violent behavior, through proper identification and treatment

(b) decreasing the initiation and experimental use of alcohol and other drugs, particularly

by youth and °then at high risk of violent behavior
(c) changing the environment associated with the sale and traffiding of alcohol and other

drup that contributes to violence
(d) conducting research toclarify further the mechanism underlying the observed

association between alcohol and other thugs and violence
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(4) A third spernal area of emphasis is the need to foster childhood experiences
associated with the prevention of violence. as well as to reduce both immediateand long-
term risks of perpetrating violence, wimessing violence, becoming a victim, or becoming a
bystanders who supports violence through instigation, active encouragement, or passive
acceptance. Recommendations designed to target violence prevention efforts toward
children include:
(a) reducing the incidence of child abuse and providing proper treatment to victims through .
preventive intervention, identification, and treatment
(b) developing and rigorously evaluating intervention programs for children, families, and
communities designed to foster the skills, values, behaviors needed to prevent violence and
to resolve social problems effectively and nonviolently
(c) developing timely crisis intervention for families at risk for violence
(d) conducting research to assess both the short-term and long-tam effectiveness of
childhood interventions to prevent violence
(e) generating media experiences for children, youth, and adults to educate and fosterthe
skills, values, and behaviors needed to prevent violence.

I would like to expand on this last recommendation. Research evidence indicates
that whereas the media, and particularly television and film, have for decadescontributed to
the problem of youth violence in America, the media clearly has the potential and the
responsibility to become part of the solution. The Children's Television Act of 1990 (ILR.
1677) now requires bronicasiers to save the "educational and informational needs of
children" through programming and thiough nonbroadcast efforts that "enhance die
educational and informadonal value of such programming." Congross has also specifically
called upon broadcasters to take steps to solve the violence problem Thus, we have
recommended that the Federal Conammications Commission review, as a condition for
license renewal, the efforts and accomplishments of **vision stations in helping to serve
the specific educational and infotmational needs of children regarding violenceand how to
provers it.

CambidintEsuarlia

I believe it is of the inmost importance for the federal government to play a
leadership role in building a coherent Infrasuuctsie and addressing die seas of special
emphasis to prevent violence in Mimics. The problem of violence isan interdisciplinary
one whose solution requires the ootedination of efforts by behavioral scientists, public
health, medical science, edmstion, and communication. kalaozequitescoerthnstlon
among different agencies and progr, as well as between federal, stme, and local efforts.
Without federal leadership in a column infruducture and in coonlinming state
and local effects to deal with violence prevention, tbe problem of violence in America will
condone to be dealt with inconsimendy, and in a mactrve rather than a preventive =nu

While Pr panel developed this braid spunk for the prevention of violence, we
also realize dist ifr issues and opportunities were inevitably overlookedor
underempbasizeUThus, we encomege others to consider this plan to be a starting point
for further efforts so prevent viokece in Amaica.
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Good morning, Mr.
Chairman And members of the Coamittee.

I am

Chukwudi
Onwuachi-Saunders, a medical epidemiologist

at the

National Center for Environmental Health and Injury Control,

Centers for Disease Control. I an pleased to testify before

this Committee on an issue critical to the health of all

Americans--the epidemiology
of violence.

In my testimony
today I will make two main points. First,

injury is a major public health problem in the United States.

Second, intentional
injury, or violence, has grown to epidemic

proportions and is affecting all
communities, in all parts of

society.

Injury is commonly
divided into two categories: those considered

to be intentional,
for example,

homicide and suicide, and those

considered to be unintentional, for example, motor vehicle

crashes, falls,
poisoning, burns and drowning.

Injuries as a whole account for the third leading cause of death

in the United States, behind heart disease and cancer. Each

year over 150,000 Americans
die from injuries.

Injuries are also the leading cause
of years of potential life

lost or premature
death before the age of 65. Injuries account

for more years of potential life lost than malignant neop.amms

or cancer,
diseases of the heart, congenital

anomalies and HIV

infection combined. Injuries
disproportionately affect the
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young and are the single greatest killer of Americans between
the ages of 1 and 44.

Injuries directly or indirectly touch most of us each year.

One in four Americans
will be injured annually. t

One in ten hospital
admissions is the result of an injury.

t

One in every six
hospital days will be due to an injury.

One in three health
care visits will be as a result of an

injury.

The cost of injuries is high. In 1988, the lifetime cost of
injuries was estimated to be 180 billion dollars,

including over
$24 billion in federal outlays. Yet, despite the magnitude of
the injury problem,

we have not invested
much of our nation's

research and prevention
resources in injury control and it has

received little attention in the past. We have long thought
that injuries caused by motor vehicle crashes, falls, house
fires, and violent assaults are "accidents", random,...

uncontrollable acts of fate. But injuries are predictable and
largely preventable.

2
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violence is a common term for Intentional Injuries. Violence

includes, but is not limited to, homicide--an example of

interpersonal violence, and suicide--an example of self-directed

violence. In 1990 over 25,000 persons died as a result of

homicide in the U.S. Homicide rates are used as one indicator

of the level of violence in a community. However, each year

over 2.2 million people suffer nonfatal injuries from violence

and abusive behavior.

The remainder of my testimony will focus almost exclusively on

homicide. Homicide is the most severe outcome of interpersona)

violence. Data about homicides are more readily available than

data about nonfatal intentional injuries.

Injury research has shown that injuries have a disproportionate

impact on minorities in this country--particularly African-

Americans, Hispanics, and Native Americans. Injury death rates

for African-American males ars high not only for homicides, but

also for other injuriessuch as residential fires, and

pedestrian mishaps.

Data from five southwestern states from 1977 to 1982 indicatP

that homicides are also a problem for Hispanics, especially the

Hispanic males. Unfortunately because of the manner in which

data are collected, (by race instead of by ethnicity), there is

3
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little available information on the national level regarding

ethnic variations in homicides.

When we look at homicides by sex of victims and offenders, it is

clear that homicide has a greater impact on men as compared to

women. In more than 50 percent of the homicides in 1988, males

killed males.

Epidemiologists have also looked at the intra-racial aspect of

homicide. Only 9 percent of the homicides that occurred in 1988

were inter-racial. The majority were intra-racial which means

African-Americans killed African-Americans, whites killed whites

and hispanics killed hispanics.

Most homicides occur among people who know each other. People

who are upfamiliar w4Th the data are surprised that the majority

of homicides occur oetween family members or acquaintances. If

we were to add the acquaintance and the family categories

together, more than 50 percent of homicide victims knew their

offenders. Among all l!emale murder victims in 1990, 30 percent

were killed by their husbands or boyfriends. In contrast, only

4 percent of male victims were killed by wives or girlfriends.

Women are also victimized by rape, robbery and assault. Every

year at least 626,000 women are victimized by family members or

someone else with whom they are intimate.
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Under what circumstances are homicides occurring? A large

proportion occur as the result of conflict or arguments.

Almost all of the recent increase in homicide among young

African-American males is accounted for by the increase in

firearm homicide. Most people are not surprised that firearms

account for many of the homicides, but they are often surprised

that the proportion is so high. From 1980-1988, 76.9 percent of

all homicides were committed with a firearm.

If we consider weapon use by race, we again find no obvious

differences between African-Americans and Whites. The patterns

are the same. Now after saying all of this, why is there such a

focus on African-AmerIcan males?

In 1987, homicides accounted for 42 percent of all deaths to

African-American males 15-24 years old. For young African-

American females 26 percent of all their deaths--1 of every 4

was caused by a homicide. Homicide is the leading cause of

death for both young African-American males and females 15-34

years.

The probability of lifetime murder victimization for African-

American males is 1 out of 27 compared to 1 out of 205 for their

white male counterparts. Thf African-American female also has

5
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an increased risk of homicide that is four times that for the

white female.

We know that homicides don't occur just in minority communities.

Homicide occurs among all racial and ethnic groups, among

persons of all ages and among males and females. Homicide is

not a "minority" problem, it is an American problem.

Homicide has a disproportionate effect on young adults in this

country. Among Americans 15-34 years of age, homicide is the

second leading cause of death, exceeded only by unintertional

injuries.

U.S. homicide rates are unprecedented among industrialized

nations throughout the world. The U.S. homicide rate for males

15-24 years of age is 17-283 times greater than rates for 17

other comparable industrialized nations.

In the last decade, homicide rates have risen dramatically for

young African-American males 15-24 years and the problem is

getting worse. These rates increased by 54 percent since 1985.

In fact in 1990, the total number of homicides in the U.S. was

higher than ever before.

It is important to mention that suicide, or self-directed

violence, is an integral part of violence in our society.

6
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Firearms are also the number one method used in suicide for both

males and females. These are also tragic end preventable

deaths.

Let me summarize some points
that 5hould help to focus our

efforts to prevent violence. First, ve must remember that

homicide and suicide are only the fatal outcome of violence and,

therefore, represent only the tip of a very large iceberg of

intentional injury. We should not ignore nonfatal assaults or

suicide attempts. The deaths represent only a small proportion,

many more people are hospitalized, bedridden or suffer some sort

of restricted activity as a result of violence.

Second, although young
African-American males art at greatest

risk, young African-American females are also at great risk.

The impact .:Jf violence is felt throughout the whole African-

American community as well as throughout other communities.

Therefore, it is important that we consider the entire community

since no race or ethnic group in this country is immune to the

adverse health impact of violence.

Third, we need to address the role of firearms as they relate to

violence. Firearms are the number one method used for homicide

and suicide in both males and females. The information

presented to you this morning demands that we improve our

efforts to understand their role in violence-related behavior.

7
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In conclusion, violence in this county is destroying the fabric

of the American drain. We r'isct our citizens to grqw healthy

and prosper. Yet, each day in America approximately 140 men,

women, and children lose their lives to acts of violence. many

of thes deaths are preventable! America provides leadership in

resolving life threatening global conflicts, yet the

battlet7round for the prevention of these premature deaths is on

the home-front. We can work together to provide reasonable

alternatives to violence, and give people and communities a

sense of hope for the future.

We all know there will be no quick fixes or easy solutions.

Often solutions to a problem can be aided by a change in the way

we view a problem. For progress to continue on this issue, we

pust change the way we view this problem. I believe, as a

mother and a physician, that violence is not only a criminal

justice problem, but also a major public health problem.

Thank you.
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